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ABSTRACT 
 
Within the stream of research on entrepreneurial opportunity there is a school of 
thought that affords entrepreneurs an agentic role in the creation of opportunities –  
with opportunities understood as a combination of both product and market innova-
tion. Recently scholars working from this Creative Model have associated the op-
portunity shaping work of entrepreneurs with sensemaking – a social process in 
which teams gather information, ascribe meaning, and take action in the face of the 
uncertainties, which some have said define the context of entrepreneurship. Few, if 
any, scholars have studied the naturally occurring conversations between entre-
preneurial team members as they discuss the information, meaning, and action 
relevant to their innovation efforts. This dissertation makes a contribution to current 
understanding of entrepreneurship by capturing the naturally occurring conversa-
tions of innovative entrepreneurial teams in action, analyzing these recorded con-
versations for use of sensemaking language, and comparing the language patterns 
between teams that achieve different levels of performance.  
 
The Creative Model born out of academic theory is echoed in the lean startup phi-
losophy that has come out of practice. Like Creative Model scholars, lean startup 
practitioners believe that entrepreneurs create opportunities. Seen through a lean 
startup lens an entrepreneurial team creates an opportunity by developing a mini-
mum viable product; by finding the optimal intersection between the team’s vision 
for an innovative product and the active behaviors of prospective customers. In this 
frame work, entrepreneurs are not exploiting preexisting opportunities, persuading 
customers to accept their imagined product, or building product based on what 
customers say they want. Instead lean startup entrepreneurs practice “design 
thinking;” they engage in an iterative learning process by building product and de-
liberately testing assumptions. Because the process for interpreting feedback from 
customers and advisers includes team meetings, the lean startup philosophy is 
positing that entrepreneurial teams verbally make sense of the uncertainties about 
the opportunity creation process through intra-team conversation.  
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The naturally occurring conversations of teams have been studied in other work-
place settings in which teams face uncertainties (e.g. cockpits, hospitals, military 
units), and conversational competencies have been identified that separate high- 
and low-performance teams. This research borrows the concept of work as a con-
versational accomplishment and inductively explores the ways in which intra-team 
language might impact the success of entrepreneurial innovation teams. 
 
This research project partnered with a lean startup contest run by a US university 
to study a collection of teams actively developing minimum viable products within a 
limited time period. Qualified teams were given recording devices and instructed to 
capture their intra-team conversations throughout the arc of the contest. As the 
weeks passed, the teams were reviewed multiple times by a panel of judges, and 
the judges decisions were used as the study’s proxy for success.   
 
Although the raw data included more than thirty hours of recorded conversations 
from six teams, the analysis focused on the conversations of the two teams that 
achieved the highest and lowest rankings in the contest. Using Conversation Anal-
ysis, ethnography, and descriptive statistics, this study has been able to describe 
the sensemaking language of these teams in three ways: based on an aggregate 
of all utterances in general, based on the type of uncertainty animating team con-
versations, and based on team performance.  
 
Looking at and describing the data in these ways has resulted in a provisional the-
ory related to the conversational competencies of entrepreneurial innovation teams 
and entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty. These advances might have impli-
cations for both theory and practice. This research directly adds to the entrepre-
neurial cognition literature; providing a provisional theory that suggests new lines of 
inquiry into the dimensions of entrepreneurial agency. With regard to the realm of 
practice: the research might have applications for facilitators of entrepreneurial ed-
ucation and for entrepreneurs themselves. 
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CHAPTER ONE: OVERVIEW 
 
Starting a venture is full of uncertainty, as the following excerpt from this study’s 
field notes suggests: 
“It’s not gonna work!” Seth says in an overly-dramatic tone of voice 
as if he were shocked or horrified. He and his business partner 
Shahrnaz dissolve into a burst of laughter. They are talking about 
the early-stage venture that they are building. While they speak 
they are sitting in her living room and preparing for the final round of 
judging in a university-sponsored contest for entrepreneurial teams. 
When Shahrnaz recovers her composure she offers a more serious 
reflection: “One thing that one of the early round judges gave in the 
feedback was that they don’t think that we’re going to sell that many 
[units of our product].” Seth overlaps her statement with, “Yeah, 
there is always that…” She then matches his words with her own, 
“Right; there is always that – there is always that risk.” After articu-
lating how their sales will depend somewhat upon their go-to-
market strategy and other factors she confesses to him that, “I 
just… I have a hard time seeing [the judge’s point of view] given like 
all the like anecdotal and data we have to confirm the market.” Seth 
agrees that the information they’ve gathered about the market for 
their product seems to conflict with the judge’s perceptions. After a 
short pause he asks Shahrnaz, “But we’ll worry about that later, 
right?” She concurs without hesitation, “Yeah. Agreed” – and the 
conversation continues. They have a product demonstration to pre-
pare and an elevator pitch to practice in the hours that remain be-
fore the final judging. 
Marked by setbacks and mid-course corrections, the startup process is rarely, if 
ever, linear. Early-stage high-tech entrepreneurs, such as the ones in the afore-
mentioned scenario, often alter their product concepts. Teams may radically depart 
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from their original idea (J. Sorensen & Chang, 2006) in their quest to define the 
synthesis between the founding team’s vision and the simplest product that a cus-
tomer base will accept (Reis, 2011, p. 50). This process of crafting a minimum via-
ble product is iterative, interpretive, and social (Reis, 2011). 
Indeed, creating a minimum viable product can be difficult. Entrepreneurial ven-
tures are steeped in uncertainty by their very nature (Hill & Levenhagen, 1995; 
Knight, 1921; McMullen & Shepherd, 2006), and those defining conditions may 
hinder an entrepreneurial team’s ability to interpret their experiences and make es-
sential changes to their product or strategy (McKelvie, Haynie, & Gustavsson, 
2011). Sorting through the possible interpretations of a given situation (Blatt, 2009), 
and knowing the questions to ask or the next steps to take (Amason, Shrader, & 
Tompson, 2006) can pose serious challenges to an entrepreneurial team. Moreo-
ver, entrepreneurial teams can become attached to a particular vision for a venture 
and reluctant to make changes that could disrupt any alliances that have already 
started to form (Nobel, 2011).  
Consequently, only some entrepreneurial teams seem to be able to engage in the 
iterative learning tasks of a new venture, emerge with a minimum viable product, 
and eventually achieve market success. Other teams – perhaps most given the 
high failure rate of new ventures (Shane, 2008; Timmons, 1994) – may engage in 
the process but fail to find the critical intersection of product vision and market ac-
ceptance necessary for the earliest phase of entrepreneurial ascendancy. This fact 
– that some entrepreneurs succeed while many do not – has driven a dominant 
and enduring stream of research into the factors that enable entrepreneurial suc-
cess (Aldrich & Martinez, 2001; Eesley & Roberts, 2012; Hmieleski, Corbett, & 
Baron, 2013), including inquiries into entrepreneurial cognition. 
While some of the existing entrepreneurial cognition literature affords founders an 
active role in the shaping of entrepreneurial opportunities (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; 
Baker & Nelson, 2005; Baron, 2007) and acknowledges the use of sensemaking 
(Barton, 2010; Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010; Hill & Levenhagen, 1995; Wood & 
McKinley, 2010) and conversations (Amason et al., 2006; Baron & Markman, 2000; 
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Dyer, Gregersen, & Christensen, 2008; Felin & Zenger, 2009; Lechler, 2001) in the 
process of early-stage entrepreneurial innovation, it fails to explain how an entre-
preneurial team’s members negotiate the uncertainties and demands of innovating 
as their shared situation unfolds. It fails to show how they verbally make sense of 
disruptive input about their original product vision and collaboratively construct a 
minimum viable product. By studying the language teams use to make sense of the 
uncertain circumstances that accompany the entrepreneurial innovation process, 
insights into entrepreneurial cognition – including entrepreneurial stances toward 
uncertainty – could be gained. 
Inquiries into the ways that early-stage entrepreneurial teams conversationally 
make sense of contextual cues as they craft their minimum viable products could 
address gaps in the entrepreneurial cognition literature related to opportunities 
and, by extension, to success. Research on verbal interactions in other workplace 
settings – doctor’s offices, classrooms, and courtroom, etc. – has revealed how the 
goals of establishing diagnoses, teaching lessons, and reaching verdicts, for ex-
ample, are conversationally accomplished (Atkinsen & Drew, 1979; Cazden, 1988; 
Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage & Maynard, 2006; Middleton, 1997). Moreover, 
distinct verbal patterns in the interactions of successful (or unsuccessful) teams 
working in uncertain conditions marked by high-stakes, limited resources, and 
changing conditions have been identified (Edmondson, 2003; Morgan, Glickman, 
Woodard, Blaiwes, & Salas, 1986; Nevile, 2004a; J. B. Sexton & Helmreich, 2000, 
2003; J. B. Sexton et al., 2006). Few micro-analytical studies of the verbal patterns 
of innovative entrepreneurial teams exist despite requests for more research into 
entrepreneurial action; into the detailed ways that entrepreneurial teams enact their 
work (Bird & Schjoedt, 2009; Cornelissen, 2012; Gartner, 1988).  
This project fills that gap; it examines how entrepreneurial teams competing in a 
lean startup contest verbally accomplish the work of crafting a minimum viable 
product. Because “team work is essentially a linguistic phenomenon” (Donnellon, 
1996, p. 6), this project explores how entrepreneurial team mates naturally talk with 
each other in real-time as they attempt to build and refine innovative products 
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based on input from prospective customers and advisors. It considers how each 
team verbally makes sense of disruptive data in their efforts to build a minimum vi-
able product. By examining the detailed verbal interactions between team mates 
and comparing the language patterns of a high- and low-performance team, the 
study aims to identify any “interactional competencies” (Cazden, 2011; Nevile, 
2004a, p. 2; Psathas, 1990a, p. 21) that may be required of early-stage innovative 
entrepreneurial teams. Moreover, this project with its emphasis on observable 
sensemaking language is designed to study entrepreneurial stances toward uncer-
tainty – and how verbal interactions and uncertainty stances might relate to entre-
preneurial success. 
Findings from this inductive qualitative inquiry show that these entrepreneurial in-
novation teams use sensemaking language when navigating uncertainties. The mi-
cro-analysis of the teams’ combined utterances produced a general pattern of 
sensemaking language: 24% of the verbal contributions were devoted to the ex-
change of Information, 42% were given to the ascription of Meaning, and 33% 
were focused on the articulation of Action.  
This general verbal sensemaking pattern was slightly different from the patterns 
that emerged when the type of uncertainty was considered. When these teams 
were navigating contest-related uncertainties the combined conversations were 
comprised of 11% Information, 43% Meaning, and 44% Action utterances. When 
these teams were faced with uncertainties related to the crafting of their minimum 
viable products, the conversations were comprised of 36% Information, 42% Mean-
ing, and 22% Action utterances. This could be evidence of teams using a causal 
approach to contest-related uncertainties and an effectual approach to product-
related uncertainties.  
The patterns of the high- and low-performance teams also differed from each oth-
er. The general pattern for the high-performance team’s conversations was com-
prised of 12% Information, 39% Meaning, and 49% Action utterances. In contrast, 
the low-performance team’s conversations consisted of 33% Information, 44% 
Meaning, and 23% Action utterances. It is worth highlighting that the percentages 
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of utterances coded for Information and Action vary but those coded for Meaning 
stay relatively constant regardless of the target of the analysis. The interpretative 
work of making meaning – of making sense of situations – appears to be the cen-
tral task of these entrepreneurial innovation teams. At more granular levels of ob-
servation, the high-performance team tended to use more flexible language forms 
(e.g. conditional claims, levity, etc.) that can protract the interpretive process. Such 
language forms have been associated with mindfulness, resilience, and reflection. 
In contrast, the low-performance team tended to use more rigid and definitive lan-
guage forms (e.g. absolute claims, persuasion, etc.) that might sacrifice the possi-
bility of productive (re)interpretation. 
Given the exploratory nature of this research, conclusions must be drawn with cau-
tion. However, the findings suggest that verbal sensemaking behaviors such as 
mindfulness, resilience, and reflection are present in the entrepreneurial innovation 
process and may differentiate high- and low-performance teams. The findings sug-
gest that conversational competencies such as the use of conditional framing might 
enhance an entrepreneurial team’s capacity for innovation success. And they sug-
gest that entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty may be more varied than cur-
rent theory states. The high-performance team’s tendency to expand uncertainty 
through their language – to avoid premature cognitive commitments and explore 
alternative possibilities – is not well represented in the dimensions of prediction 
and control that are central to the current theories of effectuation and causation. 
This research offers a provisional theory that unites and enhances the existing the-
ories; it offers expansion as another productive entrepreneurial stance toward un-
certainty. In essence, this research argues that every successful startup is a con-
versational accomplishment. 
 
The Structure of the Document 
The following chapters are intended to provide readers with the necessary scaffold-
ing to understand the context, design, and results of this doctoral research project. 
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Because the aim of this research is to offer exploratory theory about the conversa-
tional competencies of early-stage entrepreneurial innovation teams, some chap-
ters report on the execution of three nested objectives: 
1. The development of codes to represent the verbal utterances of entrepre-
neurial teams engaged in the innovation of minimum viable products; 
2. The examination of language patterns as suggested by these codes within 
and across teams; 
3. The identification of language patterns, if any, that appear to differentiate 
high- and low-performance teams. 
Material relevant to the first objective is addressed most extensively in Chapter 
Three. The basic language patterns that emerge from these codes are reported in 
Chapters Five and Six. And the language patterns that appear to be related to per-
formance are reported in Chapter Seven. 
In general, the early chapters of this document summarize the theoretical under-
pinnings, specific context, and methodological approach for the research. Chapter 
Two reviews the relevant features of the entrepreneurship literature. It pays close 
attention to the work in entrepreneurial cognition. It also imports relevant work from 
the sensemaking literature and segues into an overview of research related to insti-
tutional talk. It concludes with an articulation of the limitations of the existing litera-
ture on entrepreneurial cognition and a set of three Research Questions. Chapter 
Three describes the philosophical orientation that animates this research. It articu-
lates the research design and explains the methodological traditions of Conversa-
tion Analysis (CA) and ethnography. It includes an overview of the data collection 
and analysis processes. After presenting descriptions of the codes built for this in-
quiry and examples of the coded data it closes with an acknowledgement of possi-
ble weaknesses in this study’s design. The fourth chapter presents an ethnograph-
ic portrait of the context from which the teams in the study are drawn and in which 
they conduct their work. It also foreshadows some elements of conversation – such 
as reflective dialogue – that emerge organically from the analysis of the recorded 
data from the teams.   
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Chapters Five, Six, and Seven showcase salient findings within and across teams; 
findings that have come from the investigation of the project’s three guiding ques-
tions. Each chapter includes data and discussion points. Chapter Eight, a synthe-
sizing chapter, integrates the findings and discussion points from the three previ-
ous chapters in a general discussion about the conversational competencies of in-
novative entrepreneurial teams. Chapter Nine offers a provisional theory of entre-
preneurial stances toward uncertainty. Chapter Ten links the findings and the pro-
visional theory that have emerged from this inquiry to possible implications for 
practice and to directions for future research. The document concludes with a set 
of relevant appendices and a full bibliography.  
Because only a few readers may have had first-person experience as part of a 
founding team or experience with the notation conventions of Conversation Analy-
sis, a variety of styles are used to present data throughout the document. To famil-
iarize readers with the workplace setting of the studied teams, an ethnographic 
portrait is offered in Chapter Four. Excerpts from the teams’ conversations are pre-
sented sometimes in a journalistic style. An example of this style, which combines 
quotes with contextual description, can be found at the start of this chapter. An al-
ternative presentation style – charts that report coding assignments on an utter-
ance-by-utterance basis – is used if the excerpt has already been treated in narra-
tive form to make a different point or if the excerpt does not require contextual ele-
ments to be well understood. Descriptive statistics also are used to convey and 
compare the contours of the teams’ conversational activities. In all excerpts from 
the intra-team conversations, the names of the teams and the individuals have 
been changed. The intent behind the use of this array of presentation styles is to 
make the research and its findings accessible to many readers from diverse back-
grounds and areas of interest. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 
 
This chapter begins by defining the people and structures that are relevant to the 
research. It continues by describing the entrepreneurial cognition literature, espe-
cially that which grapples directly with questions of entrepreneurial opportunity cre-
ation and success. The sensemaking literature, especially as it relates to work-
place interaction, is referenced to illuminate effective ways to approach an inquiry 
into the processes that enable innovative entrepreneurial team work. The chapter 
concludes with a statement of the gaps in the literature and a set of research ques-
tions.  
 
Defining Innovative Entrepreneurs and Their Work 
Entrepreneurs innovate products and services, create jobs, and generate wealth; in 
short, the global economy is dependent upon people becoming successful entre-
preneurs (Dutta & Crossan, 2005; Schramm, 2011). However, defining entrepre-
neurship is not an easy task. Sometimes associated with self-employment (Shane, 
2008; Stevenson, 1983), small business (Gibb, 1996), efforts within a large, exist-
ing company (Pinchot, 1986), franchising (Azoulay & Shane, 2001), and venture-
backing (Beckman, Burton, & O’Reilly, 2007), the definition of entrepreneurship 
continues to undergo revisions. Even though the entrepreneurship title has been 
given to anyone who starts a new venture of any kind (Lazear, 2004), drawing a 
distinction between innovative and imitative entrepreneurial endeavors is meaning-
ful (Aldrich & Martinez, 2001; Baumol, 1986; Cliff, Jennings, & Greenwood, 2006) if 
only because most entrepreneurs do not start innovative ventures (Bhide, 2000). It 
is innovative entrepreneurship – the study of founders who originally envision the 
possibility for a new venture with a distinctive value proposition (e.g., product fea-
tures, pricing models, customizability, etc.) as described by Dyer, Gregersen, and 
Christensen (2008) – that will be referenced in the following exploration.  
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Although entrepreneurship is often associated with individual aspirations and 
achievements, most successful new ventures are started by teams (Gartner, 
Shaver, Gatewood, & Katz, 1994; Kamm, Shuman, Seeger, & Nurick, 1990; 
Lechler, 2001; Timmons, 1989). The terms founding team and entrepreneurial 
team tend to be used as synonyms in the literature (Brush, 2007) even though 
founders tend to have a different relationship with the venture: they can form strong 
bonds with the venture (Cardon, Zietsma, Saparito, Matherne, & Davis, 2005) and 
leave a lasting imprint on its culture (Beckman & Burton, 2008; Burton & Beckman, 
2007; Schein, 1983). While this research will tend to use the term entrepreneurial 
team, the team members are founders who have been present on the team before 
the formal incorporation of the venture (Kamm et al., 1990). 
All entrepreneurial teams, innovative or imitative, must complete essential tasks 
associated with new venture creation (Aldrich & Martinez, 2001; Gartner, 1985; 
Low & Abrahamson, 1997), and through these activities entrepreneurship emerges 
over a period of time (Gartner et al., 1994). Organizing tasks -- such as incorporat-
ing or raising capital – are important activities for entrepreneurs to accomplish. 
However, these functional acts associated with the creation of a new venture are 
related to but distinct from the actions required to innovate a new product that will 
differentiate the venture and contribute to its ascendency. Organizing and innovat-
ing efforts can be undertaken in a non-linear, iterative manner by the entrepreneur-
ial team (Brush, Manolova, & Edelman, 2008). It is the act of innovating, not man-
aging early-stage operational challenges of the venture, which will be emphasized 
in this work. However, some basic tasks of organizing such as funding, growth in 
team, and growth in customer base or revenues are used as the metrics for suc-
cess for early-stage ventures (Beckman et al., 2007; Edelman, Brush, Manolova, & 
Greene, 2010; Newbert, 2005; Song, Podoynitsyna, Van Der Bij, & Halman, 2008). 
These metrics inform the judging criteria used in the innovative entrepreneurial 
competition which is the context for this study, and judges’ ranking of the teams are 
used in this research as a proxy for each team’s relative success.  
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Teams in general warrant a brief definition and description: a team can be defined 
as, “a small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a 
common purpose, set of performance goals, and approach for which they hold 
themselves mutually accountable” (Katzenback & Smith, 2005). The structural fea-
tures that enable teams to accomplish their work successfully may include: 
(Hackman, 2002; Wageman & Gordon, 2005):  
 A defined membership with interdependent roles and tasks; 
 A mobilizing purpose with articulated challenges; 
 Task design and behavioral norms that facilitate collaboration; 
 A supportive organizational environment with appropriate resources and re-
wards; 
 Access to meaningful coaching and expert guidance. 
 
A desire to discover the structural conditions that might enable entrepreneurial 
teams in particular to succeed at their work has inspired studies of funding profiles, 
team size and composition, and network diversity.  
  
Entrepreneurial teams with funding from top-tier venture capital firms have been 
shown to enjoy greater levels of market success than teams funded by other 
means (Gompers, Kovner, Lerner, & Scharfstein, 2010; Hochberg, Ljungqvist, & 
Lu, 2007; M. Sorensen, 2007). Consequently, raising venture capital tends to be 
considered a significant milestone, a source of pride, and a harbinger of success 
for entrepreneurial teams. Early stage ventures funded by Angels – high net-worth 
individuals who invest seed-level funds – are more like to be able to raise venture 
capital in future rounds; perhaps in part because of the network benefits that the 
Angels can provide (Kerr, Lerner, & Schoar, 2010). 
 
The composition of the founding team may matter to a startup’s eventual success. 
Team size has been linked to performance (Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990; 
Roberts, 1991) and growth (Cooper & Bruno, 1977; Feeser & Willard, 1990) with 
larger teams thought to be more capable in dynamic business environments 
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(Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993). This increased capacity of larger teams has been 
attributed to the greater information-processing abilities and additional viewpoints 
that can emerge when people work together. However, some research comes to a 
different conclusion: larger teams have more internal conflict (Amason & Spienza, 
1997), and large team size can have a negative impact on growth (Koeller & 
Lechler, 2006). One possible explanation for this diminished capacity is that the 
frequency of informal and familiar interactions between the team members de-
creases as the team size increases; making it more difficult to coordinate shared 
behaviors and actions (Hambrick, 1994).   
 
Beyond size, another key area of study has been diversity within the entrepreneur-
ial team in terms of experience and areas of expertise. More homogenous teams 
may demonstrate rapid decision-making behavior and streamlined execution (S. L. 
Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990). Functional diversity 
– having people with appropriate technical skills, business skills, and such – and 
prior industry experience may bode well for a venture’s future success (Beckman 
et al., 2007). Functional diversity may matter because entrepreneurial teams must 
accomplish a wide array of tasks requiring different skill sets. Industry experience 
may empower founders with a better sense of market needs and a richer network 
of relevant contacts. If members of a founding team have diverse knowledge, the 
full array of necessary skills, and the capacity to execute efficiently, research sug-
gests that they could be a likely candidate for success (Beckman & Burton, 2008; 
Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1990). 
 
Diversity in the social networks of the entrepreneurial team members has also 
been explored by researchers. Entrepreneurs tend to belong to more diverse net-
works than non-entrepreneurs (Renzulli, Aldrich, & Moody, 2000; Stuart & Ding, 
2006). Having a diverse social network might enable entrepreneurs to fill in 
knowledge gaps and harness resources including funding (Burt, 1992; Guimera, 
Uzzi, Spiro, & Nunes Amaral, 2005; Stuart & Sorenson, 2007). Plus, participation in 
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a large number of different external groups by individual team members may facili-
tate the cross-fertilization of knowledge (Reagans & McEvily, 2003). 
 
Even though these streams of research have provided rich information about the 
structural features of entrepreneurial teams they are not designed to investigate 
the dynamic work that entrepreneurial teams do. Other research, especially that 
which springs from recent inquiries into entrepreneurial cognition, has begun to 
consider the experiences of entrepreneurial teams as actors with agency in the 
crafting of opportunities that lead to their success. 
 
Relevant literatures  
The roots of the entrepreneurial literature reach back at least as far as the econom-
ics work of Schumpeter in the early part of the 20th century. In his view opportuni-
ties arise from a disruption to the existing market (Schumpeter, 1942). Viewing the 
1990’s internet boom through this lens would suggest that the US Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996 (FCC, 1996) dramatically altered the competitive landscape, and 
that entrepreneurs captured the opportunities that resulted from deregulation by 
introducing new products and new types of products. The ensuing decline of some 
established businesses and the rise of new ventures would be described as a vital 
source of “creative destruction.” By contrast, Kirzner (1997) would understand the 
introduction of the new telecom-related and internet-protocol-based ventures as a 
means of repair; alert entrepreneurs found imbalances in the market, and their con-
tributions returned the economic system to equilibrium. In both schools of thought, 
entrepreneurial opportunities are located outside of the human realm; they are ob-
jective and static occurrences that exist in an unpeopled, abstract dimension wait-
ing to be recognized or discovered by entrepreneurs. 
 
Entrepreneurial Cognition 
Like the economics-oriented literature, some of the research into entrepreneurial 
cognition has situated opportunities outside of the person. For example, the so-
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called “discovery” and “recognition” models for understanding entrepreneurial op-
portunity assign a matchmaking role to entrepreneurs (Alvarez & Barney, 2007). In 
these frameworks opportunities are considered to be unchanging, fully-formed enti-
ties, and entrepreneurs are seen to be responsive to opportunities but not respon-
sible for the cultivation of them. With opportunities and entrepreneurs seen through 
this lens, researchers have been inspired to explore the question of why some 
people can find or exploit opportunities better than others (Shane, 2003). These 
inquiries have shown that entrepreneurs may be more likely to harbor biases for 
over-confidence and representativeness (Busenitz & Barney, 1997; Palich & 
Bagby, 1995) and less likely to hold a status-quo bias (Dyer et al., 2008) than non-
entrepreneurs. Other research has shown that experienced entrepreneurs may dif-
fer from novice entrepreneurs in their ability to identify patterns in a complex or 
seemingly unrelated set of events (Baron & Ensley, 2006). However, despite the 
cognitive differences that have been identified, this line of research has been una-
ble to explain how these differences are actively expressed in the daily work of an 
entrepreneurial team; how, for example, the cognitive practices of entrepreneurial 
team members would inform their ability to successfully craft a minimum viable 
product.  
 
An alternative framework – the Creation Model, as it has come to be called by 
many – assigns an agentic role to entrepreneurs in the crafting of opportunities 
(Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Baker & Nelson, 2005; Bhide, 2000; Dyer et al., 2008) 
and views entrepreneurship as a process, not an event (Aldrich & Ruef, 2006). In 
the Creation Model neither the innovative product nor the market need exist in ad-
vance of an entrepreneur’s insight and effort. Seen through this constructivist lens, 
opportunities are made or at least influenced by the actions – including the “imagi-
nation, inspiration, and protracted endeavor” – of entrepreneurs (Sarasvathy, 2001, 
p. 261). This shift – the assignment of agency to entrepreneurs – implies that initial 
actions taken by an entrepreneur may or may not result in the creation of an inno-
vative product that meets market acceptance (Wood & McKinley, 2010). By exten-
sion, this shift suggests that entrepreneurs can act not only once but multiple times 
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during the process of innovating (Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Fletcher & Watson, 
2007; Lobler, 2006). As they take action and make adaptations over time, entre-
preneurs may be simultaneously refining their opportunity and their emerging inno-
vation by learning from experience, incorporating feedback and advice, and ac-
commodating new knowledge or unexpected changes in their circumstances 
(Barton, 2010; Gemmell, Boland, & Kolb, 2012; Hill & Levenhagen, 1995; Van de 
Ven & Polley, 1992). Moreover, when opportunities are seen to be influenced by 
the efforts of entrepreneurs, new questions can be asked that explore the factors 
inherent in an entrepreneurial “opportunity reﬁnement competency” (Rasmussen, 
Mosey, & Wright, 2011) that helps a team find the nexus between the products the 
market will accept and the products the team can build. Questions can be asked 
about the relationship between an entrepreneurial team’s specific behaviors and 
their ability to accomplish the primary goal that orients their work – the crafting of a 
minimum viable product.  
It may be important to distinguish opportunities from innovations and outline the 
vital interplay between the two. Entrepreneurial opportunities emerge through, “a 
process that involves intense dynamic interaction and negotiation between stake-
holders seeking to operationalize their (often vague and unformed) aspirations and 
values into concrete products, services and institutions that constitute the econo-
my” (Sarasvathy, Dew, Velamuri, & Venkataraman, 2005, pp. 156-157). In other 
words, entrepreneurial opportunity results from a special combination of product 
innovation and market need (Trott, 2002). Competent entrepreneurs must be at-
tuned to both the development of the innovation and the dynamics of the market 
(Park, 2005), and innovations emerge from “a highly social process in which the 
collective dimension plays a crucial role” (Peschl & Fundneider, 2008, p. 16).  
While the “dynamic interaction” between entrepreneurs and other stakeholders is 
not exclusively defined by interpersonal conversation, conversations (Gemmell et 
al., 2012) and team meetings (Reis, 2011, p. 168) do provide a context for entre-
preneurial teams to refine and ultimately define their minimum viable products. In 
these meetings, the participants can vet their assumptions about the acceptance 
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and growth potential for their venture by trying to find the possible intersection(s) 
between their vision for an innovation and the data they have about the market’s 
behavior. Or in other words, they can integrate the theory they hold about their 
product and the market with the evidence recently gathered from the field. Over the 
course of a meeting, the “process of reasoning and justification then moves ideas 
from the realm of conjecture and possibility to increasing certainty of belief and in-
tent about what a nascent organization might actually do” (Felin & Zenger, 2009, p. 
138). These meetings and their constitutive conversations will be referred to as 
Validation Conversations in this document.  
  
  
Little is known about the details of the interactions that enable effectuating entre-
preneurial teams to “redefine the designs of their solutions” (Sarasvathy, 2008, p. 
186). However, through their ongoing actions and interactions – witnessing cus-
tomer behaviors, interpreting the meaning of those experiences, and updating their 
innovation and strategy to honor that input – a team manages to enact an oppor-
tunity (Gartner, Carter, & Hills, 2004) through some effectual means. By using “so-
cial interactions as part of a cycle of learning and experimentation” (Gemmell et al., 
2012, p. 1064) teams may be engaging in acts of entrepreneurial sensemaking as 
they gather information, interpret its meaning, and take actions that lead to an out-
come with a measurable performance level (Thomas, Clark, & Gioia, 1993, p. 240).  
 
Sensemaking 
Sensemaking is a collaborative process used by teams to understand their shared 
situation. When engaged in the act of sensemaking, team members interpret their 
social context as it unfolds by extracting cues and infusing them with (sometimes 
temporary) meaning. The process of sensemaking transforms shared “circum-
stances into a situation that is comprehended explicitly in words and that serves as 
a springboard into action” (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005, p. 1); the words offer-
ing a window into the cognition of team members as they verbally form and reform 
their interpretations of the shared situation (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010, p. 541; 
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Donnellon, 1986). Because it is inherently social, sensemaking often occurs as a 
result of a situated conversation among team members. In fact, some research 
suggests that conversations among peers is the primary means by which sense-
making happens (Roberson, 2006).  
Teams are sensemaking constantly (Rawls, 2008). However, teams become aware 
of the act of sensemaking when faced with disruptive, uncertain, or ambiguous cir-
cumstances (Weick, 1995) – the standard conditions of work within entrepreneurial 
contexts (McKelvie et al., 2011; Sarasvathy, 2001). Classic organizational theory 
suggests that uncertainty arises from perceptions about the environment (Milliken, 
1987), and, according to Weick (1995, p. 14), sensemaking starts with the ques-
tion, “is it still possible to take things for granted?” When the answer is no, teams 
must begin the task of making meaning by synthesizing cues from their immediate 
experience with frames from their past experiences. When a cue fits within existing 
frames, meaning-making tends to go unnoticed, and action tends to proceed with-
out interruption. However, when a cue contrasts with expectations held within exist-
ing frames, teams attempt to socially construct an interpretation of that cue that will 
enable them to resume a course of action. In other words: sensemaking presumes 
that meaning emerges through social interaction (Weick et al., 2005) and that 
meaning-making and action in and on the environment are reciprocally linked 
(Weick, 1979). The action taken, of course, may generate new cues that again re-
quire interpretation and inspire additional action.   
When considered from an entrepreneurial perspective, the frames and cues of 
sensemaking could animate the Validation Conversations of teams striving to craft 
a minimum viable product. When cues from the marketplace contradict an entre-
preneurial team’s initial vision for a product – their pre-existing frame – the team 
could enter a phase of conscious sensemaking. (This phenomenon also has been 
referred to as “sensebreaking” (Kaffka, Singaram, Kraaijenbrink, & Groen, 2013).) 
Once the meaning(s) of the new cues have been at least temporarily interpreted, 
action – perhaps to test a new theory of the product-market intersection – can re-
sume. In short, the grounded and dynamic interpretation of uncertain situations that 
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constitutes sensemaking seems to be compatible with the process associated with 
crafting a minimum viable product. 
Existing theories of entrepreneurial cognition – especially those of effectuation and 
causation (Read, Song, & Smit, 2009; Sarasvathy, 2001; Sarasvathy & Dew, 2005) 
– grapple with the stance entrepreneurs take toward uncertainty. These theories 
hinge largely on ideas about control and prediction (Sarasvathy, 2001). (See Fig-
ure 2.1.) In an effectual explanation of entrepreneurial opportunity the logic is: we 
don’t need to predict the future if we can control it. In a causal explanation the logic 
is the reverse: we don’t need to control the future if we can predict it. However, nei-
ther theory affords a strong possibility that the entrepreneurial innovation process 
is not located along a control-prediction continuum. In particular these theories 
overlook the possibility that entrepreneurs might intentionally extend or expand a 
state of uncertainty during the entrepreneurial innovation process; that they might 
deliberately protract (or otherwise increase) their experiences of uncertainty during 
the interpretive, meaning-making processes of sensemaking. 
Figure 2.1: Causal and Effectual Models of Entrepreneurship 
 
Source: Sarasvathy (2001, p. 251) 
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The organization and innovation literatures beyond the entrepreneurial scope have 
found that interpretive practices can improve innovation success (Lester & Piore, 
2004; Michel & Wortham, 2009). Michel and Wortham (2009), for example, suggest 
that organizations capable of successfully innovating are guided not by practices 
that reduce uncertainty, as most management literature would recommend, but by 
practices that enhance it. According to their research, teams who rely on models 
and abstractions – a method that can appear to both control and predict uncertain 
situations – could be slow to recognize indications and incorporate specific infor-
mation from an uncertain situation. In other words, in their research the abstrac-
tion-oriented teams were less successful than teams who were forced to collabora-
tively make sense of their uncertain situations based on ongoing qualitative input 
from real customers in the moment.  
Interpretive interactions of the kind mentioned by Michel and Wortham (2009) are, 
“habits of thought that allow us to make sense of radically ambiguous situations 
and move forward in the face of uncertainty" (Lester & Piore, 2004, p. 5). Such in-
terpretive processes do not aim to predict or control uncertainty for the team; they 
aim to present a wide array of possibilities and construct new meanings from the 
resulting discussion. Different than typical brainstorming sessions which encourage 
and require contributions ungoverned by real market input (Osborn, 1957; Perkins, 
2000), interpretive explorations stay connected to the authentic features of the un-
certain situation (such as the customer input mentioned in the previous paragraph.) 
Perhaps important to note: some have suggested that most entrepreneurial ven-
tures with the intent to innovate fail because of a premature commitment to a 
course of action (Furr & Ahlstrom, 2011; Reis, 2011) and not because of protracted 
interpretation. As Lester and Piore phrase it, those intending to innovate, “fear the 
paralysis of indecision more than the stillbirth of options..." (Lester & Piore, 2004, p. 
49), and end up forfeiting the benefits that could have come from engaging fully in 
sensemaking conversations.  
Some of the collaborative sensemaking literature has focused on teams in dynam-
ic, high-stakes situations such as fire-fighting (Weick, 1993), medical contexts 
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(Albolino, Cook, & O'Connor, 2007; Thomas et al., 1993), and military-related envi-
ronments (Kramer, van Bezooijen, & Delahaij, 2010; Weick & Roberts, 1993). This 
literature frequently focuses on connections between sensemaking and perfor-
mance; noting a team’s sensemaking practices in relationship to its success or fail-
ure. In his seminal work on sensemaking in the Mann Gulch disaster, Weick sug-
gested that maintaining several attributes could be vital to the success of a team 
collaborating on critical tasks that unfold in unpredictable circumstances within lim-
ited timeframes (Weick, 1993) – the type of tasks and circumstances that define 
the entrepreneurial experience. The four essential attributes are: improvisation and 
bricolage, virtual role systems, attitudes of wisdom and doubt, and heedful interac-
tions.  
 
Improvisation and Bricolage 
Improvisation has been defined as a temporal act that occurs when design and ex-
ecution of a novel action happen simultaneously (Baker, Miner, & Eesley, 2003; 
A.S. Miner, Bassoff, & Moorman, 2001). Those who are skilled at improvisation are 
said to have a variety of competencies including procedural and declarative 
knowledge related to the task at hand (Moorman & Miner, 1998). Implied is the 
idea that improvisation includes an unscripted intentionality that is distinct from 
random alterations to existing forms (Weick, 1996, 1998). It is set apart, however, 
from ideas of experimentation and rapid iteration (Austin & Devin, 2003; Anne S. 
Miner, Bassof, & Moorman, 2001; Schrage, 1999; Thomke, 1998) which include 
concepts of deliberate testing and evaluation.  
 
Bricolage – a practice of using available resources in novel, purposeful ways – is a 
term borrowed from anthropological work (Levi-Strauss, 1966). Bricolage requires 
a recombination of existing materials and other resources including network con-
tacts to form something new. It emphasizes approximated success over perfection 
(Baker et al., 2003; Baker & Nelson, 2005). 
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Both improvisation and bricolage imply a kind of creativity. Creativity at the team 
level has been said to be enhanced by social practices that include seeking help, 
giving help, and adaptive framing based on reflection (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006) 
– all of which occur, in part, through team conversation. Similarly, the use of condi-
tional forms of language (e.g. could be, might, if) as opposed to unconditional 
forms of language (e.g. must be, is) can facilitate mindful behaviors including in-
creased creativity in novel or resource-constrained contexts (Langer, 1992; 2002, 
pp. 216-217). However, in highly-uncertain situations – such as the context in 
which entrepreneurs must work – few people are at their creative best (Amabile, 
Hadley, & Kramer, 2002; Weick, 1993). Instead, high-stress situations tend to 
cause people to cling to familiar patterns of behavior even if such reactions are not 
constructive (Raelin, 2001, p. 16; Snook, 2000; Weick, 1993). In fact, teams in 
stressful, dynamic situations tend to experience diminished task-related agility, nar-
rowed attention, and a weakening of team cohesiveness (Driskell, Salas, & 
Johnston, 1999; Edmondson, 1999; Orasanu, 2005; Weick, 1993). Conversely, 
those teams that can respond mindfully to uncertain situations – by noticing new 
(and sometimes nuanced) features in the situation and creating new categories of 
meaning for their experiences (Langer, 1989b) – may be able to adapt and thereby 
achieve better outcomes (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 1999).  
Much of the entrepreneurship literature has minimized the role of improvisation or 
bricolage in the success of new ventures. Instead it tends to focus on a linear 
framework of planning followed by execution (Carter, Gartner, & Reynolds, 1996; 
Shane, 2003; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). When concepts of improvisation or 
bricolage are considered in the context of entrepreneurship they are sometimes 
positioned only as a reactionary effort rather than a strategic act (Senyard, Powell 
Brown, Davidsson, & Steffens, 2013). However, “improvisational routines” can be a 
strategic choice for entrepreneurial teams (Baker et al., 2003). Nevertheless, im-
provisation and bricolage, even when used conscientiously do not guarantee resili-
ence and high levels of performance for entrepreneurial teams; they have been 
shown to deliver mixed performance results (Hmieleski et al., 2013). 
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Virtual Role Systems 
In uncertain and rapidly-changing situations it is possible for a team to undergo 
significant changes to its personnel structures, sometimes with little warning. Key 
roles might become vacant or a new need may arise with no specialist available to 
address it. If team members share a mental model of the roles and responsibilities 
that enable their organization to thrive then that model can guide them even when 
the team undergoes change to its structure or in its circumstances. A virtual role 
system is part of a team’s shared understanding about risks, goals, and possible 
actions that can guide a team to optimal performance (Weick, 1993). 
The team described in Weick’s account of the Mann Gulch disaster had at least 
three roles: leader, second-in-command, and crewmember (Weick, 1993, p. 633). 
The leader went first in line, assessed the situation, gave orders, and selected 
routes including escape routes. The second-in-command trailed the crew through 
the terrain and was expected to repeat the leader’s orders, confirm the crew’s 
comprehension of orders, and help the crewmembers coordinate their actions. The 
crewmembers’ role was to follow the orders and attempt to execute the tasks relat-
ed to extinguishing – and surviving – the fire. The language forms used in this ex-
ample of a virtual role system were far more routinized – one person calling orders 
and another repeating the orders, for example – than would occur in an office-
setting. However, even white-collar business meetings have language forms – 
sometimes called registers (Cazden, 1987) – related to role systems. For example, 
one person might hold the official or unofficial responsibility of facilitator if s/he 
tended to start and stop meetings, keep the agenda, and garner participation 
among other things. (Barske, 2009; Rixon, McWaters, & Rixon, 2006). Some re-
searchers have suggested that virtual role systems are displayed by redundancy of 
roles within in teams (Kendra & Wachtendorf, 2003; Mallak, 1998; Wilson, 2007). 
This active duplication of roles might be expressed by team members using similar 
language forms (e.g. if multiple team members use the language of facilitation that 
would be evidence of a shared understanding of the facilitator role.) 
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In entrepreneurial contexts, the value of shared mental representations within the 
founding team has been explored only in a limited fashion (Grégoire, Corbett, & 
McMullen, 2011). The majority of the studies that do exist focus on team cohesion 
and conflict (Ensley & Pearce, 2001), team efficacy and intensions (Shepherd & 
Krueger, 2002), and consistency of strategic vision (West, 2007). However, the 
concept of a collective understanding of the roles and responsibilities of all team 
members within the emerging entrepreneurial organization does not seem to have 
been explored explicitly.  
Similarly, the entrepreneurship literature on team disruption – the exit of a founder, 
for example – tends to be organized around two themes. The literature either ex-
plores the reasons behind a founder’s departure (Boeker & Karichalil, 2002) or the 
comparative performance between ventures with stable and altered top manage-
ment teams (Boeker, 1989). The existing research is not often oriented toward an 
exploration of the practices, such as relying on a virtual role system, used by the 
remaining team members in their efforts to build a successful venture despite the 
changes in personnel or circumstance.  
 
Attitudes of Wisdom and Doubt  
Humility has become increasingly discussed in the literatures of leadership and or-
ganizations (Badaracco, 2002; Cameron, Duttton, & Quinn, 2003; Collins, 2001; 
Nielsen, Marrone, & Slay, 2010; Weick & Roberts, 1993). Seen as an important 
quality to be found in leaders and the corporate cultures they create, humility is 
considered by some to be especially valuable for organizations facing rapid and 
unpredictable change (J. A. Morris, Brotheridge, & Urbanski, 2005; Weick, 2001). 
Even though changing conditions and uncertainty are inherent in entrepreneurial 
endeavors (Knight, 1921; Reis, 2011), humility is not frequently considered in re-
search on entrepreneurship (Barton, 2010). Instead entrepreneurship research has 
tended to explore themes of hubris, self-efficacy, confidence, and over-confidence 
(Baum & Locke, 2004; Hayward, Shepherd, & Griffin, 2006; Hmieleski & Baron, 
2008). 
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Much has been written about the over-confidence bias of entrepreneurs (Busenitz 
& Barney, 1997; Forbes, 2005). Contexts defined by uncertainty and complexity – 
such as the process of new venture creation – have been shown to intensify the 
over-confidence bias (Baron, 1998; Hayward et al., 2006; Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 
1977). An abundance of confidence may help entrepreneurs choose to start ven-
tures despite the odds of failure and to persist in challenging situations (Busenitz & 
Barney, 1997; Hayward, Forster, Sarasvathy, & Fredrickson, 2010; Markman, 
Baron, & Balkin, 2005; Zhou, Hills, & Seibert, 2005). However, there are limits to 
the positive impact high levels of confidence can bestow upon entrepreneurs 
(Audia, Locke, & Smith, 2000; Bandura & Locke, 2003; Hayward et al., 2006; 
Hmieleski & Baron, 2008), especially in highly dynamic environments. Some re-
search has suggested training in self-awareness as a possible way to enable en-
trepreneurs to temper their tendencies toward excessive confidence and respond 
with more appropriate levels of certainty in uncertain situations (Hmieleski & Baron, 
2008). 
The contextualized confidence that would be the desired result of such training 
may have much in common with humility; a “situated humility” (Barton, 2010; 
Barton & Sutcliffe, 2010)  which allows an otherwise confident entrepreneur to 
acknowledge his/her limitations in a given situation. Humility can be comprised of 
several elements (B. Owens, 2009) including:   
 An acknowledgement of self-limitations; 
 An appreciation of the abilities and contributions of others; 
 A learning stance; 
 A low level of focus on the self. 
 
With these features as a guide, checking assumptions, questioning what you think 
you know, referencing the team and the self as part of the team, and seeking new 
information to extend what you (think you) know could all be considered examples 
of humility in action. These also could be considered interactional examples of 
mindful behaviors expressed within a social setting. Mindfulness theory posits that 
because knowledge is always finite, circumstances are always changing, and un-
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certainty is always present within all interactions, mindful team members would 
seek to clarify information, incorporate the details of the present situation, and pro-
ductively adapt (Langer, 1989a).  
 
Heedful Interactions 
Interaction in dynamic contexts such as the Mann Gulch disaster in Weick’s study 
implies in-person real-time communication that is situated in that moment. “Heed-
ful” conversation with team mates might mean respecting the reports and perspec-
tives of others, being willing to act on the input given by others, and honoring one’s 
own observations and meaning-making while attempting to incorporate the percep-
tions of others (Campbell, 1990; Weick & Roberts, 1993). While interacting in mu-
tually supportive ways has been shown to improve a team’s sense of collective ef-
ficacy (Bandura, 1998; Caproni, 2001; Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003) and collective iden-
tity (Cameron et al., 2003; Hardy, Lawrence, & Grant, 2005), heedful interactions 
are more than respectful relations. To interact heedfully means, in part, to empa-
thize with and anticipate the positions and responses of team mates and to shape 
your own actions to complement the efforts of the team. In fact, this heedful capaci-
ty to subordinate one’s individual orientation to the service of the collective has 
been said to be essential to innovation (Dougherty & Takacs, 2004). 
Even though face-to-face real-time conversations are undeniably part of most en-
trepreneurial teams’ interactions (Amason et al., 2006), some of the literature on 
entrepreneurial communication seems to have limited its investigation of these in-
teractions to reports and interviews about “social skills” (Baron & Markman, 2000). 
Abilities such as reading other people well, creating good first impressions, adapt-
ing easily to various situations, and persuading others have been associated with 
good entrepreneurial team performance. Imagining that heedful exchanges might 
contribute to the creation of a good first impression, for example, might be a rea-
sonable conclusion to make. However, heedfulness was not explicitly explored as 
part of the repertoire of social skills in that study. More recently the social skills re-
search has linked an entrepreneur’s ability to garner information and resources 
with their capacity to read people and situations well and to express their emotions 
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and thoughts clearly and persuasively (Baron & Tang, 2009). But again, while it 
may be easier to imagine a heedful expression of emotion as more persuasive 
than a heedless expression, heedfulness was not an explicit part of Baron and 
Tang’s inquiry into social skills. 
Another part of the entrepreneurial communication literature tends to emphasize 
presentations – pitches -- rather than intra-team conversations. Pitches are con-
structed, at least in part, from prepared and rehearsed points and tend to be mono-
logues more than dialogues. As such they are distinct from interactions as intended 
by Weick. Presentations also are given to inform or influence a listener rather than 
to explore a topic collaboratively; they are intended to persuade. Scholarly investi-
gations have revealed that narratives and metaphors are used persuasively by en-
trepreneurs to build legitimacy and entice people to invest (Chen, Yao, & Kotha, 
2009; Larty & Hamilton, 2011; Martens, Jennings, & Jennings, 2007). However, 
even if persuasion were studied at the level of intra-team conversation, it alone 
could not explain the iterative and adaptive process of integrating feedback and 
experience as described in the Creation Model.  
Other contexts of interaction are indirectly referenced in the entrepreneurship lit-
erature. Research on social capital and networking, for example, accepts that con-
versations are part of the entrepreneurial practice. The network diversity of entre-
preneurs (Stuart & Ding, 2006), for example, is said to enable faster access to 
more and better information (Marsden, 1983; Rodan & Galunic, 2004) presumably 
because the members of these networks talk with each other. However, the level of 
analysis for these works tends to be on the frequency of information sharing activi-
ties (Lee & Tsang, 2001) and the structures of information sharing networks 
(Elfring & Hulsink, 2003). Such investigations into the operational dimensions of 
interactions can say little about the qualities of the conversations, such as heedful-
ness, that occur at the level of personal experience.  
While entrepreneurs have been considered in the same light as the action-oriented 
teams studied by Weick and others (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010) little empirical ev-
idence exists about the interpretive and sensemaking behaviors of founding teams 
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as they move from concept to creation of a new venture; about the ways that en-
trepreneurial teams verbally make sense of market behavior and advisor input to 
craft minimum viable products. While it’s accepted that most new ventures do 
make changes to their original plans (Mullins & Komisar, 2009; Shane, 2008), and 
practitioners attest to the use of extended-team conversations in the refinement of 
minimum viable products (Reis, 2011), how entrepreneurial teams collaboratively 
accomplish this work though their interactions has not yet been explored. By study-
ing the verbal sensemaking efforts used by entrepreneurial innovation teams in the 
uncertain circumstances that define their work, insights into entrepreneurial cogni-
tion – especially entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty – could be gained. 
Because the conversational accomplishment of work-related goals has been stud-
ied outside of entrepreneurship, importing the research on workplace interaction 
might facilitate an understanding of the conversational competencies required of 
founding teams. 
 
Studies of Workplace Interaction in the Tradition of Conversation Analysis 
A richer description of Conversation Analysis (CA) as it relates to this specific re-
search appears in a future chapter, but the fundamental principle that animates this 
approach is the assertion that socially-constructed accomplishments arise from 
and can be understood through naturally-occurring interactions (Goodwin & 
Heritage, 1990; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). By paying “respectful intel-
lectual interest in the details of the actual practices of people in interaction” (ten 
Have, 2007, p. 6), the CA researcher attempts to reveal the situated language that 
enables meaningful workplace achievements.   
 
Research on workplace interactions has shown how professional tasks – such as 
landing a plane – are collaboratively produced through conversations between 
team members. To demonstrate these conversational accomplishments research-
ers must “disclose and specify the verbal practices and interactional arrangements 
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through which the institutional practice is talked into being” (Arminen, 2005, p. 16). 
Studies of this type have their origin in Ethnomethodology which, in part, seeks to 
identify the socially-situated actions and interactions of people striving to achieve 
work-related goals (Psathas, 1995b, p. 151). Expanding upon the Ethnomethodo-
logical tradition, Conversation Analysis (CA) has emerged as an approach to un-
derstanding naturally-occurring conversations of people in context and over time.  
 
Using recorded conversations (captured in audio and/or video), CA examines the 
order and means by which people collaboratively engage in a specific situation. It 
considers a team’s interpretation(s) of their environment and their socially-
negotiated actions as both situated in and developing through the conversation. 
Sequences of interaction can be studied in addition to smaller units of exchange 
such as single words or phrases; the intent is to examine the “intrinsic orderliness 
of interactional phenomena” (Psathas, 1995a, p. 8). The resulting data from the 
analysis can include descriptive qualitative assessments and descriptive statistics.  
 
Many studies based in CA explore the order of the conversational features them-
selves; the structures that enable speakers to make sense of each other in a given 
situation. Key details that have been studied in depth include: the establishment 
and repair of mutual understanding between participants (how participants in a 
conversation repair misunderstandings) (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977), the 
allocation of turns (how participants shift between the roles of speaker and listener 
(Duncan, 1974; Jefferson, 1973; Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 2000); and the ver-
bal rituals that signal the boundaries of an exchange (how participants open and 
close a conversation and the use of other responsive exchange patterns that lend 
predictable contours to conversation) (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973; Tsui, 1989). How-
ever, while many CA studies have examined how participants make sense of each 
other, some have studied how people make sense of shared situations – including 
shared professional situations – through their interactions.  
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Studies of workplace interactions often have emphasized transactional exchanges 
between experts and non-experts – including doctors and patients or teachers and 
students (Arminen, 2005; Cazden, 1988; Drew & Heritage, 1992; Heritage & 
Clayman, 2010). Some research – including the contributions by Donnellon (1996), 
Boden (Boden, 1994), and Nevile (2004a) – stands out for its close study of natu-
rally-occurring conversations between peers on the same team at work. It is this 
approach – especially Nevile’s work with cockpit crew conversations – to under-
standing the referential and relational aspects of work-related conversations 
(Linde, 1988, p. 396; Lyons, 1977) that informs this inquiry.  
 
The conversations of cockpit crews are some of the most frequently studied work-
place interactions. Questions about the relationship between conversations and the 
crew’s ability to take off, stay aloft, and land safely (or not) have guided much of 
the research. Because the cockpit voice recorder – the so-called blackbox – 
aboard every airplane automatically captures all cockpit crew conversations the 
exact interactions can be heard repeatedly by researchers. These recordings (and 
their related transcriptions) are critical; they render the researcher’s conclusions 
about the team’s work “defensible because [the descriptions] are grounded in the 
voice data” (Nevile & Walker, 2005, p. 4). Consequently, the findings from the 
cockpit crew CA research have been applied to improve pilot performance and 
flight safety; communication training has become required for commercial cockpit 
crew members (Kanki & Smith, 2001; Nevile, 2004b).  
 
Analyses of recorded cockpit interactions have demonstrated that more successful 
crews – those able to safely complete a flight even in difficult and/or dangerous sit-
uations – communicate more in-flight than less successful ones (J. B. Sexton & 
Helmreich, 1999). Better performing crews also exhibit several other conversation-
al markers that distinguish them from poorly performing teams (J. B. Sexton & 
Helmreich, 2003):  
 
 The usage of first person plural (e.g. we, us, our) is more frequent;  
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 The number of questions asked is higher; 
 The use of discrepancy words (e.g. would, could) is more frequent; 
 The use of problem-solving expressions (e.g. if we miss an ap-
proach we have two procedures we could follow”) is more frequent. 
 
Related work undertaken by NASA researchers (Fischer, McDonnell, & Orasanu, 
2007) has found that higher performing teams tend to:  
 Function in an anticipatory mode by volunteering information and offering to 
provide specific help without being asked;  
 Express support for each other through praise and empathy; 
 Focus the discussion on task-related information about the problem at hand 
and the team’s goals or strategies; 
 Acknowledge conversational contributions by answering questions or noting 
observations without delay. 
 
Specific investigations into the interactional nature of human error in the cockpit 
also have revealed language markers of relevance. Overlapping talk, silences, and 
commanding forms of language, for example, have been associated with the con-
versational context of an error-prone flight  (Nevile & Walker, 2005). And indirect 
patterns of speech have shown mixed results: high-performing crews rely more on 
mitigated speech than lower-performing crews, but only for certain tasks (Linde, 
1988). While indirect speech forms can indicate mutual respect, other forms such 
as hedges (e.g. perhaps, maybe) effectively weaken a statement’s strength (Hewitt 
& Stokes, 1975) and can indicate unequal status among speakers (R. Lakoff, 
1975). This subtle blur between polite forms of respectful interaction and “super 
polite” (R. Lakoff, 1975) forms of tentative interaction might account for the mixed 
results in the studies with the cockpit crews. 
While the entrepreneurship literature does reference language details, it is not at 
the level of detail that has been adopted in studies of other workplace settings. The 
language of innovative entrepreneurial teams is seldom studied in close detail, in 
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context, and over time as the team strives to achieve a shared goal. For example, 
researchers have found that highly successful lead entrepreneurs report frequent 
use of “what if” questions (Dyer et al., 2008), especially in the innovation process 
(W. Berger, 2012). However, the entrepreneurs in those studies reported their use 
of questions in hindsight. This is a different approach than is used in the workplace 
interaction literature. For example, in the cockpit crew studies, utterances, includ-
ing the “if” statements cited by Sexton and Helmreich (2003), were recorded as 
they happened by the airplane’s blackbox, and each crew’s naturally-occurring 
conversations were analyzed directly. Without recorded access to the authentic 
conversations it is not possible to confirm the use of the entrepreneurs’ “if” state-
ments nor is it possible to examine the processes used by the entrepreneurial team 
members to make sense of their shared situation and enact their work. This marks 
an important boundary of the existing literature on innovative entrepreneurial teams 
and is the starting point for this arc of inquiry. 
 
Limitations of Existing Research on Entrepreneurial Innovation 
In general most of entrepreneurship literature is quantitative in nature, and the ma-
jority of the qualitative work that exists is based on reports and interviews. The 
same is true for the subset of literature on entrepreneurial cognition, including that 
which focuses on the Creative Model. While the literature anchored in the Creative 
Model references language and sensemaking, research has yet to explore the in-
teractions of entrepreneurial teams in action at a detailed level. When language is 
explored, the research tends to focus on entrepreneurial narratives and their role(s) 
in resource acquisition. Other streams of language-related research consider the 
value of entrepreneurial “social skills”, the use of metaphors to describe the entre-
preneurial experience and environment, and the language used by scholars in re-
search about entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship. Only rarely does the entrepre-
neurship literature overlap with the sensemaking (and sensegiving) literature. One 
study (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2012) is located at the intersection of the entrepre-
neurial cognition and sensegiving literatures and examines the metaphors and ges-
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tures of two entrepreneurs over time. However, even this study, as important as it 
is, fails to consider the interactions of the entrepreneurial team and focuses only on 
the persuasive capacity of the individual lead entrepreneurs. There is a lack of re-
search that uses direct observation (and recorded access) to the intra-team inter-
actions experienced by entrepreneurs as they attend to the innovation-related 
goals of their work. Without inquiries into the detailed use of language as it is used 
by entrepreneurial teams in action little can be learned about collaborative sense-
making in the entrepreneurial innovation process; about any conversational com-
petencies that might contribute to the success of entrepreneurial innovation teams 
in their quests to craft minimum viable products.  
The entrepreneurship literature appears to favor quantitative research. Between 
2001 and 2008, 665 papers were published in three key entrepreneurship journals; 
the Journal of Small Business Management, the Journal of Business Venturing, 
and Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice (Mullen, Budeva, & Doney, 2009). 71% 
(478) of these papers were based on empirical studies: 89% (428) using a quanti-
tative approach and 7% (50) using qualitative methods including case studies, in-
terviews, and observations. (The remaining 187 papers were conceptual in nature 
and neither gathered nor used data.)  
 
Some research (Bird & Schjoedt, 2009) has suggested that future investigations 
into entrepreneurship should be less dependent on self-reporting than they have 
been historically. Because self-reports can be misleading – people are prone to er-
rors in recall (Chandler & Lyon, 2001) and to socially-desirable but factually-weak 
accounts (Arnold & Feldman, 1981) – using them extensively might compromise 
descriptions of and theories about entrepreneurship. However, forms of self-
reporting were the most frequently utilized data collection approaches for the 50 
articles on entrepreneurship published by the Academy of Management Journal 
(AMJ) between 1968 and 2007 (Ireland, Reutzel, & Webb, 2007): 24 of the 50 pa-
pers used surveys and 20 used interviews for at least some of their data. The 50 
AMJ papers also relied on secondary sources in 29 instances. Perhaps because of 
the recent availability of longitudinal repositories of publically-available data sets 
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such as the Panel Study of Entrepreneurial Dynamics (PSED) and the Global En-
trepreneurship Monitor (GEM) project, 19 of the 29 papers using secondary data 
appear between 2000 and 2007. Data from direct field observation was present in 
only 3 of the papers in 39 years. 
 
Consistent with these larger trends, the research from within the Creative Model of 
entrepreneurial cognition also seems weak on qualitative studies done in context. 
The research following the Creative Model suggests that entrepreneurs are actively 
involved in the shaping of opportunities (Gartner et al., 2004), but it fails to explain 
how the team members negotiate the uncertainties and demands of innovating as 
their situation unfolds. It so far has failed to provide sufficient visibility into the spe-
cific actions and interactions that enable entrepreneurial innovation. As Hoskisson 
et al (2011) expressed, “we do not know how entrepreneurship arises, exerts its 
inﬂuence on innovation and competitive advantage, and is subsequently trans-
formed in terms of individual actions and interactions (micro-foundations) which are 
embedded in an organizational context. More research in this area would likewise 
be fruitful for entrepreneurship” (Hoskisson, Covin, Volberda, & Johnson, 2011). If 
action is the end result of entrepreneurial cognition (Bird & Schjoedt, 2009; 
McMullen & Shepherd, 2006), then research into the ways that entrepreneurs en-
act their work should be explored in greater detail (Bird & Schjoedt, 2009; Gartner, 
1988; M. H. Morris, Kuratko, Schindehutte, & Spivack, 2012) – including research 
at the interpersonal level (Ensley & Pearce, 2000; Hargadon & Bechky, 2006; 
West, 2007).  
 
Although studying interpersonal interactions could include detailed investigations of 
verbal exchanges, most language-oriented research in the entrepreneurship litera-
ture tends to emphasize forms and functions of communication rather than the dy-
namic and emergent properties of intra-team conversations. Storytelling, for exam-
ple, has become a theme within the entrepreneurship literature in general (Gartner, 
2010; Larty & Hamilton, 2011). Within this literature is research that suggests a 
positive link between narrative skill and fund-raising ability (Lounsbury & Glynn, 
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2001; Martens et al., 2007; O’Connor, 2004). Passionately presenting the infor-
mation of a fundraising pitch in the form of a story may be an effective communica-
tion strategy that can influence investors’ perceptions and decisions (Chen et al., 
2009). Stories may convey information about the new venture's unique identity, 
market validation, cultural legitimacy, and future promise in a way that demon-
strates personality and builds rapport – and contributes to the “gut-feel” that guides 
some early-stage investors (Zacharakis & Shepherd, 2007).  Based on interviews 
and reports with entrepreneurs and venture capitalists, these studies miss the in-
teractive dimensions of entrepreneurial conversation in context.  
 
Storytelling competence might be considered part of a set of social skills. Polished 
social skills – such as making favorable first impressions, adapting smoothly to so-
cial situations, and maintaining a situated awareness of other people’s experiences 
– have been associated with higher-performing entrepreneurial teams (Baron & 
Markman, 2000, 2003; Baron & Tang, 2009). This stream of research is important; 
it highlights the role of face-to-face communications in entrepreneurial success ra-
ther than intra-personal characteristics of an entrepreneur’s psychology (Llewellyn 
& Wilson, 2003) or cognition (Baron, 1998), or impersonal dimensions of an entre-
preneur’s social network ties (Elfring & Hulsink, 2003). However, based on ques-
tionnaires and reports, these studies cannot illuminate how social skills are enact-
ed by an entrepreneurial team in context.  
 
The social encounters and cultural cues experienced during the process of starting 
a new venture are said to contribute to the formation of an individual's identity as 
an entrepreneur (Fletcher & Watson, 2007; Rae, 2006). Research into the portrayal 
of entrepreneurs in popular culture suggests that entrepreneurs tend to be de-
scribed in heroic and superhuman terms (Nicholson and Anderson 2005; Ogbor, 
2000; Carr and Beaver, 2002). Perhaps this is unsurprising given that entrepre-
neurial success has been experienced by so few, and the daily work that entrepre-
neurs do to achieve their success has remained mysterious to many. Other re-
search into the ways that entrepreneurs describe their own work has shown a reli-
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ance on metaphor and cliché (Cardon et al., 2005; Down & Warren, 2008). Often 
this frequent use of metaphor is understood as a communicative tool that enables 
entrepreneurs to describe one (new and possibly still emergent) thing in terms of 
another (G. Lakoff, 1993). However, sometimes the use of metaphor is seen as a 
kind of theorizing (Cornelissen, 2005; Hill & Levenhagen, 1995; Tsoukas, 2009). 
Understood in this way the use of metaphors might benefit entrepreneurs as they 
endeavor to socially construct their products and organizations; as they attend to 
the challenges of sensemaking. However, identifying the metaphorical frames used 
by and about entrepreneurs cannot illuminate the means by which entrepreneurial 
teams verbally accomplish their work.  
 
Scholars, too, have framed entrepreneurs and the entrepreneurial experience with 
the words they’ve chosen. For example, the concept of opportunity – widely used 
and considered a fundamental concept for entrepreneurship by some (Hansen, 
Shrader, & Monllor, 2011) – has become a topic of scholarly debate (Davidsson & 
Tonelli, 2013; Gartner et al., 2004). Under scrutiny for its native use (of lack of it) 
by entrepreneurs and for its drift in meaning across the literature, the term oppor-
tunity may need to be replaced in future research intending to develop meaningful 
micro-level theory about the actions taken by entrepreneurial teams to advance 
their innovations and ventures.  
 
While this research project springs from the Creative Model of entrepreneurial cog-
nition – the home of much of the opportunity research – it also draws significantly 
from the sensemaking literature. Sensemaking has rarely overlapped with the en-
trepreneurial cognition literature; the term appears in only 22 articles about entre-
preneurial cognition between 1976 and 2008 and is referenced within only 2 of 
these articles more than 6 times (Grégoire et al., 2011, p. 1454). In none of these 
articles is sensemaking explored at the level of specific conversations in context 
over time. Other more recent research, as already mentioned, has emphasized the 
use of metaphors in the narratives of interviewed entrepreneurs which demon-
strates an aspect of one individual’s meaning making. And in 2012 Cornelissen 
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and Clark compared the sensegiving metaphors and gestures of two separate en-
trepreneurs (Cornelissen & Clarke, 2012). The data for their research was obtained 
from video recordings of the two entrepreneurs interacting with their respective 
employees, customers, and investors. However, the inquiry was limited to the ex-
pressiveness of the single individuals and did not address the conversational and 
constructive process of collaborative sensemaking between team members. More-
over, the study examined the persuasiveness of the two entrepreneurs – their abil-
ity to acquire resources – and not their teams’ collaborative capacity to (re)define 
and develop a successful new product. Lastly, the study focused on the use of 
metaphors to the exclusion of any other aspects of sensemaking that are observa-
ble through language – utterances that demonstrate information exchange, mean-
ing ascription, and action planning, for example, or showcase improvisation and 
bricolage, virtual role systems, heedful interactions, or attitudes of wisdom and 
doubt. 
 
Because conversation enables team members to perform their work-related goals 
(Drew & Sorjonen, 1997, p. 92; Nevile, 2004a, p. 2; Perkins, 2003; Shotter, 1993), 
detailed language analysis of an entrepreneurial team’s interactions could reveal 
how an entrepreneurial team grapples with the uncertainty of new information and 
changing circumstances. Detailed analysis of naturally-occurring conversation 
among team members also could reveal the team’s collaborative sensemaking 
practices; how team members understand and enact their work in context. Howev-
er, little empirical exploration into the process of sensemaking in the innovative en-
trepreneurial process has been done. The study aims to explore how entrepreneur-
ial innovation is conversationally accomplished by teams. It is designed to contrib-
ute to the scholarly understanding of entrepreneurial cognition – and by extension 
success – through the micro-analysis of entrepreneurial teams’ workplace interac-
tions; exploring whether and how verbal sensemaking operates in the uncertain 
circumstances that define early stage entrepreneurship.  
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This doctoral research project has been designed to evaluate the naturally-
occurring intra-team conversations of early-stage entrepreneurial teams engaged 
in the process of creating minimum viable products. The setting in which the teams 
conducted their work was a university-sponsored lean-startup contest; a setting 
which provided access to early-stage entrepreneurial innovation teams that shared 
a timeline and a basic support structure (e.g. all teams have $1,000, on campus 
workspace, and access to advisors). The contest also provided a proxy for suc-
cess. The recorded intra-team conversations were examined at a micro-analytical 
level to identify the ways that these teams verbally made sense of their unfolding 
situations. The resulting conversational profiles then were compared across teams 
representing different performance levels as determined by the contest’s judges. 
 
Research Questions 
Specific questions guiding the research include; 
 
1. What verbal sensemaking patterns can be observed within team conversa-
tions across the arc of a lean startup entrepreneurship competition? 
2. What variations in sensemaking language exist when teams focus on differ-
ent types of uncertainty related to their entrepreneurial quest?  
3. Are there differences between the teams’ sensemaking language and per-
formance as determined by ranking in the contest? 
 
Addressing these questions requires a study that draws from the traditions of eth-
nomethodology – especially Conversation Analysis – and from ethnography. To-
gether these investigative approaches can yield rich qualitative findings. By cou-
pling these vivid details with descriptive statistics can, rich profiles of each team 
can be crafted and meaningful comparisons across teams can occur. The next 
chapter offers a fuller description of the methodological orientation and design of 
this research.    
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
This chapter begins by delving deeper into the philosophical orientation and impli-
cations of the research trajectories explored in Chapter Two. The chapter then ex-
plores the philosophical underpinnings that animate this research project’s design. 
The chapter continues with an overview of the relevant methodological traditions, a 
note about piloting efforts, a description of the data collection processes, and an 
encapsulation of the data analysis procedures. Descriptions of the codes and the 
studied teams are included as are examples of the coded transcripts. The chapter 
concludes with brief statements about the originality of the research and the poten-
tial weaknesses of the research design along with intentional efforts to address 
them.  
 
Contrasting Approaches to the Study of Entrepreneurial Innovation 
As implied by Chapter Two, much of the research on entrepreneurial innovation 
teams has been influenced by realism and positivism. Seen through such a lens, 
the phenomenon of entrepreneurial innovation has “an existence that is independ-
ent of social actors” (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 22). These objectivist approaches 
have resulted in a body of work that has attempted to establish enduring traits – at 
the intra-personal level (such as risk-taking propensity) or impersonal levels (such 
as functional composition of teams or access to resources) – as static truths about 
an entrepreneurial team’s capacity for success. This stream of research seeks to 
find enduring attributes about a personality type or an environmental factor that 
consistently will enable some individuals find or exploit (pre-existing) entrepreneur-
ial opportunities better than others (Shane, 2003). It also considers the entrepre-
neurial process to be a mostly linear progression -- beginning with the opportunity 
existing in the world and ending with a performance outcome for the entrepreneuri-
al team. It defines uncertainty mainly as a threefold, externally-defined challenge: 
the technical uncertainty about the ability to produce a working product for an ac-
ceptable price, market uncertainty about levels of demand for the product, and 
competitive uncertainty about the team’s ability to differentiate (and profit) from 
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their efforts to exploit the opportunity (Shane, 2003, p. 205). Uncertainty is seen as 
something external and undesirable (if inescapable) that must be managed and 
minimized through planning by the entrepreneurial team; predicting the uncertain 
possibilities that the future may hold is central to an entrepreneurial team’s suc-
cess. (See Figure 3.1.) 
 
Figure 3.1. Shane’s Model of the Entrepreneurial Process 
 
Source: Shane, (2003 p. 11). 
 
The recent thrust in the entrepreneurship literature related to the Creative Model 
(Sarasvathy et al., 2005) marks an important transition in the ontological orientation 
of entrepreneurial innovation research. Simply put: in the Creative Model the en-
trepreneur constructs what the other models assume is given (Sarasvathy, 2004a, 
p. 292). The Creative Model requires pluralism – a nuanced orientation that “trans-
cends purely subjective and purely objective notions” (Sarasvathy et al., 2005, p. 
143) – to accommodate the situated and reflexive efforts of entrepreneurial teams 
acting within real and dynamic contexts. Research in the Creative Model considers 
entrepreneurial innovation in a constructivist light: suggesting that it is continually 
being accomplished through the efforts of engaged individuals (Bryman & Bell, 
2007, p. 23). Its ontology of entrepreneurial innovation is not confined by the re-
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quired presence of specific intra-personal or environmental factors to explain suc-
cess; rather it seeks to understand the ways in which layers of interactions – be-
tween people, and between people and the entrepreneurial ecosystem – construct 
and reconstruct markets and products. The Creative Model’s theory of effectuation 
(Sarasvathy, 2001) argues that entrepreneurial teams apply knowledge and con-
trol, rather than analysis and prediction, to contend with uncertainties. This kind of 
non-predictive control in the face of uncertainty is based on entrepreneurs having a 
focus on means rather than ends, an awareness of levels of affordable loss, the 
presence of committed partners, and the ability to leverage surprises along the way 
(Wiltbank, Read, Dew, & Sarasvathy, 2009, p. 119). And while Effectuation theo-
rists see uncertainty as less of a hindrance to entrepreneurs – surprises can be 
turned into advantages in some cases – than Causation theorists, they neverthe-
less still regard uncertainty as a somewhat threatening externality that requires 
oversight and control. (See Figure 3.2.) 
 
Figure 3.2. Sarasavathy’s Entrepreneurial Effectuation Process 
 
Source: Sarasvathy (2001, p. 253). 
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Given the objectivist orientation of much of the entrepreneurship research, quanti-
tative studies dominate the literature (Mullen et al., 2009). However, published arti-
cles related to the Creative Model have a more varied profile. Between the intro-
duction of the effectuation concept in 2001 (Sarasvathy, 2001) and 2011, 29 arti-
cles were published about it: 16 were conceptual (and did not employ data), and 13 
were empirical which included 7 experimental studies, 1 field study based on sec-
ondary data (a meta-analysis), and 5 ﬁeld studies based on primary data (Perry, 
Gaylen, & Markova, 2012). These experimental studies all relied upon similar tech-
niques: individuals were asked to think aloud as they solved problems considered 
to be entrepreneurial and the researchers analyzed the spoken thoughts of the par-
ticipants. Results of these studies suggest differences between entrepreneurs and 
non-entrepreneurs in their use of effectual and causal logic when confronted with 
risk and reward scenarios and in their efforts to predict or control uncertainties. Of 
the five empirical field studies, 3 were qualitative (Harmeling, Oberman, Venkata-
raman, & Stevenson, 2004; Harting, 2004; Sarasvathy & Kotha, 2001). These qual-
itative studies all examined a single case and used the interview transcripts as the 
material for content analysis; the studies were interested, among other things, in 
the presence of effectual reasoning in the accounts provided by the interviewees.   
Although the effectuation concept is at the heart of the Creative Model, little, if any, 
of the effectuation-oriented research has attempted to study entrepreneurial agen-
cy in action. The reasons for this oversight might be simple: to study entrepreneur-
ial teams that are actively and authentically engaged in the act of innovating re-
quires a researcher to be present, at least virtually, while the entrepreneurial teams 
work. But if entrepreneurial opportunity emerges, as some scholars suggest 
(Gartner et al., 2004), from acts of sensemaking, existing research on the Creative  
Model has yet to provide empirical evidence of its core constructivist/constructionist 
argument. It has yet to study entrepreneurial innovation teams enacting their work; 
teams verbally making sense in real-time of the uncertainties that define their work 
and collaboratively constructing the opportunity – and their minimum viable product 
– from the meaning(s) they make.  
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Lodestars 
Two key concepts shape my involvement in the current research project and its 
design. This section will briefly outline these twin lodestars: the social construction 
of entrepreneurial opportunity and the interdependence of theory and practice.  
 
The Social Construction of Entrepreneurial Opportunity 
In concert with the Creative Model previously described, I consider entrepreneurial 
opportunity to be the result of human effort to find a nexus between a team’s prod-
uct vision and a market’s acceptance of it. Interaction – between the entrepreneur-
ial team and the ecosystem and between the team members – engenders both the 
development of an innovation and its concomitant opportunity. The intra-team in-
teractions, of course, constitute more than verbal conversations, but verbal conver-
sations do play a part in the construction of a minimum viable product. Before ex-
ploring the specifics of verbal interactions in the entrepreneurial innovation process 
it might be valuable to remember that dialogue is central to all group action 
(Schein, 2003). And, much as an architect has a “dialogue” with the building site, 
the clients, and with her own sensibilities and expertise (Schön, 1988) an entrepre-
neur (or entrepreneurial team) could have a communicative exchange with the 
ecosystem, prospective customers, and their own abilities and vision while enact-
ing their work.    
 
One key role that conversations, especially verbal exchanges between team mem-
bers, may play is to ascribe meaning; to make sense of the ongoing puzzles that 
an entrepreneurial team can encounter. By engaging in conversation about their 
shared experience, a team can “look at the meanings it has taken from that experi-
ence and excavate the qualities that made it significant” (Amulya, 2004, p. 4). So, 
for example, if a team receives contradictory feedback from multiple sources in 
their ecosystem, they can discuss that puzzling experience, make sense of it, and 
articulate their next steps based on the revised meaning(s) they’ve given to their 
circumstance. In other words, the team would be engaging in an act of collabora-
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tive sensemaking (Weick, 1995) through their dialogue – and their dialogue would 
serve as an expression of their agency in the iterative and interactive creation of 
their entrepreneurial endeavor.  
 
To ascribe meaning, however, is not a simplistic matter. Meaning, as an interpre-
tive process, can take several forms including: knowing what someone else means 
(intersubjective mode), relating experiences to actions (actional mode), and con-
necting events to external ideals and obligations (normative mode) among others 
(Bruner, 1996). Moreover an entrepreneurial team can focus their interpretive 
meaning-making on various levels of experience: content (what are we doing?), 
process (how are we doing it?), and premise (why are we doing it in this way; why 
are we doing it at all?) (Mezirow, 2000). 
 
Sensemaking conversations are, in essence, reflective dialogues between team 
members. They are verbal exchanges in which meanings are (re)considered and 
(re)assigned. While the term “reflective” might suggest that these dialogues are ret-
rospective conversations about experiences long past, that may not be the case 
(Raelin, 2001, p. 19). Reflection can be anticipatory; enabling active thought about 
possible alternatives and the likely result of actions. In this mode teams are learn-
ing “from the future as it emerges” (Scharmer, 2007) by attending to the changes in 
their environment and the shifts in their understanding of those changes. Reflection 
can be active (or interactive) in real-time; enabling contemporaneous thought and 
action as an event unfolds (Van Manen, 2006, p. 87). In other words, we can think 
about the consequences of actions before we take them, and “we can think about 
something while doing it” (Schön, 1983, p. 54). 
 
Schön’s theory of reflective practice stems from a constructivist position; by engag-
ing in reflection and action, an individual or team brings to fruition new ideas, ac-
tions, and material innovations (Valkenburg & Dorst, 1998, p. 251). However, the 
fruits of reflective practice are not necessarily predicated or demonstrated by a 
team knowing more – the team members may or may not have integrated new in-
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formation into their ideas, actions, or products. Rather reflective practice leads to a 
team knowing differently – they have developed new interpretations, a new set of 
meanings, that lead to advances in their work (Kegan, 2000). Of course, there is a 
role in the entrepreneurial innovation process for conversations that can be ad-
vanced by the introduction of new information; for discussions about what Heifetz 
would call technical challenges that can be overcome by new, better, or different 
information. However, entrepreneurial teams may be facing not only or not even 
mostly technical challenges; they may be facing adaptive challenges that require 
them not only to know more but to know differently (Heifetz, 1994). 
 
Concurrent with crafting a minimum viable product, entrepreneurial innovation 
teams may be experiencing an epistemological shift. As they engage in the reflec-
tive dialogues that lead to new products and new ways of understanding the con-
tent, process, and premise of their work, at least some entrepreneurial innovation 
teams may become able to “look at” what they previously had been able to only 
“look through” (Kegan & Lahey, 2010, p. 438). If, for example, a team can realize 
through reflective dialogue that an assumption they had been holding – about the 
product’s features and market acceptance, about the way they’ve been developing 
the product and engaging the ecosystem, or about the reasons motivating their ac-
tions to-date – is faulty and reconsider their approach, they have increased their 
epistemological complexity. Through reflection they have become able to detach a 
former assumption from their work whereas previously the assumption had defined 
their work. 
 
Challenging and displacing central assumptions, as reflective dialogue can do, is 
uncomfortable for most, if not all, people (J. G. Berger, 2004, pp. 343-344). Some 
scholars have suggested that teams must develop core skills to engage produc-
tively in reflective practice; skills related to articulating one’s own perspective and 
experience, inquiring about others’ perspectives and experiences, and staying in-
quisitive during the reflective dialogue (Raelin, 2001, p. 24). Others have suggest-
ed that a “holding environment” (Kegan, 1982, p. 256) can aid people engaged in 
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such transformational tasks; supportive social structures can serve as an “evolu-
tionary bridge” (Kegan, 1994, p. 43) by helping teams (and team members) devel-
op more expansive ways of understanding and working within their situation. Sup-
portive spaces – such as those possibly provided in a university setting – which 
can enable transformation and innovation have been said to include physical, so-
cial, and technological dimensions (Peschl & Fundneider, 2008, p. 16). In other 
words, an entrepreneurial team’s community of practice can help the team with its 
transformational tasks; the community keeps the team from being overwhelmed by 
their meaning-making challenges but doesn’t let the team “escape or diffuse” them 
(Kegan & Lahey, 2010, p. 446). (The point being: if a team were to become over-
whelmed by meaning-making challenges or able to side-step them, the team would 
miss the transformational opportunity, and their potential to innovate would be di-
minished.) Support from the community, however, is not to be confused with com-
fort; rather support comes in the form of helping teams “sustain the courage need-
ed (e.g. living with the discomfort)” while working at the edges of their current 
frames of meaning (Taylor, 2007, p. 183). Productive systems of support tend to 
help teams recognize the edges that they are experiencing, stay with the teams in 
their struggles to make sense anew, and assist the teams in building new, more 
complex frameworks that can accommodate the emergent aspects of their experi-
ence that had been in conflict with their earlier frames of meaning (J. G. Berger, 
2004, p. 346). 
 
So, at least to this researcher, entrepreneurial opportunities do seem to be socially 
constructed; the work of entrepreneurial innovation teams seems steeped in and 
dependent upon interactions of various kinds. Reflective dialogues with the envi-
ronment (both in terms of the people in the ecosystem and in terms of market 
trends), with other team members, and even with the self as team members strive 
to make meaning of their shared situation may enable teams to navigate the uncer-
tainties of the entrepreneurial process and successfully craft their minimum viable 
products.  
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The Interdependence of Theory and Practice 
An additional kind of interactive relationship – the interdependence of theory and 
practice – also animates my involvement in this research. Some have claimed that 
entrepreneurship as a field of research is still maturing (Cooper, 2003; Low & 
MacMillan, 1988); that it is rapidly growing but still grappling with its differentiation 
from management research more generally. Key points that support this premise 
include: researchers continue to evaluate the status of entrepreneurship as an in-
dependent field of study (Davidsson, 2003; Ireland et al., 2007; Sarasvathy, 2004b; 
Zahra & Wright, 2011), and they continue to search for a shared definition of key 
concepts including entrepreneurship itself (Carlsson et al., 2013; Davidsson, 2005; 
Gartner, 1990). As previously mentioned, the definition of the term opportunity (and 
its usefulness as a concept) in entrepreneurship research is an ongoing debate; a 
debate fueled in part by the possibility that opportunity is a scholarly concept that 
has been imposed upon practitioners (Gartner et al., 2004). In the study of entre-
preneurial narratives that Gartner and his team conducted, entrepreneurs tended 
to have their own ways of understanding their work; they had their own theories 
about their work that were distinct from scholarly theories and expectations. As 
more scholars are turning to entrepreneurial narratives to build theory (Larty & 
Hamilton, 2011; Rae, 2004), entrepreneurs themselves are becoming more active 
in publishing their practiced-based theories.  
 
The social constructivist concept of theories emerging from practice (Schön, 1983; 
Shotter, 1993) suggests that practitioners, such as entrepreneurs, form ways of 
understanding their work that include abstracted principles of action built out of 
their lived experiences. These lay theories can be limited in their theoretical reach: 
success stories that explain what worked only for a particular team at a particular 
time and place. However lay theories can also form the foundation for robust and 
widely applicable theories. Scholars have begun to build more generalized theories 
in conjunction with entrepreneurial narratives; articulating boundaries that attempt 
to explain why, how, and for whom the success story’s lessons will work (Rae, 
2004). Simultaneously, entrepreneurs have begun to do the same.  
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While many entrepreneurial theories of practice have been published in recent 
years (Croll & Yoskovitz, 2013; Feld, 2012; Feld & Cohen, 2010; Furr & Ahlstrom, 
2011; Hoffman & Casnocha, 2012) perhaps none have had the impact of the book, 
The Lean Startup (Reis, 2011). Widely embraced by entrepreneurs and the entre-
preneurial ecosystem, the book has inspired Meetup.com groups in 94 cities in 17 
countries (Reis, 2014). It is the basis for many informal entrepreneurial learning 
events around the world including an annual 3-day conference and the Startup 
Weekend series, a Kauffman Foundation affiliate, which has hosted 1,068 events, 
in 478 cities, resulting in 8,190 new ventures as of March 3, 2014 (Nager, 2014). 
The principles outlined in the Lean Startup book also have inspired many mini-
mum-viable-product competitions at a growing number of universities and cities 
around the US (Harthorne, 2014; HBS, 2014; Kappe & Wyder, 2014; Schroeder, 
2014; UW, 2014). 
 
Written from personal experience, interviews, and observations of companies such 
as Dropbox, Grockit, Zappos, and IMVU (a company that Reis helped to start), The 
Lean Startup posits a theory of high-tech entrepreneurial success based on itera-
tive experiments and team learning. It acknowledges that entrepreneurs grapple 
with uncertainty and suggests that the optimal means for functioning within such 
circumstances is to deliberately test team assumptions about a product’s ideal fea-
tures and its potential for widespread adoption. The author advocates a three 
phase cycle: building prototypes, measuring results of deliberate tests, and adapt-
ing the prototypes accordingly. This learning cycle, as depicted in Figure 3.3, ena-
bles a team to rapidly collect and interpret feedback on their emerging product and 
develop only what prospective customers actually use (not what the market says it 
wants or what the entrepreneurial team believes that the market should want.)   
 
The lean startup philosophy is an example of what has been called design thinking 
– “a set of contingent, embodied routines that reconfigure the socio-material world” 
(Kimbell, 2012, p. 131). Iterative prototyping, attention to customer behavior, and 
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teamwork are attributes typically associated with design thinking (Goldschmidt & 
Rodgers, 2013). And both scholars and practitioners tend to see design thinking as 
valuable to innovation and to the creation of a competitive advantage in business 
(T. Brown, 2008; Cross, 2011; Martin, 2009).  
 
Figure 3.3. The Lean Startup Learning Cycle 
 
Source: Reis (2011, p.75) 
 
Even though the design process as it relates to entrepreneurial opportunities has 
been identified as an area in need of additional scholarly study (Sarasvathy, 
2004b, p. 9), it has been slow to attract researcher attention. Design work emerges 
“over time, in unique circumstances, with other people, through complex, situated 
acts of seeing, saying, and doing” (Fleming, 1998, p. 41). The boundaries between 
saying and doing are blurred in the context of design work because the language 
of design work is performative; a team’s conversation “enacts [the] design and ac-
tualizes the designed work” (Dong, Lepri, Kim, Pianesi, & Pentland, 2012, p. 6). 
Through their conversations, teams doing design work “clarify, explain, interpret, 
assess, argue, and engage in iterative levels of reflection and critique” that result in 
mutually-understood meanings and new products (Oak, 2011). Moreover, these 
conversational processes bridge the two conceptual design spaces – the problem 
space and solution space – which are simultaneously co-developed (Dorst & 
Cross, 2001, p. 11). This is said to be especially true when a material innovation – 
such as a minimum viable product – “is the goal and the problem deﬁnition may be 
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revised or at least negotiated at almost any stage” (Goldschmidt & Rodgers, 2013, 
p. 468). 
 
Given the interactive dynamics of design work, to investigate it requires research 
approaches that attend to the verbal, social, and inherently-situated nature of doing 
design; approaches such as analytic ethnographies and Conversation Analysis 
(Luck, 2012; Matthews & Heinemann, 2012). By using CA to look at design work – 
such as the work of entrepreneurial teams in the act of innovating minimum viable 
products – researchers are able to consider what types of verbal “actions are re-
quired to create a distinctive, new object” (Oak, 2011, p. 224). Consequently, I’ve 
chosen to adopt the techniques of analytic ethnographies and Conversation Analy-
sis in this study. With them I will seek to bridge the concepts of design work as ar-
ticulated by the academic Creative Model and the practitioners’ lean startup model 
of entrepreneurial innovation.  
 
These two lodestars – that entrepreneurial opportunity is socially constructed and 
that theory and practice are interdependent – are expressed in this research 
through its philosophical underpinnings and its research methodologies. The next 
section outlines the theoretical foundations and methodological techniques in 
greater detail.  
 
The Theoretical Rationale Animating this Research Inquiry 
Drawing on some of the nomenclature of Saunders et al (Saunders, Lewis, & 
Thornhill, 2009), this thesis takes an interpretivistic/constructionist perspective as a 
way to understand entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty as revealed by intra-
team conversations. The concept that understanding is plural and subjective is 
fundamental to this philosophical perspective. Consequently, the knowledge gath-
ered in an interpretiveist/constructionist inquiry is descriptive; attempting to convey 
an appreciation of events and processes as they are understood by the actors in-
volved. The role of the researcher in an interpretivist/constructionist paradigm also 
is shaped by an appreciation for the situated experience of the actors involved. The 
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researcher acts as a respectful observer of those being studied and recognizes 
that findings – and even the questions guiding the research – are influenced by the 
beliefs held by the researcher. In an interpretivist/constructionist framework, the 
findings are meant to foster understanding about the phenomenon being studied, 
and they might inform theory, practice, or both. Ontologically this perspective is 
consistent with the positions held by advocates of the Creative Model in the entre-
preneurship literature; that entrepreneurial opportunities (including the complex in-
terplay between market and product creation) are socially-constructed by the ac-
tions and interactions of individuals.  
 
Research of an interpretivist/constructionist nature tends to rely on qualitative 
methods. Research strategies including case studies, ethnographies, and ground-
ed theory could all be appropriate expressions of an interpretivist/construcionist in-
quiry. Qualitative methods such as case studies are suited well for exploratory 
studies; for theory building rather than theory testing (Eisenhardt, 1989). Multiple 
case studies can strengthen the foundation of an emerging theory (Yin, 2012); 
“yielding more robust, generalizable, and testable theory than single case re-
search” (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007, p. 27). Moreover, by selecting multiple cas-
es with contrasting natures (e.g. a high-performance case paired with a low-
performance case) the data tends to present crisp and distinct patterns” 
(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007, p. 27). 
 
Given that pluralism is a hallmark of an interpretivist/constructionist perspective, 
quantitative methods, especially when used in combination with qualitative ones, 
can enrich the findings and enhance the research (Newman & Benz, 1998). A 
mixed methods approach can be stage-dependent used, for example, during data 
analysis only (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). Nested approaches to mixing quali-
tative and quantitative methods can be used to enable the identification of features 
in the data that would remain otherwise opaque; pointing out new terrain worthy of 
description (Morse, 2003, p. 192; Tashakkori & Teddie, 2003, p. 230). Incorporat-
ing quantitative methods as a complementary means of description also could 
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make the qualitative findings more accessible to readers with a positivist orienta-
tion (Creswell, 2003, p. 23); inviting more people with a diversity of understandings 
into the conversation about the research and its meanings.  
 
The appropriate use of qualitative and quantitative methods can be associated with 
the maturity of the field of inquiry (Edmondson & McManus, 2007). For example, 
research on topics with a nascent level of existing theory would benefit from a qual-
itative research design while research on topics with mature levels of existing theo-
ry would be served better by a predominately quantitative design. However, for top-
ics with intermediate levels of existing theory, a design that weds qualitative and 
quantitative techniques can help integrate standing but separate theoretical ele-
ments (often from different bodies of literature) into a provisional theory about the 
subject under investigation.  
 
Effectuation theory, which is at the origins of the Creative Model, has been consid-
ered by some to be transitioning between a nascent and intermediate level of theo-
ry (Perry et al., 2012). As such it would be appropriate to embrace a mixed meth-
ods approach in an inquiry related to the Creative Model; an inquiry such as this 
one into the sensemaking language of entrepreneurial innovation teams. By view-
ing the qualitative data through a quantitative lens, the essence of the pure and 
predominant qualitative work is retained; it is also enhanced because the data is 
allowed to suggest other interpretive possibilities.  
 
Such a mixed methods approach has been selected for this inquiry into the 
sensemaking language of entrepreneurial innovation teams. The qualitative data 
leads the analysis and interpretation because little is known about this specific sub-
ject matter; the same data then is viewed through a quantitative lens. The combi-
nation retains the primary essence of the qualitative work and enhances it by allow-
ing other interpretations to emerge from the quantitative examination of the same 
data. In other words, the research employs a concurrent nested approach for quan-
tifying qualitative data: “Code qualitative data, assign numbers to codes, and rec-
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ord the number of times codes appear as numeric data. Descriptively analyze the 
quantitative data for the frequency of occurrence. Compare the two data sets” 
(Morse, 2003, p. 233). 
 
 
Methodological Traditions 
This research project draws from two main methodological traditions to illuminate 
the sensemaking of innovative entrepreneurial teams; Conversation Analysis (CA) 
and Ethnography.  
CA is a micro-level examination of naturally-occurring talk. Emerging from sociolo-
gy and ethnomethodology CA enables researchers to uncover structures and pat-
terns in conversation. It considers a team’s socially-negotiated actions as both sit-
uated in and developing through the conversation. It is data-driven; a researcher 
relies on the data evident in the recorded conversations to understand the motiva-
tions, relationships, and accomplishments of the speakers.  
Naturally-occurring conversations to be analyzed with CA are recorded and tran-
scribed. Based on these recordings and transcriptions, the researcher aims to dis-
cover patterns in the interactions which demonstrate how the speakers negotiate 
their situation as it unfolds. In pure CA projects, the analysis may be conducted on 
any conversation to show how social order arises through granular shifts within 
specific interactions (ten Have, 1999). In applied CA projects, the analytical pro-
cess also can be used to "deliver some news about the [verbal] organization of 
valued activities” (ten Have, 1999 p. 186) such as the innovation of a minimum via-
ble product in this study. It could be said that pure form CA excavates intersubjec-
tive meaning making – efforts by speakers to understand each other in a conversa-
tion – while applied CA mines actional and normative meaning making – efforts by 
the speakers to understand and integrate into their plans what other people have 
said and expect (Bruner, 1996). 
CA in its most pure form is intensely detailed. It studies conversational contribu-
tions utterance by utterance and anchors the terms of the analysis from the studied 
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conversation itself. For example, episodes for analysis are bracketed by the natural 
openings and closings of topics rather than externally-applied measures, and 
codes for the utterances emerge from the participants’ expressions rather than ex-
ternally-prescribed terms. CA in its purest form also employs the Jeffersonian tran-
scription technique which captures intricate, split-second (or split syllable) details of 
conversation to attempt to further illuminate the situated verbal mechanics of par-
ticipants making sense of each other (Jefferson, 1984, 2004). (See Appendix Two 
for more detail on Jeffersonian notation.)  
Because this study aims to show how the teams are making sense of their shared 
situation – not how team members are making sense of each other – the analysis 
was an example of what ten Have might call applied CA. The study did analyze 
speaker contributions utterance by utterance and developed codes based on the 
participant’s situated moves. It also bracketed the episodes for examination based 
on the rhythms of the naturally-occurring conversations. However, it did not employ 
the micro-analytical notation techniques for all episodes. Jeffersonian notation was 
reserved for some moments of acute sensemaking (as recognized from the unmo-
tivated looking); otherwise coding occurred while the researcher was listening to 
the recordings and reading the basic transcription.  
Some might suggest that without the Jeffersonian notation for every utterance this 
study’s methodological approach could be described more accurately as Discourse 
Analysis. However, in addition to the previously-mentioned situated elements that 
inform the analysis, the study is examining how the participants talk – not what 
they talk about – while engaged in the innovation process. The study is examining 
the structures of participant interaction; it notes the use of claims and requests, for 
example, in the conversation, not the content of the conversation which tends to 
drive Discourse work. It’s worth emphasizing that this work is coding only conver-
sational data; Discourse analysis projects often include data beyond the conversa-
tions of participants as “texts” for coding. This study relies on an inductive ap-
proach while Discourse analysis is deductive. So although more typical CA studies 
examine the turn-taking or repair structures of conversation, the socially-situated 
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features of conversation examined in this study also are structural. As such, the 
study could be said to follow more closely in the tradition of applied CA than it does 
in that of Discourse Analysis.  
Because of its data-driven orientation CA incorporates a Grounded Theory ap-
proach. Beginning with a period of open coding to label basic themes in the data, 
axial coding to group the many labels into a set of nascent codes, and selective 
coding to understand relationships between codes, Grounded Theory is an iterative 
process (Glaser & Strauss, 2009). Over time the coded data and categories of 
codes eventually lend themselves to the creation of a conceptual model or provi-
sional theory (Creswell, 2012).  
CA’s focus on the specifics of language can be complemented by the descriptive 
details available through ethnography. Although some have said that CA and eth-
nography have only a “limited affinity” (Maynard, 2006), this study aims to contex-
tualize any language-oriented findings from the conversation analysis with “thick 
descriptions” (Geertz, 1973) about the culture and setting that surround the teams’ 
work. Because CA’s interest in talk does not stem from a reverence for language 
but from an awareness that actions and cultures are socially-accomplished in and 
through conversation, it pairs well with ethnography. CA can showcase the struc-
ture of social interaction (at the heart of other types of action), and ethnography 
can describe the “scenes in which the actions occur” (Moerman, 1988, p. 57) and 
are reflexively created through the conversations.  
While it would not be possible to analyze the details of conversation through ob-
servational field work alone, familiarity with the context of a conversation can be 
valuable to a researcher (Heath et al., 2006). The interpretive ethnographer’s job is 
to honor the “experience near” (the perspective as known to a subject in the study) 
and to anchor it within an “experience distant” (the perspective as known to an 
analyst or other specialist) (Geertz, 1983; Smart, 1998). Given that Grounded The-
ory was invented as a reaction to purely descriptive ethnography that failed to ani-
mate theory building (Glaser & Strauss, 2009), embracing these dual perspectives 
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– the near and the distant experiences, and the CA and ethnographic approaches 
– is a direct and authentic expression of the original intent of Grounded Theory. 
To engage in ethnography that bridges the near and distant experiences en route 
to creating a provisional theory, a researcher might commit to learning about the 
shared perspectives, practices, and words that a community and its members use 
in its interactions. Three techniques – "use of convergent data; the explication of 
linguistic classifications; and the examination of the life cycle" (Geertz, 1983, p. 
156) – enable a researcher to piece together and present a richer sense of the re-
ality constructed and understood by a conversation’s participants. Each of these 
techniques expresses respect for the history of the community and the context of a 
studied conversation. The convergent data is historic in that it is an encapsulation 
of the shared perspectives that a community has cultivated over time; its memes. 
The linguistic classifications are historic in that, again, they are shared expressions 
of understanding that signal fluency in a community’s discourse. And the life cycle 
examination is historic in that it is a means of gathering stories about “lines of de-
velopment in the community's history and examining these stories as symbolic arti-
facts potentially rich in meaning” (Smart, 1998, p. 115). 
 
Ethnographic details might be especially useful as an explanatory aid for CA stud-
ies conducted in unfamiliar or rarified settings (Maynard, 2006), including some 
workplace settings. For example, in initial medical interactions the doctor might ask 
more questions than the patient; this questioning approach to the interaction is 
both what the doctor does and what the doctor’s role is. Without an ethnographic 
awareness and articulation of this cultural connection between questions and a 
doctor’s “doing being” (Schegloff, 1991), the detailed analysis of the conversation 
might develop a less rather than more accurate description of the interaction. Be-
cause few people have had the experience of founding a high-tech venture or of 
participating in a lean startup contest, the context of this research might be consid-
ered rare. Consequently, ethnographic descriptions are essential in the context of 
this doctoral research; they might amend stereotypical expectations about entre-
preneurs (Carr & Beaver, 2002; Down & Warren, 2008; Ogbor, 2000) or entrepre-
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neurial contests that could interfere with the analysis or the readers’ ability to ap-
preciate the study and its findings. 
 
CA’s focus on the specifics of language also can be enhanced by the use of de-
scriptive statistics. Quantifying the coded data is not without controversy; some 
scholars have cautioned that numeric representation is not a substitute for a 
demonstration of the situated accomplishments of the language as used 
(Schegloff, 1993). However, other scholars have argued that the quantification of 
coded data has value in select circumstances providing that the primary work of 
the analysis adhered to the situated and reflexive orientation of CA (Heritage, 
1995, 1999). For example, a study that used CA to investigate the interactions of a 
newspaper’s editorial team meetings and then quantified the coded data was able 
to reveal a relationship between the way the editors talked about the story and the 
story’s eventual placement in the paper (Clayman & Ann, 1998). And more recent-
ly, a study that paired CA with descriptive statics was able to show interactional ev-
idence for changing journalistic standards between 1953 and 2000 (Clayman, 
Elliott, Heritage, & Laurie, 2006). In these and other studies that attempt to answer 
questions about the relationship between communication and exogenous varia-
bles, the pairing of CA’s classically qualitative data with descriptive statics has 
proven to have merit. Thus, in this study which asks questions about possible rela-
tionships between entrepreneurial team conversations and performance in a con-
test, CA is coupled with descriptive statistics.   
 
As is widely understood, CA and ethnography both rely upon cases as the objects 
of their study. Cases enable a researcher to study a phenomenon in-depth within 
set boundaries for time and activities (Creswell, 2003, p. 15). They are valuable for 
theory-building work, such as this research project, because they are likely to gen-
erate new theory, posit testable constructs for future research, and be empirically 
valid given the close connection between data and theory (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 
547).  
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Piloting Efforts 
Although a full pilot project was not undertaken as preparation for this research 
study, attention was given to the development of necessary skills through select 
activities. For example, to experience the process of transcribing, coding, and ana-
lyzing naturally occurring intra-team conversations, I gained access to unedited 
documentary video footage of an engineering team at work. Because the three 
hours of footage had been shot years ago by a professional film-maker who was 
present during the filming, this material did not serve as a pilot for my project’s data 
collection. However, with the footage I was able to develop my techniques for 
working with recorded data and conducting Conversation Analysis. 
   
 
Data Collection 
Conducting this research study required a partnership with a lean startup entrepre-
neurship competition. Such a contest would provide access to a set of teams that 
were engaged in the act of entrepreneurial innovation and a means of identifying 
performance levels within a time frame suitable for a research study. Moreover, a 
lean startup competition would ensure that teams were being judged on their mini-
mum viable products – not on the completion of a business plan or the presenta-
tion of a pitch. A web search for lean startup contests indicated that the MIT Accel-
erate Contest would be an appropriate partner.  
The Accelerate Contest was selected, in part, because of its geographical location 
and timing; both were easy to integrate into this research project. More importantly, 
the Accelerate Contest was selected because it is the lean-startup component of 
the MIT $100K Competition. Since the inception of the $100K’s current award 
structure, all of the event’s winners have been able to build thriving ventures. As 
indicated in Appendix Three, all of the winning teams have raised significant funds 
or achieved a favorable exit. The Accelerate Contest is too young to have a long 
history of spawning successful ventures. However, because the rigor of the 
$100K’s judging will be present in its judging there is reason to believe that the Ac-
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celerate Contest winners also will be poised for continued success. While contest 
placement can never be a perfect prediction of real-world, long-term success, win-
ning the Accelerate Contest seems to provide a reasonable proxy for success in 
this study.  
A faculty member affiliated with the MIT Accelerate Contest was contacted. After a 
series of emails, an in-person meeting with one of the student leaders occurred, 
and within days approval was granted: teams could be invited to participate via 
email and an in-person presentation, and individual teams could choose whether or 
not to follow-up. 
Nine teams expressed interest. Meetings were scheduled with these teams to re-
view the details of the project and the eligibility requirements. To be eligible to par-
ticipate in this study, teams had to have more than one member and agree to rec-
ord at least one in-person meeting with the entire team speaking English during the 
arc of the contest. Six teams were selected and were loaned GoPro cameras as 
their main recording device and Sony digital voice recorders as a backup device. 
After signing consent forms, the teams were instructed on how to use the devices 
and were asked to record their intra-team meetings during the weeks of the Con-
test with both devices in each meeting. Upon the conclusion of the Contest and the 
announcement of the team rankings, all recording devices were reclaimed.  
All of the recorded data from all teams – approximately thirty hours in total – was 
reviewed using an open-coding approach; an iterative process that begins with 
unmotivated looking/listening and eventually results in a set of codes to foster the 
analysis of selected episodes (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The emergent codes guid-
ed the qualitative analysis that was rendered within the Atlas.ti software package.  
The full set of data includes conversations from one winning team, one losing team 
(eliminated after the first round of judging), and other middle-ranking teams. (See 
Table 3.1.) It includes video and audio recordings. However, the micro-analysis 
has been performed on only the audio recordings. The visual data was not always 
available and was used only verify the speaker.  
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Table 3.1. Description of Teams 
Assigned 
Name for 
Team 
Yellow Green Teal Orange Purple Pink 
Team  
Size 
2 4 2 3 3 4 
Functional 
Composi-
tion 
1 Business 
1 Engineer 
3 Business 
1 Engineer 
2 Business 3 Engineer 1 Business 
2 Engineer 
2 Business 
2 Engineer 
Expertise of 
Lead  
Entrepre-
neur 
Business Engineer Business Engineer Engineer Business 
Gender of 
Lead  
Entrepre-
neur 
Female Male Male Female Female Male 
Gender 
Mix 
1 Male 
1 Female 
2 Male 
2 Female 
2 Male 2 Male 
1 Female 
1 Male 
2 Female 
4 Male 
Hours  
Recorded 
1 7 2 10.5 4 5 
Meetings 
Recorded 
1 6 1 10 4 10 
Minutes 
Included in 
Micro-
analysis 
30 66 0 0 0 0 
Table at 
Demo 
Show 
Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Included in 
Study 
Yes Yes No No No No 
Reason for 
Removal 
from the 
Data Set 
  Non-team 
member on 
recording 
Distortion 
on some 
recordings; 
non-team 
members 
present 
sometimes 
Not whole 
team; one 
person on 
skype 
Not whole 
team 
 
 
Data Analysis 
To select episodes relevant to the research, a process of open coding was used; 
the recorded meetings were reviewed multiple times and making notes about their 
content and flow. After this phase of “unmotivated looking” (Psathas, 1995a, p. 45), 
attention was focused on the data from the highest- and lowest-performing teams. 
These teams’ data fully adhered to the eligibility requirements; all team members 
were present for the recorded meetings. Selecting the top and bottom teams also 
allowed the inquiry to “maximize the similarly and differences” of the data in line 
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with Grounded Theory (Creswell, 2003, p. 14). A general guide to the contours of 
these teams’ conversations was created. The guide included time markers and 
moments which seemed to stand out in some way from the rest of the recorded in-
teractions. These intuitive notations were taken for two reasons: 1) these moments 
could become relevant to the analysis and 2) no researcher was physically present 
for any of the conversations and this memory device helped compensate for a lack 
of lived memory related to the meetings. 
 
The recordings for the teams with the highest and lowest rankings from the contest 
were transcribed. Approximately 60 minutes of conversation were transcribed for 
the Yellow Team, and 300 minutes were transcribed for the Green Team. Record-
ed conversations that were unrelated to the teams’ entrepreneurial quest were not 
transcribed; conversations about social plans, for example. During the process of 
transcription interesting episodes of conversation were flagged: instances in which 
team members were puzzled or surprised by market reactions, for example. At this 
point in the analysis the names of the teams and team members were changed to 
maintain the privacy of the participants.  
 
With the basic transcriptions completed, the conversational episodes worthy of 
analysis began to be evident. Both teams appeared to be grappling with two main 
concerns: 
  
 How is our team doing in the contest?  
 How is our product vision aligned/misaligned with the knowledge we now 
have about customer interest and market potential?  
 
The uncertainty expressed in these meta-questions seemed similar to but distinct 
from the main categories of uncertainty (state, effect, and response) often refer-
enced in organizational theory (Milliken, 1987). Entrepreneurially relevant ques-
tions related to Milikin’s framework might be ex-pressed as: (1) What’s happening 
in the market? (state uncertainty), (2) How will it impact our team? (effect uncer-
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tainty), and (3) What can we do about it? (response uncertainty) (McMullen & 
Shepherd, 2006, p. 125). Similarly, the uncertainty captured in the meta-questions 
seemed to reside outside of the types of uncertainty often associated with entre-
preneurs: Knightian uncertainty, goal ambiguity, and isotropy (Sarasvathy, 2008, p. 
xi).  
 
Again, while the meta-questions found in the data seem related to these existing 
categories of uncertainty, they do not match them. The data-driven categories 
acknowledge external uncertainties – the criteria of the contest judges, the feed-
back from advisors, etc. – but they expand the internal categories of uncertainty to 
new dimensions. For example, the data-based questions seem to honor the uncer-
tainties of interpretation. Simply having feedback from a customer, for example, 
may not point to a clear path to success; the meanings of the information could be 
many and must be assigned by the team. In other words, the information a team 
seeks and collects can pose its own challenge for the team because it suggests a 
variety of possible meanings (Barton, 2010, p. 66; Weick, 2001, p. 251) and, by ex-
tension, an array of possible next steps. The data-driven meta-questions recognize 
the uncertainty of figuring out what the choices are while the classic questions 
seem to imply only the uncertainty of selecting among choices. Because conversa-
tions oriented around themes of uncertainty could contain sensemaking language 
forms, both the contest-related and product-related interactions were deemed wor-
thy of analysis and were noted with Contest or Product Episode codes. Approxi-
mately 30 minutes of the Yellow Team’s data and 66 minutes of the Green Team’s 
data were represented by these Episode types. 
 
By using the recordings and the transcriptions, the beginning and ending points for 
these episodes of uncertainty were identified and color coded – purple for Product 
and red for Contest Episodes. In the spirit of CA’s ethnomethodological roots, the 
episodes were bracketed by natural breaks occurring in the interactions; not with 
imposed breaks for the convenience of the research. Once the Product Episodes 
were highlighted, conversational segments devoted to validating the minimum via-
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ble product’s acceptance or growth potential were noted. They were assigned an 
Assumption-type code (e.g. Hypo Type Acceptance or Hypo Type Growth) along 
with a Product Episode code.  
 
The color-coded documents were uploaded into the qualitative analysis software 
program Atlas ti along with the initial Assumption-type codes and individual speak-
er codes. In an iterative process of description, analysis, and interpretation 
(Wolcott, 1994), I started to code the Episodes utterance by utterance by noting the  
interactional work each utterance was doing in the context of the conversation. Oc-
casionally I would review my codes and attempt to redefine and reassign them with 
greater accuracy if they seemed to be becoming too abstract or concentrated 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). Continuing to follow an open coding approach to re-
search (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), I kept a log of my evolving codes as they 
changed, expanded, and concentrated over time. (I also continued to maintain a 
journal of impressions that I had begun during the collection of data.) Occasionally, 
I compared my grounded codes and categories with concepts and language forms 
in the existing literature (Glaser & Strauss, 2009). Most notably I considered possi-
ble relationships between my codes and the three dimensions of sensemaking – 
Information, Meaning, and Action – that were indicated by Thomas, Clark and Gi-
oia (1993). I also considered possible intersections between my codes and lan-
guage markers previously articulated in the literature (Wilson, 2007).  
 
After months of iteratively improving the emerging codes I sought a second coder 
to engage in a peer debriefing; a review with knowledgeable colleagues “to stimu-
late the consideration and exploration of additional perspectives and explanations” 
that could be found in the data and the codes (Long & Johnson, 2000, p. 34). By 
integrating the points of consideration raised by a peer into the emerging code-
book, the overall research is strengthened; the process provides a kind of triangu-
lation that enhances the credibility of qualitative work (Wahyuni, 2012).  
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During December 2013 I worked with a doctoral candidate at Smeal School of 
Business at the Pennsylvania State University who shares an interest in sense-
making and has completed coursework in qualitative research. In eight hours of 
meetings we discussed the codes and made changes to the code book. Two clus-
ters of codes – those embedded in Action: Align and in Action: Plan – seemed to 
inspire the most questions and concerns for the second coder throughout our de-
briefings. He also expressed an alternative interpretation of Action: Levity.  
 
Initially I had considered utterances of Acknowledge to be Information-oriented, but 
the second coder was adamant that utterances of Acknowledgement were Actions. 
I agreed with his reasoning and re-assigned the Acknowledge code to be part of 
Action: Align. The second coder’s concern with Action: Plan seemed to stem from 
confusion about the subcodes of Propose and Coordinate. This was not fully re-
solved during our sessions even though he could consistently identify utterances 
that I had coded as Action: Plan. And while he also could consistently identify ut-
terances that I had coded as Action: Levity as Action: Levity, he maintained that he 
believed these utterances might be better coded as if the speakers were not joking.  
 
Eventually, we were able to code 93% of the utterances the same way at the Ag-
gregate level (Information, Meaning, and Action) and 73.56% at the Primary code 
level. Had this research been a quantitative project, these levels of similarity would 
fall within an acceptable level for theory building. (Scholars differ about the reliabil-
ity rates that can be considered acceptable for theory building, but some advocate 
70% as reasonable (Neuendorf, 2002).) However, this research is qualitative and 
exploratory; the peer debriefings were included not to achieve a specific level of 
reliability but to enhance the credibility and trustworthiness of the research. 
 
Code Descriptions 
Over time the codes were transformed from their initial descriptive forms into a 
nested collection of Aggregate codes and related Primary codes with sub-forms. 
The Aggregate codes of Information, Meaning, and Action that were borrowed from 
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the existing literature (Thomas et al., 1993) seemed to be sufficient containers for 
the entirety of the utterances included in the analysis. Structural elements were al-
so noted; the Product and Contest Episode types were imposed prior to the de-
tailed coding process and utterances in the form of questions were marked from a 
bottom-up reading of the transcripts. The code book complete with sample utter-
ances is included in Appendix One.  
 
Primary codes within the Information Aggregate 
Codes within the Information Aggregate describe the conversational activities that 
arose from the practice of seeking or sharing data, facts, or created elements (such 
as spread sheet numbers) that were treated by the speakers as facts. Primary 
codes and their sub-forms include: 
Seek: Utterances coded as Seek were used by speakers to gather data and facts. 
Sub-forms of Seek include Check, Data, Personal, and Resource. Utterances cod-
ed as Seek: Check marked efforts by speakers to be reminded of a fact. Seek: Da-
ta utterances were attempts by speakers to gather information about customers, 
advisors, or teachers. Utterances coded for Seek: Personal were requests of a 
team member about his/her situation. These utterances might include questions 
such as “Are you okay?” that treat the other speaker’s assessment of well-being as 
a fact. Utterances coded for Seek: Resource marked efforts by speakers to gather 
information about available money or time.  
Share: Utterances coded as Share were used in the conversation to provide facts 
and fact-like information to team mates. Sub-forms include Brainstorm, Correct, 
Data, Numbers, Personal, and Vision. Utterances coded as Share: Brainstorm ex-
pressed product options that were not connected to input from the ecosystem of 
customers, advisors, and teachers. Utterances coded for Share: Correct were used 
by speakers to add accuracy to a recently made statement. Utterances coded for 
Share: Data were used by speakers to provide information from the ecosystem to 
team mates. The Numbers-coded utterances were references to constructed in-
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formation – such as spread sheet numbers or a slide deck – that were treated as 
facts in the context of the conversation. Utterances coded as Share: Personal were 
efforts by a speaker to share information about his or her physical or social state; 
again these contributions were treated by team mates as facts. Utterances coded 
for Share: Vision were efforts by a speaker to convey the future possibilities or un-
derlying theories about the product; they were not anchored in feedback from the 
ecosystem but were treated in the conversations as facts.  
Reveal: Utterances coded as Reveal are similar to those associated with Share. 
However, Reveal was made into a Primary code to avoid over-building the Share 
code and to recognize the subtle difference in the vulnerability levels of the dis-
closed information. Sub-forms of Reveal include Lack of Knowledge and Feelings. 
The sub-form Reveal: Lack of knowledge was assigned to utterances that divulged 
a speaker’s acknowledgement of missing information and an incomplete under-
standing. Utterances coded for Reveal: Feelings disclosed emotion. 
 
Primary Codes within the Meaning Aggregate  
Codes that are contained within the Meaning Aggregate describe the conversa-
tional activities that arose from the practice of seeking or sharing opinions or be-
liefs. Primary codes and their sub-forms include: 
Claim: Utterances coded as Claim were assertions of belief made by speakers. 
Sub-forms include Conditional and Absolute. Claim: Conditional utterances were 
statements about the situation or the future that reserved a level of commitment. 
These provisional assessments might include grammatically conditional words -- 
discrepancy words such as could or might – but these were not defining indicators 
for this type of Claim. Utterances coded as Claim: Absolute were statements that 
expressed a high level of certainty or lack of other alternatives.  
Clarify: Utterances coded as Clarify were used by speakers to make sure they had 
understood the other team members or to make sure they were understood by the 
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other team members. The sub-forms of Clarify include Check and Volunteer. Utter-
ances noted as Clarify: Check were efforts by a speaker to double-check their un-
derstanding of another speaker’s contribution. Utterances marked as Clarify: Vol-
unteer were efforts by a speaker to expand upon their reasoning to make sure the 
other participants’ had a clear understanding of the point being made. 
Compare: Utterances coded as Compare were used by speakers to hold together 
a set of experiences, inputs, or products as a means of understanding them. Sub-
forms include Experiences, Data, and Products. Utterances coded as Compare: 
Experiences marked a speaker’s effort to compare situations, lived or expected. 
Utterances coded as Compare: Data noted efforts by a speaker to juxtapose two 
pieces of feedback from the ecosystem. Utterances coded as Compare: Products 
signified efforts by a speaker to consider their product against a competitor’s.  
Disregard:  Utterances coded Disregard were comments by a speaker that con-
veyed a belief that the speaker knew best or had superior knowledge. These are 
prideful statements. There were no sub-forms. 
Reconsider: Utterances coded as Reconsider were self-reflective changes of mind. 
There were no sub-forms.  
Seek Opinion: Utterances coded for Seek Opinion were open requests for another 
speaker to share his/her point of view. There were no sub-forms. 
Test: Utterances coded for Test were requests for evidence to support another 
person’s conclusion or belief. There were no sub-forms. 
 
Primary Codes within the Action Aggregate  
Codes that are contained within the Action Aggregate describe the conversational 
activities that arose from the practice of directing or supporting the efforts of the 
team and its members. Primary codes and their sub-forms include: 
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Affirmation: Utterances coded for Action: Affirmation were efforts by a speaker to 
say explicitly positive things about another team member and his/her contributions. 
There were no sub-forms. 
Alignment: Utterances coded for Alignment included efforts by speakers to Agree 
or Confirm, Acknowledge, or Disagree/Contrast with the statements of another 
speaker. Utterances coded for Alignment: Agree/Confirm were expressions of 
agreement or approval with a recent statement. Utterances coded for Alignment: 
Acknowledge were indications of basic attention or comprehension. Utterances 
coded for Alignment: Disagree/Contrast were statements of difference.  
Facilitate: Utterances coded for Facilitate were efforts by speakers to keep the 
meeting on topic. There were no sub-forms. 
Levity:  Utterances coded for Levity were jokes and laughter. There were no sub-
forms. 
Influence: Utterances coded for Influence were efforts by speakers to direct, 
change, or stop a team mate’s assessments. Sub-forms included Persuade and 
Defend. Utterances coded for Influence: Persuade were efforts by a speaker to im-
press a team member. Utterances coded for Influence: Defend were justifications 
(signaling responsibility) or excuses (signaling lack of ownership) for behavior or 
status of project. 
Plan: Utterances coded for Plan were statements attempting to organize future ac-
tions. Final sub-forms include Coordinate and Propose. Utterances coded for Plan: 
Coordinate were statements that worked to organize future actions generally while 
those coded for Plan: Propose were statements of specific action possibilities. 
Suspend: Utterances coded for Suspend were efforts by a speaker to postpone ac-
tions. There were no sub-forms. 
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Structural Codes 
As previously mentioned, codes were also assigned to utterances indicate Seg-
ment type and Speaker. These architectural codes were applied to utterances from 
the top-down; not bottom up as the rest of the codes were. (However, as stated 
early, the utterances selected as Product Episodes – the parent code for the Seg-
ments – emerged from a bottom-up assessment of the recorded data.) 
An additional structural code was rendered through a grounded review of the data: 
direct questions. Tag questions, rhetorical questions, and other question forms 
were not included in this code type.  
 
Integrating Coded Utterances with Language Forms in the Literature 
In Chapter Two, the section on Sensemaking presented various language forms 
related to resilience, an attribute associated with high-performance teams. While 
this study’s codes have been created from a micro-analysis of the data, some of 
the resulting code types do align with the language forms found in the literature. 
(See Table 3.2.) 
As the previous chapter indicated, the four dimensions of resilience --, Attitudes of 
Wisdom and Doubt, Heedful Inter-relating, and Virtual Role Systems – have ex-
pressions in conversational language. The connection between the literature’s lan-
guage forms and this study’s codes are presented in the Table 3.2. Not all codes 
had a corresponding language form in the existing literature. Also important to 
note: the language feature most associated with Virtual Role Systems is the regu-
lated roles of speakers (Barske, 2009; Cazden, 1987; Rixon, McWaters, & Rixon, 
2006). For example, if a single team member were contributing all of the utterances 
coded for Action: Facilitate, s/he might own responsibility for the group’s attention 
setting. Conversely, if all team members were contributing utterances coded for 
Action: Facilitate, the team might have a more resilient virtual role system. It is the 
ownership of ways of speaking that reveals the role system of a team.  
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Table 3.2. Integration of Sensemaking Literature and Codes 
 
Resilience 
Trait 
 
Impact 
 
Language in  
Literature 
 
 
Attribution 
 
Code Informed by  
Micro-analysis  
Improvisation 
and  
Bricolage 
Enhance Help giving Hargadon 
and Bechky, 
2006 
Meaning: Clarify: Volunteer 
 Enhance Help seeking Hargadon 
and Bechky, 
2006 
Information: Seek: Check  
Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge 
Meaning: Clarify: Check 
Meaning: Seek: Opinion 
 Enhance Use of conditional 
language 
Langer 1992, 
2002 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional 
 Enhance Use of language 
forms that signal a 
flexible approach 
Extrapolated 
from Langer 
1992, 2002 
Action: Levity 
Meaning: Reconsider 
 
 Hinder Use of fixed 
Language 
Langer 1992, 
2002 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
 Hinder Use of language 
forms that signal 
an inflexible  
approach 
Extrapolated 
from Langer 
1992, 2002 
Information: Share: Vision 
Attitudes of 
Wisdom and 
Doubt  
Enhance Acknowledgement 
of self-limitations 
Owens, 2009 Information: Seek: Check 
Meaning: Clarify: Check 
 Enhance Appreciation for  
abilities and  
contributions of 
others 
Owens, 2009 Meaning: Seek: Opinion 
Action: Affirmation 
 Hinder Lack of apprecia-
tion for abilities 
and contributions 
of others 
Extrapolation 
from Owens, 
2009 
Meaning: Disregard 
 Enhance Learning stance Owens, 2009 Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional 
Meaning: Reconsider 
 Hinder Non-learning 
stance 
Extrapolation 
from Owens, 
2009 
Information: Share: Vision 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Action: Influence 
 Enhance Low level of focus 
on the self 
Owens, 2009 Meaning; Clarify: Volunteer 
Heedful  
Interactions 
Enhance Respect for the 
reports and  
perspectives of 
others 
Campbell, 
1990 
Information: Seek: Check 
Meaning: Clarify: Check 
Meaning; Clarify :Volunteer  
Meaning: Reconsider 
Meaning: Seek: Opinion 
Action: Suspend 
 Hinder Lack of respect 
for the reports and  
perspectives of 
others 
Extrapolation 
from  
Campbell, 
1990 
Information: Share: Vision 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Action: Influence 
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Table 3.2. – Continued --  
 
Resilience 
Trait 
 
Impact 
 
Language in  
Literature 
 
 
Attribution 
 
Code Informed by  
Micro-analysis  
 Enhance Mutual support Bandura,1998;  
Caproni, 2001; 
Sutcliffe and  
Vogus, 2003 
Action: Affirmation 
 Hinder Lack of mutual 
support 
Extrapolation 
from  
Bandura,1998;  
Caproni, 2001; 
Sutcliffe and  
Vogus, 2003 
Meaning: Disregard 
Virtual Role 
System 
Enhance Use of language 
forms shared by 
team members 
Extrapolated 
from  
Barske, 2009; 
Rixon, 
McWaters, & 
Rixon, 2006; 
Wilson, 2007 
Redundant use of any code 
across team  
 
Samples from the Coded Data 
Two teams, representing two different performance levels as determined by their 
placement in the Contest, were studied in this project. The Yellow Team was a 
winning team in the Contest; The Green Team was eliminated in the first round of 
judging. A rich description of the teams and their recorded data is presented in this 
section along with excerpts from the coded transcripts.  
 
Yellow Team: High-performance team 
The Yellow Team is a two-person team. One man, Seth, with technical expertise 
and one woman, Shahrnaz, with business skills are collaborating on the creation of 
a consumer-oriented device related to wellness. Seth has entrepreneurial experi-
ence from his participation in a previous venture with a very different market focus. 
He also has more than 12 years of experience in device-based research and man-
ufacturing. Shahrnaz is a first-time entrepreneur who has five years of experience 
in sales and marketing strategy with two leading global high-tech companies. Seth 
has already completed his PhD in Chemical Engineering; Shahrnaz is an MIT MBA 
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student at the time of the contest. In addition to being a founder, Shahrnaz is also a 
lead user; her personal profile means that she would be a customer for their prod-
uct if it were to go to market.  
The two met and began discussions about the possibility of working together on 
this product and venture at an event for people interested in entrepreneurship. 
They have been working together for a few months, often from different geograph-
ical locations. A functioning prototype of their sensor-based product had been 
completed by the time of the contest. 
The team made it to the final round of the contest and got to pitch to the judges at 
the Finale event. They finished among the winning teams and took home a $2,000 
award. Their winning status afforded them automatic entry into the final phase of 
the three-stage MIT $100K Contest. 
The Yellow Team captured more than an hour of naturally-occurring conversation 
during the final days of the contest. All of their recorded material came from a sin-
gle meeting. Approximately 30 minutes of conversation were included in the analy-
sis. 
An excerpt from their conversation shows Seth and Shahrnaz talking about their 
minimum viable product, specifically about feedback from a judge about the growth 
potential for their product. The transcription and coding preparations for data anal-
ysis attempt to capture the conversational impact of each utterance:  
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Shahrnaz One thing that one of the early round judges 
gave in the feedback was that they don’t 
think (.) that we’re going to sell that many= 
Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Info: Share: Data  
Seth Yeah Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Shahrnaz =um (3) and (.3) Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Info: Continue 
Seth There’s always that Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
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Shahrnaz Right there’s always that there’s always that 
risk, ummm (.) but (.4) it I think it totally de-
pends on our marketing and=  
Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Meaning: Reconsider 
 
Seth Yeah Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Shahrnaz =and and and our go to market strategy, but 
I just I have a hard time seeing that given 
like all the like anecdotal and (.2) data we 
have to confirm the market 
Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Meaning: Comparison 
Seth Yeah I agree um (.3) but we’ll worry about 
that later, right? 
Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Action: Align: Agree/Confirm, 
Action: Suspend 
Shahrnaz Yeah agreed, ok Product, Hypo Type Growth, 
Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
The excerpt includes markers of Jeffersonian notation to capture the rhythms and 
flow of the utterances as they occurred. Pauses are noted in parentheses, a rec-
ognizable but very short pause of less than 2 seconds is noted by (.) and longer 
pauses include the number of seconds within the parentheses. Utterances that are 
tightly coupled are noted by the = symbol. The sample also highlights the final 
codes. This excerpt showcases the subtleties of coding utterances within CA. Seth 
has two utterances of the single word “yeah”, but one is coded as Action: Align: 
Acknowledge and other is coded as Action: Align: Agree/Confirm. A discourse 
analysis might have matched all occurrences of the word “yeah” with only one par-
ticular code. However, CA’s micro-analytical inductive approach strives to recog-
nize the functional role of each utterance.  
 
Green Team: Low-performance team 
The Green Team is a four-person team comprised of two men, Abram and Yoichi, 
and two women, Carrie and Vera. Abram is a PhD candidate with technical abili-
ties. The remaining team members are MBA students with business backgrounds. 
None of them have previous entrepreneurial experience. They are collaborating on 
the creation of a software-as-service venture with an educational orientation for a 
consumer market. The technology at the heart of the entrepreneurial activity is 
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springing from Abram’s doctoral research. A functioning prototype of their offering 
is under development by the time of the contest. 
This team was eliminated in the first round of judging. Consequently they were not 
part of the Finale event. The team disbanded after the contest concluded for them. 
The Green Team captured approximately 7 hours of naturally-occurring conversa-
tion during the arc of the contest prior to their elimination. Their recorded material 
came from multiple meetings over approximately four weeks. Approximately 66 
minutes of conversation were included in the analysis. 
In the example below, the team is talking about their participation in the contest, 
specifically about the readiness of their demo and the expectations of the judges. 
Their interactions were treated with Jeffersonian notation protocols, and their utter-
ances were coded through an inductive process. Together these preparations for 
data analysis produced a detailed encapsulation of the team’s conversation.  
Speaker Utterance Codes 
Carrie Like still we still need to do a demo at the 
end, right? if we have huge stories to show 
and can even have a video or something 
of a kid 
Contest 
Meaning: Clarify: Check 
Yoichi [yeah]  Contest 
Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Carrie using one?(.) Contest 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional 
Abram Yeah Contest 
Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera that would [be good]     Contest 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Carrie [we’d be] golden. Like that would be and I 
feel personally like that would be a good(.) 
Contest  
Meaning Claim: Conditional 
Abram Yeah yeah yeah and already it's like I Contest 
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mean you Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Carrie [yeah] Contest, Action: Align: 
Acknowledge 
Abram know if you have an android device you 
can install this application and download 4 
stories to your phone 
Contest 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Carrie Yeah Contest 
Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Abram that’s a pretty f-ing good de:mo Contest 
Meaning: Disregard 
Carrie Oh yeah  Contest 
Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
 
The excerpt includes additional markers of Jeffersonian notation: bracket symbols 
denote overlapping speech, a colon within a word signifies a prolonged sound, and 
underlined text marks emphasized speech. The excerpt showcases additional fea-
tures of the inductively-developed codes and their application in a CA project. For 
example, even though Abram’s utterance about the power of the current demo is a 
claim made with certainty it is coded as Meaning: Disregard rather than Meaning: 
Claim: Absolute because its intonation signals prideful ownership. Similarly, Vera’s 
utterance is coded Meaning: Claim: Absolute even though it contains the word 
“would” – which could be typically classified as a discrepancy word related to con-
ditional statements. Because she is responding to Carrie’s assertion, Vera’s utter-
ance is more similar to Action: Align: Agree/Confirm in this analysis than it is to 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional. However, the utterance was finally associated with 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute because her delivery of the utterance suggests that she 
is offering a firm assessment of the situation (as first expressed by Carrie.) 
 
Originality of the Research and Its Potential Impact 
The research uses an unusual means of collecting data. By empowering research 
subjects to record themselves with (wearable) devices, the technology removes the 
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potential disruption of a researcher’s presence. The recording device may be its 
own disruptive force, of course, but perhaps less so than the presence of the re-
searcher. Nevertheless, the use of the recording devices in the data collection pro-
cess adds a component of novelty to the data collection for this research.  
Having naturally-occurring conversations, recorded by any means, of innovative 
entrepreneurial teams in-action is very rare. Analysis of the recorded intra-team 
conversations may reveal behaviors of innovative entrepreneurial teams that can-
not be identified by other forms of data. By micro-analyzing the interactions of the 
team members while they work this research will be able to examine how teams 
exchange information, make sense of their situation(s), solve challenges, and es-
sentially talk an innovation into being. Whether the findings from the research were 
to expand, support, or contradict existing research about entrepreneurial teams 
conducted at a different level of granularity, they would have the potential to add to 
the academic discourse, especially the entrepreneurial cognition literature. The 
study also is positioned to contribute to the talk-in-interaction literature by its ability 
to add to the conversational markers recognized in the interactions of other teams 
at work. 
The findings from this study also have the potential to impact entrepreneurship ed-
ucation. While conventional wisdom about entrepreneurship underscores the im-
portance of a good team, the definition of such a team tends to be static – team 
members should have entrepreneurial experience; a history of working together, 
complementary areas of expertise, etc. Little, if any, emphasis is given to the be-
havioral dimensions – including the conversational competence – of team mem-
bers.  
 
Weaknesses and Contingencies 
Often criticized about its ability to be replicated and generalized (Seale, 1999), 
qualitative research tends to be assessed for quality along other trajectories. Four 
frequently used criteria include: credibility, transferability, dependability, and con-
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firmability (Wahyuni, 2012). In concert with these conventions, this research pro-
cess included peer debriefings, thick descriptions of the context for the research, 
and transparency about the research processes and tools to attend to credibility, 
transferability, and dependability respectively. Matters of confirmability were ad-
dressed through the peer debriefing, triangulation of methods, and a data audit. 
However, other specific weaknesses may be present in the design and execution 
of this research.  
Self-selection is a possible weakness in the study design: perhaps only the most 
confident or accomplished teams chose to participate in the research, for example. 
However, even if only exceptional teams have participated, a range of performance 
levels and conversational episodes have been captured. 
Another possible perceived weakness is the small sample size. By design this is 
not a quantitative study with a large representative sample; it is a descriptive study 
that is crafted to make contributions of an exploratory nature. The cases selected 
for analysis were chosen for their contrasting profiles (as deemed by the contest 
results) and have been treated as unique (and not necessarily representative) cas-
es throughout the analytic process.  
Even with the teams that participated every minute of every conversation was not 
captured. Moreover, only the verbal conversations within team meetings – not 
emails, text messages, or phone calls, for example – were captured. To compen-
sate for this possible weakness related to an incomplete data set, data from addi-
tional sources -- the field observation of the contest kickoff and finale events, for 
example – was integrated to enhance and improve the descriptions of the teams 
and their verbal sensemaking. 
Because each utterance was given a single code, it is possible that some nuances 
of the utterances were not acknowledged in the tabulation of codes. The utteranc-
es were coded line-by-line to appreciate the situated construction of the conversa-
tion by the participants over time. In this framework it is possible that a statement 
related to voluntary assistance, for example, served a different purpose in the mo-
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mentum of the conversation. So while voluntary offers of assistance would proba-
bly have been associated with the code Meaning: Clarify: Volunteer it is possible 
that these utterances could have been assigned a different code.  
 
The choice to include a quantitative means of analyzing the coded data might be 
worrisome to some practitioners of CA. Faulty conclusions can arise if the numeri-
cal approach to understanding the data takes precedence. For example, if all 
speech overlaps are coded with the predetermined category “attempt to dominate 
the conversation,” the overlapping utterances that are understood by the partici-
pants as excited encouragement will be missed and misunderstood by the re-
searcher. However, in this work the categories of codes that frame the results have 
emerged from a close description of empirical examples not from predetermined 
terms. The quantitative aspects are used as an alternative view into the selected 
cases; not as the aim of the inquiry.  
The quantitative aspects of the research design also helped to guard against an-
other potential weakness: missed patterns in the qualitative data. Alternative inter-
pretations or trends within the data are easy to overlook. By examining the data 
through a quantitative lens the impressions that had formed from the qualitative 
engagement with the data could be confirmed or reconsidered. 
The possible weakness of bias is a significant concern that I attempted to address 
throughout the research process. Having a history with the university that hosts the 
contest – I took an entrepreneurship class there for credit; I worked there for a 
year; and I’ve been a judge three times for a different annual entrepreneurship con-
test hosted by the university -- I may have a strong bias that leads me to see in the 
data what I already believe from experience. To guard against this possible weak-
ness, I regularly reflected on my interpretive process, privately and publically. I 
wrote memos to myself throughout the research process, and I participated in an 
interpretive community -- with my doctoral supervisors, with peers and scholars at 
doctoral consortia, conferences, and at universities in Massachusetts and Pennsyl-
vania (USA).  
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Coding inconsistencies could be another possible weakness. Having the second 
researcher code samples of the transcripts has helped to establish a baseline 
standard similar to those associated with reliability. However, this kind of research 
is inherently interpretive; another researcher might have found different ways to 
roll-up the grounded codes and have found different patterns within the same data. 
The quantitative dimension of the analysis enabled me to find and correct uninten-
tional coding attributions.  
While the traditions of CA and ethnography have been chosen to attend to the ver-
bal, inter-personal, and situated nature of entrepreneurial innovation these ap-
proaches cannot capture all facets of the teams’ interactions. For example, the 
speakers’ use of pronouns has been cited in the literature as an important dimen-
sion of team interaction that would be missed by CA and ethnography (J. B. Sexton 
& Helmreich, 2003). A cursory exploration of the data from a Content and Text 
Analysis perspective was undertaken near the end of the analysis period aided by 
the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count software program (www.liwc.net). This su-
perficial look at the data from an alternative perspective provided not only another 
link to the literature but a means of checking the impressions of the data that had 
formed through the CA and ethnographic work. 
 
This research has been designed to explore this study’s orienting questions about 
the verbal sensemaking behaviors of entrepreneurial innovation teams. Before 
delving into the findings from the analysis of team conversations, this document will 
present an ethnographic sketch of the workplace that surrounds the studied entre-
preneurial innovation teams.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: ETHNOGRAPHY OF AN ENTREPRENEURIAL WORKPLACE 
 
Because few people have been part of a founding team, an ethnographic portrait of 
an entrepreneurial work setting might be valuable to some readers. This chapter 
presents a coordinated ethnographic case study from the context of this study, a 
lean startup contest sponsored by a US university. The ethnography explores how 
the university’s entrepreneurial community stimulates and supports high-tech inno-
vation and high-growth entrepreneurship; it suggests that the community and the 
contest in particular foster innovation by cultivating an appreciation for reflection. 
The analysis of the cases juxtaposes theory about entrepreneurial education with 
conceptual frameworks from psychology and social psychology to illuminate the 
value of inheritance – and reflection – in the innovation process. By exploring inno-
vation as a reciprocal dimension of history this ethnography connects entrepre-
neurial education to broader concepts about the entrepreneurial process and the 
lean startup approach to innovative entrepreneurship. 
 
The Power of Place 
As you enter the Trust Center for Entrepreneurship at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology you immediately notice the floor-to-ceiling white board behind the 
receptionist’s desk. On it is a large drawing in erasable markers of a pirate ship. 
The pirates are a friendly bunch; their single-dot eyes and single-line smiles wel-
come all aboard. Written on the white board next to the sketch is a quote attributed 
to Steve Jobs, the founder of Apple, Inc.: “It’s more fun to be a pirate than to join 
the Navy.”  
The pirate theme shows up repeatedly – in stickers given to people who participate 
in the Center’s activities, in the Trust Center logo, and on a flag in a suite of on-
campus offices reserved for student-run startups – and captures part of the spirit of 
this place. Being a disruptive force is not necessarily a bad thing here. Setting sail 
aboard your own proverbial ship is not to be feared. And building your own culture 
even with all of the difficulties and unknowns that might include is preferable to 
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obeying without question a predetermined set of codes and conduct. In other 
words, the pirate theme signals to aspiring entrepreneurs that they are welcome 
here.   
Plates 4.1 and 4.2: Images of the MIT Trust Center’s Pirate Sticker and Logo 
   
Source: MIT Trust Center 
Of course, the Center doesn’t stand alone. It is located on the campus of MIT, a 
highly-competitive research university in the US with a population of about 4,000 
undergraduate and 6,000 graduate students enrolled across five schools (Man-
agement, Engineering, Science, Humanities, and Architecture). Mid-way between 
the Sloan School of Management and the university’s renowned Media Lab (and 
two miles away from the Harvard University Campus and iLab), the Center contrib-
utes to the interdisciplinary, entrepreneurial spirit that has permeated this campus 
since at least the end of World War Two, if not since its founding in 1861. Known 
for its close connections between industry and academic research, MIT has been 
at the forefront of entrepreneurial education and experiential learning opportunities 
for decades.  
With such a long-held commitment to the needs of aspiring entrepreneurs, perhaps 
the success of alumni-founded ventures should be expected. Still, the magnitude of 
that success warrants some attention: by one study’s estimate, in 2003 MIT alumni 
were the founders of 25,800 then-active companies employing approximately 3.3 
million people and generating annual revenues of $2 trillion (Roberts & Eesley, 
2009). The same study found that over 900 new companies had been founded by 
MIT alumni each year during the 1990s.  
More important than the raw number of new ventures is the breakthrough nature of 
the technologies that give rise to these endeavors. Many alumni-founded compa-
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nies are knowledge companies on the “cutting edge” of software and biotech and 
are likely to hold one or more patents for their technology (Roberts & Eesley, 
2009). The founders of these ventures are what some would call innovative entre-
preneurs – people who envision the possibility for a new venture with a distinctive 
value proposition (e.g., product features, pricing models, customizability, etc.) 
(Dyer et al., 2008). They build their ventures around disruptive technologies 
(Christensen, 1997). 
Over the years numerous student and alumni clubs have formed to support the ef-
forts of would-be innovative entrepreneurs. Chief among them might be the $10K 
Competition, started in 1990. Fifty-four teams vied for a $10,000 first-place, $3,000 
second-place and $2,000 third-place prize that year. In 1996 the contest was re-
named the $50K; an alumni gift increased the prizes to $30,000 for the winner and 
$10,000 for two runners-up. In 2006 the competition was renamed again to reflect 
an increase in prize incentives and continues to be known today as the $100K 
(MIT, 2014). 
At the time of this writing, the $100K is comprised of three different contests in 
succession over the course of the academic year: the Pitch Contest, the Accelerate 
Contest, and the Business Plan Contest. The second phase of the competition, the 
Accelerate Contest, begins with a call for applications from student teams in No-
vember and concludes with a Finale event with real-time demos, pitches, and 
awards three months later. As the MIT website describes the Accelerate Contest 
(capitals and italics as found in the original) (MIT, 2014):  
Turn your idea into reality. Teams will work on creating a demo of 
their idea over December and January, and the best demos will pre-
sent at the ACCELERATE Finale Show to a crowd of hundreds. The 
MIT $100K will be providing resources and mentoring to help teams 
build their demos. 
The contest’s logo is straight forward. With the word “accelerate” italicized and cap-
italized within a bright orange box (also tilted forward), the message is clear: con-
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testants in this contest should expect a dynamic, high-energy environment and an-
ticipate a lot of change in a little time. If the logo happens to fail at delivering that 
message, another image found with the contest’s application form – that of a race 
car driver and flames – probably succeeds.  
Plate 4.3: Accelerate Contest logo and related image 
   
Source: MIT 
For the contest more than 200 teams submitted applications by the November 28th 
deadline. Thirty-five teams –distributed across the specialties of emerging markets, 
energy, life sciences, mobile technology, product and services and web/information 
technology – were selected by a panel of eight judges to continue in the contest as 
semi-finalists. In December, each of those teams was provided with workspace, 
$1,000 for product development, and access to industry experts. On December 
10th, these semi-finalists attended a private Mentorship Kick-off Event. From that 
point until the next round of judging in February, the semi-finalists worked inde-
pendently. In fact, the university was not in session in January; that month is the 
Independent Activities Period (IAP) during which students can informally take clas-
ses or work on individual projects. In early February the teams privately presented 
their progress to the judges. Six teams were named as finalists – one from each 
track – and a subset of the rest of the teams were invited to present again. A week 
later, two additional so-called wildcard teams were added to the list of finalists. On 
February 19th a public Finale event marked the end of the contest. One team re-
ceived the grand prize of $10,000. Two other teams were awarded $2,000 prizes to 
continue to develop their ventures.  
Throughout the duration of the contest, I embraced grounded theory (Glaser & 
Strauss, 2009); I recorded field notes and considered my experiences as they oc-
curred to identify and explore possible emergent themes. The value of this ap-
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proach was heightened because the contest happens only once each academic 
year – and only a single time for this particular set of contestants. Once I recog-
nized the presence of the references to the past in a contest devoted to inventing 
the future I began to question why history is so present in this future-focused con-
text? What purpose is it serving? What scale of storytelling – the person, the con-
test, the Institute, the nation – is highlighted? These questions and related ones 
animated my thoughts as I engaged in an iterative process of description, analysis, 
and interpretation (Wolcott, 1994).  
What follows is a coordinated pair of ethnographic case studies that were conduct-
ed during the MIT Accelerate Contest. By examining two distinct moments that 
bracket the contest – the Kick-off and Finale events – this chapter attempts to con-
vey the relationships between past and future – between history and innovation – 
in a contest devoted to entrepreneurial learning. In the cases, a combination of ob-
scured and real names is used; names from the invitation-only event have been 
kept confidential whereas names from the public event have been revealed. The 
work aims to analyze how the conceptual proximity between history and innovation 
might contribute to the development of entrepreneurial practices and might relate 
to the lean startup philosophy for early-stage high-growth, high-tech entrepreneur-
ship. 
 
An Unfolding Legacy: The Mentorship Kick-off Meeting for Semi-finalists 
Late in the autumn, I received an email from one of the student organizers of the 
MIT $100K contest. I had been invited to the Mentorship Kick-off Meeting for the 
Accelerate Contest. The student leader described the event as, “an in person 
meeting we hold to introduce the teams to their mentors and talk about the mentor-
ship process and various deadlines and requirements of the contest.” (A. Francis, 
Personal communication, November 20, 2012). I accepted the invitation and at-
tended the event on December 10th.  
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Held in E51-345, a tiered classroom in a building across the street from the Trust 
Center for Entrepreneurship, the event officially began at 7pm. From 6:30pm on-
wards sandwiches, sodas, and sweets were available in the hallway near the en-
trance to the room. As the semi-finalists arrived most team members snacked and 
chatted near the food; conversations seemed to focus on congratulatory remarks, 
“elevator pitches” (short descriptions of their ventures and innovations), and the 
origins of their teams’ ideas. It was a warm and festive atmosphere on a cold and 
damp New England evening, and while the teams seemed to be in no hurry to en-
ter the classroom they happily transitioned when the organizers indicated that the 
time had come to officially begin.  
Plate 4.4: Building E51, the Tang Center 
 
Source: MIT 
E51-345 holds a maximum of 128 people, and as the event began most seats were 
taken except for few in the very back. In attendance were members of the compet-
ing teams, mentors for the teams, organizers of the contest, and guest speakers. 
After thanking everyone for attending, the organizers gave an overview of the pro-
gram for the evening which included an hour of orientation as a large group fol-
lowed by an hour for individual teams to meet with their newly assigned mentors.  
As expected, the Kick-off event highlighted details about the weeks to come. The 
contest’s timeline and key dates were reviewed. The judging criteria were reiterat-
ed. And the potential value of the available resources – especially the mentoring 
relationships – was rearticulated. However, the agenda’s focus was not devoted 
exclusively to talk of the future. The featured speakers – the lead entrepreneur 
from last year’s winning team and a founder from a non-winning team – anchored 
the contest and the work of the current contestants in stories of the past.  
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At the time of this study, the Accelerate Contest was in an early year of operation; 
it was added to the $100K for the 2011-12 Competition. It was inserted between 
the high-level pitch contest and the detailed business plan and demo contest to 
acknowledge the need for iterative development of product ideas through sus-
tained interactions with prospective customers and mentors early in the life-cycle of 
a new venture. The contest encourages teams to craft their minimum viable prod-
uct through an iterative “build-measure-learn” process (Reis, 2011). This approach 
asserts that chances for entrepreneurial success increase if teams engage in vali-
dated learning; if company strategy and product features are defined based on 
purposeful experiments with (prospective) customers (Murray & Tripsas, 2004). 
The approach also recognizes that many ventures will need to pivot to succeed; to 
“keep one foot rooted in what [they’ve] learned so far, while making a fundamental 
change in strategy in order to seek greater validated learning” (Reis, 2011, p. 154). 
In the Kick-off meeting H. Ge spoke first. He along with fellow team members 
founded a venture that improves the safety and energy density of rechargeable 
batteries. Ge, who has a BS from MIT and a PhD from Harvard, is a co-inventor of 
the patented technology at the heart of the venture that won a previous year’s 
grand prize and Audience Choice award. Ge had the attention of this year’s con-
testants: he has been in their position, won the contest, and continues to build a 
growing company. His main message focused on the value that teams can get 
from participating in this contest and especially from engaging with their mentors 
(who are, in many cases, MIT alumni).The advice, the introductions, and the cama-
raderie that had been extended to him during the contest, he said, were instrumen-
tal to his team’s success in the contest and beyond. To learn as much as they can 
from the experience of being in the contest and being part of this community was 
his recommendation.  
Following Ge was D. Brady. She and her sister, an MIT PhD student, co-founded a 
venture focused on making community-based disaster response smarter through 
software. Brady’s talk echoed and expanded on the themes presented by Ge. It 
also added a new dimension to the discourse: her venture did not win any award in 
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the contest, but it succeeded in the marketplace anyway. Her story demonstrated 
how the experience of participating in the contest – of belonging to the community 
and receiving the guidance – gave her team what it needed to secure funding, 
grow its customer base, and eventually ascend.  
Before the first phase of the event ended, I also was introduced and permitted to 
explain my work for a few minutes. Then the event moved into its second phase: 
teams dispersed into other rooms to meet privately with their newly-assigned men-
tors. I spoke briefly with a few teams in the hallway as people were changing loca-
tions. But the Mentorship Kick-off Meeting from my perspective had come to an 
end.  
At the start of the Kick-off meeting I had expected that the agenda would empha-
size the requirements of contest participation and the mentorship process, and it 
did. But the meeting did more than orient people to the contest’s rules and regula-
tions; it connected ideas about how to participate in the contest with ideas about 
the meaning of participation. Through the content of speakers’ stories and though 
the presence of the alumni mentors and the guest speakers, the meeting modeled 
for the contestants what it means to be an entrepreneur. More specifically, it mod-
eled what it means to be an entrepreneur in this community famous for high-tech, 
high-growth entrepreneurial success. The event was an orientation not only to the 
contest but also to the role of an entrepreneur affiliated with this contest. 
Existing research on entrepreneurship suggests that an entrepreneurial identity is 
formed through social and contextual processes often experienced through the act 
of new venture creation (Rae, 2006). Fletcher and Watson build on this idea and 
suggest that entrepreneurs understand their identity in a manner that includes links 
to “past (and future) conversations, events, experience, thoughts, ideas, etc.” 
(Fletcher & Watson, 2007, p. 13). In other words, entrepreneurs become who they 
“are (however ephemeral, multiple, and changing) by being located or locating 
[themselves] (usually unconsciously) in social narratives” (Somers, 1994, p. 606).  
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The semi-finalists in the Accelerate Contest are actively creating new ventures – 
often a first venture but not always. Regardless of their previous entrepreneurial 
efforts, they are committed to the act of venture formation as individuals, teams, 
and as a cohort of semi-finalists during the Kick-off meeting. As such they could be 
seen as actively developing their entrepreneurial identities and adapting their self-
concepts and (individual and collective) behaviors according to the social narra-
tives – as expressed in word and deed – that they are encountering.  
Both presenters spoke of their experiences during the contest and after it. Howev-
er, only a small portion of their presentation time focused on tasks or accomplish-
ments – and no time was spent on tales of nimble adaptations or high-stakes chal-
lenges. Most of their presentation time was devoted to the benefits that can come 
from participation in the contest and in the university community. While Brady did 
mention that her team had used the contest to develop some of their basic busi-
ness skills, both of the narrative accounts were less about the mechanics of build-
ing a new venture and more about the relationships and responsibilities that ac-
company membership in this community. They were reflections on the meaning 
that contest participation had had for them and their ventures. 
If stories can be shown as well as said, the attendance of the mentors and speak-
ers signaled to the contestants that members of this community continue to engage 
after the contest and after graduation. A message possibly conveyed by the pres-
ence of these supportive people is that alumni (of the contest and the university) 
contribute to the ongoing success of the Institute’s programs; that they empower 
the next generation’s entrepreneurial ambitions. The future participation of each of 
the current contestants is welcomed and is, at some level, expected. Membership 
in this community means participating in its tradition of giving back. In other words, 
while the current contestants may be developing their role identity as individual en-
trepreneurs they also may be cultivating their identity related to membership in the 
contest’s bounded social group (T. Owens, Robinson, & Smith-Lovin, 2010). 
The positive view of older – albeit only slightly older in some cases – members in 
this community is a departure from some research which finds a divide between 
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older, more experienced individuals and “young guns” who may see themselves as 
more entrepreneurial than previous generations (Down & Reveley, 2004). The role 
of the alumni in the Kick-off event suggests a continuity of entrepreneurial practice, 
and an appreciation, if not admiration, for the entrepreneurial character and per-
formance of predecessors. The alumni are positioned as role models for the cur-
rent contestants to observe as they try on provisional identities as entrepreneurs 
(Ibarra, 1999). However, because the speakers at the Kick-off event were nearly 
peers to the contestants– removed from the contest by only a few year’s experi-
ence and still very early in the development of their ventures – perhaps they were 
easy for contestants to relate to as they articulate goals (Handley, Sturdy, 
Fincham, & Clark, 2006; Ibarra, 1999; Mead, 1934) and see new venture creation 
as an imaginable and desirable activity for themselves (Shapero, 1982). 
The two guest speakers are the living history of the Accelerate Contest. Their sto-
ries from last year link the current contestants to the unfolding legacy of the con-
test. By relating to the narratives of the recent past the current contestants can bet-
ter imagine their futures. The event expanded the contestants’ understanding of 
their role to include not only that of entrepreneur but as current and future contribu-
tor to the continuing history of the contest.  
 
Private Reflections, National Concerns: The Finale, Demo Show, and Awards 
Ceremony 
My emailed notice about the Finale arrived on February 15th (italics and bold fonts 
as found in the original) (Contest Organizers, personal communication, 2013):   
Come meet the MIT $100K Accelerate finalists on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 19th, from 6-9 PM in Morss Hall to see who is going to win 
the Daniel M. Lewin Grand Prize! (No tickets required.)  
 
The finalists vying for this prize are:  
      Web/IT Track Winner: Tree.st 
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      Mobile Track Winner: Censio 
      Energy Track Winner: Bit Harmonics 
      Life Sciences Track Winner: Benevolent Technologies for      
 Health 
      Products & Services Track Winner: Reticue  
      Emerging Markets Track Winner: Autosystems  
      Wild Card Round Winner: GutenTech  
      Wild Card Round Winner: QuikCatheter 
 
In talking to the judges, they mentioned how talented and accom-
plished the teams are and how much progress they have made. 
This was not an easy decision for them to make. You can meet all 
of the semifinalists and see their demos during the Demo Show 
from 6-7 PM.  
  
The Demo Show will end at 7 PM sharp, just before the keynote by 
Craig Newmark, Founder of Craigslist.   
  
Ready, set, Accelerate! 
- MIT $100K Organizers 
 
Morss Hall – otherwise known as Building 50 and the Walker Memorial – has been 
the location for most if not all of the $100K awards ceremonies over the years. On 
the evening of February 19th, I and hundreds of others entered the Grand Ballroom 
at 6 PM to see this year’s Accelerate Demo Show and Finale. Among those attend-
ing were many $100K contestants from previous years and one of the founders of 
the original $10K competition. Banners for the Accelerate Contest (depicting the 
race car driver) and for the $100K Competition were hung from the 2nd floor on ei-
ther side of the stage which was flanked by two large screens. Other than the ban-
ners, the only other decorations for the event were strings of checkered triangular 
racing pennants hung along the perimeter of the Ballroom.  
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Under the pennants, the semi-finalist teams were waiting to demonstrate their min-
imum viable products. The teams had been assigned tables and were ready to talk 
about their prototypes. I went from table to table listening, watching, and some-
times touching the prototypes. As the hour for the Demo Show grew to a close, I 
took my seat near the center of the room and waited for the formal Finale to begin. 
Plate 4.5: Accelerate Contest Finale at Morss Hall 
 
Source: MIT $100K 
After some brief welcoming statements, the organizers introduced the first speaker, 
Craig Newmark. As the founder of Craigslist, Newmark and his company have no 
formal ties to MIT. However, he is a well-respected figure in the entrepreneurial 
community throughout the US. Credited with revolutionizing the newspaper indus-
try by his company’s disruptive use of technology in the 1990s, Newmark has al-
ways maintained that his job was then and is now “customer service.” Newmark 
spoke about the simple beginnings of Craigslist as a “hobby”; he had no ambitions 
of changing an industry. He also shared his reflections on two critical moments: re-
alizing that he was not the best person for the CEO role and selling a stake in the 
company to Ebay (and not to other suitors that might have offered more dollars per 
share.) The decisions, he said, emerged from his sense of purpose about his work: 
“I was doing what felt right as a nerd.” He also spoke about his latest entrepreneur-
ial endeavor, Craigconnects – a venture devoted to the use of internet technologies 
in the civic realm. Now in its second year, Craigconnects is intensifying its focus on 
the needs of US veterans and military families.  
After Newmark’s keynote, the event’s focus shifted to the finalist team pitches. The 
eight judges, who were seated in the first row, were introduced and the judging cri-
teria were made visible on the large screen. The metrics for success included:  
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 Business Case and Product Application: What problem does the product 
solve? 
 Opportunity Size: How big is the opportunity? Are there other applications? 
 Technical Feasibility: Can the innovation be further developed? 
 Execution: Did the team execute on stated goals? If not, what did they dis-
cover over the contest period, and how did they pivot? 
 Team Expertise: Does the team have the ability to further develop the prod-
uct and business? 
 Competitive Position: Who is the competition and how does this team and 
product compare? 
 
Each team was given seven minutes to pitch their venture and innovation followed 
by two minutes of questions by the judges. One by one the eight teams took the 
stage. One team experienced a problem with their demo, but otherwise all teams 
appeared to meet their presentation goals. Some of the lighter moments of the 
evening came during the question-and-answer period for the Glutentech team. 
Twice the audience erupted into supportive reactions (warm laughter and cheers). 
In the first instance, the technical team member answered a question with reveal-
ing detail about the team’s uncertainty only to have his response restated by his 
team mate: “That’s the technical answer. The marketing response is that we’re 
looking into it.” Seconds later, when a judge suggested that the team might not 
need the funding indicated in its estimates, the marketing team member respond-
ed, “How much would you like to give us?” just before the clock ran out.  
In between the team presentations the organizers thanked the sponsors of the con-
test. After the last team had presented, the organizers welcomed another guest 
speaker, Paul Sagan, to the stage.   
Sagan is the executive vice-chairman of Akamai Technologies and served as a 
judge for this year’s contest. The topic for his presentation at the Finale was the 
commemorative naming of the Accelerate Contest’s grand prize. The $10,000 
award was named after Daniel M. Lewin, an MIT alumnus and co-founder of Aka-
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mai. Sagan spoke in detail about Akamai’s founding story – the original team with 
its pioneering internet infrastructure technology had been a contestant in the 1998 
$50K competition. Only a year later, Akamai achieved one of the best IPOs in the 
history of the competition teams at that time.  
Sagan also shared stories about Lewin who had been a passenger aboard a plane 
that flew into the World Trade Towers on September 11, 2001. Records from the 
final minutes of the flight have suggested that Lewin was probably the first person 
to die in that day’s events. Seated in first class next to and in front of passengers 
who have come to be known hijackers, Lewin attempted to restrain his seat-mate 
and was stabbed and killed in the process. Sagan spoke about Lewin’s character 
and offered advice for the contestants: “You can’t be afraid to be bold, to be auda-
cious and to tackle big problems, because in solving those big problems you find 
the biggest rewards. The rewards aren’t just financial. The rewards are deeply sat-
isfying in other ways, like leaving a mark on the world. That’s how Danny did it.” 
Following Sagan’s presentation the judges recessed to do their work, and the au-
dience began texting their votes for the Audience Choice award. Minutes later all of 
the decisions had been cast.  
The contest organizers announced the two teams that had one $2,000 prizes first. 
The teams each went to the stage to the stage to receive an oversized check and 
pose for photos with the organizers. Finally, the winner of the Daniel M. Lewin 
grand prize was named. The Benevolent Technologies for Health (BETH) Project 
had won.   
Plate 4.6: Table at the Demo Show 
 
Source: MIT $100K 
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The BETH Project’s minimum viable product is a prosthetic socket. It is made from 
new materials that enable an amputee to fit the socket to the changing contours of 
his/her body. The new materials create a better and more comfortable fit for the 
amputee; the unlimited self-controlled adjustments of the socket prevent sores and 
support better mobility. Current socket technology requires multiple appointments 
with a prosthetic practitioner to fit the device to the amputee. However, once that fit 
is achieved, it doesn’t accommodate the normal changes to shape and size that 
human bodies undergo. The BETH Project’s product uniquely offers an improved fit 
and a streamlined process to attain that fit.  
In their pitch, the BETH Project team emphasized the materials science advances 
behind their patent-pending product and hit the main points of interest to the judg-
es. In terms of opportunity size, the team explained that a huge global population 
had no current access to affordable prosthetic devices, and even within the US the 
demand for prosthetic limbs was large and growing in two market segments: diabe-
tes-related amputees and injured veterans returning from Iraq and Afghanistan.  
While the BETH Project’s pitch was about a possible future for their venture, the 
guest speakers’ presentations were largely about the past. Their presentations, 
which occupied most of the time that evening, focused on history at various levels 
including stories of the individual, the $100K contest, and the nation. Of course, the 
main purpose of the Finale event was to celebrate the progress of participating 
teams and to select the winning team(s) from the finalists. In this task, the event 
was clearly successful. But the event accomplished more than that; the Finale con-
trasted ideas about the milestones of new venture success with concepts about 
what it means to succeed as an entrepreneurial leader. Moreover, if the Kick-off 
meeting had helped contestants forge their identities on an individual and contest-
cohort level, the Finale expanded those identities to include an identity – with some 
counter-intuitive facets – as emerging leaders who have the capacity to contribute 
at a national, even historic, level.  
Unlike the speakers at the Kick-off, Newmark and Lewin (as represented by Sa-
gan) were considerably more mature than the contestants and significantly more 
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accomplished – both have achieved widespread recognition as leaders from their 
industries and the broader culture. If they were presented as role models from a 
shared demographic group (Edelman et al., 2010; M. H. Morris, Miyasaki, Watters, 
& Coombes, 2006) – in this case, as “nerds” instead of classic categories such as 
gender or race – then their stories might suggest a credible future to contestants as 
entrepreneurial leaders with the capacity to impact the greater society.  
The fact that speakers at a Finale event for an entrepreneurship contest had some-
thing to say about large-scale success may not be surprising at first glance – the 
entrepreneurship literature is rich with research on hero mythology (Carr & Beaver, 
2002; Down & Warren, 2008; Ogbor, 2000). However, the messages offered by 
Newmark and about Lewin veered from the behaviors and beliefs often associated 
with a stereotypical (or archetypical) hero’s tale.  
Newmark actively cast himself as an anti-hero in his presentation (and in his ca-
reer). The story of a self-described “accidental entrepreneur” who yielded power 
and forsook dollars per share is not the standard hero’s journey. His story is not 
swashbuckling; it is humble. Yet Newmark is presented to the contestants (and 
seemingly received by them) as a model of a highly-successful entrepreneurial 
leader. The account of Lewin’s story might initially seem like an account of heroic 
action – and in the final minutes of his life he was, no doubt, courageous. But Sa-
gan’s advice to the contestants is not to encourage them to be “bold” for the sake 
of being outrageous (Anderson & Warren, 2011); it is to inspire them to devote 
themselves to the “hard problems” that they, as admitted students at top engineer-
ing university, may have the technological capacity to solve. Together Newmark’s 
and Lewin’s stories do little to support the entrepreneur-as-hero caricature. Instead 
their stories suggest to these aspiring entrepreneurs that the quiet and concentrat-
ed application of their abilities to issues of national consequence is admirable in 
this community. They remind contestants that they have no need to exaggerate 
their abilities to garner attention; members of the MIT community – people like 
them – have used their technical aptitude to do great things and gain genuine 
recognition as leaders. The narratives give contestants a potential future that is 
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bigger than their personal sphere of influence – a possible role of national im-
portance – without becoming inauthentic or grandiose.   
The stories also were surprising because they did not emphasize technology, inno-
vation, or the market impact technological innovation can create. Of course, New-
mark and Lewin did change their industries and grow substantial ventures based 
on their innovations. But the limited presence of these topics in their presentations 
suggested that this community believes – perhaps expects that – its members 
have the ability to create breakthrough technologies and deliver market-leading 
products. What must be cultivated is how to conduct oneself and one’s venture 
while building next-generation technological products.  
In a different context, the speakers might have told standard success stories – ta-
les of their ventures recounted in a way that makes their journeys sound inevitable 
or their contributions extraordinary. However, the speakers avoided this well-worn 
genre, and instead shared learning moments from their experiences. Both New-
mark and Sagan on behalf of Lewin offered reflections on critical moments that 
they have faced as entrepreneurs in a way that attempted to give insight into their 
sensemaking as the events were unfolding. Of course, the speakers are sharing 
their recollections of sensemaking years after the fact – and consequently may be 
able to give only espoused theory despite their efforts to expose their theory-in-use 
at the time. Nevertheless, by striving to reveal their situated understanding of some 
critical moments in their entrepreneurial careers the speakers demonstrated the 
importance of maintaining a high-level of self-awareness and a willingness to ques-
tion yourself and the assumptions that you might hold. 
Echoes of both Newmark’s and Lewin’s stories could be found in the BETH Pro-
ject’s development. The winning team chose to focus on an unglamorous but chal-
lenging problem in materials science and ended up poised to contribute to a signif-
icant issue on the mind of the nation. Their venture’s future in serving the needs of 
injured veterans resonates with Newmark’s focus for Craigconnects and is related 
to Lewin’s final moments in 2001 and the military conflicts that have followed. Their 
venture’s selection as the grand prize winner underscores the importance of inno-
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vative entrepreneurship to national concerns and this community’s ongoing history 
of contributions through innovative entrepreneurship for the wider society.  
 
The Hidden Curriculum of Innovative Entrepreneurship: The Accelerate Con-
test and Entrepreneurial Education  
 
The Accelerate Contest exists to support students who aspire to become success-
ful entrepreneurs. With its lean startup orientation (Reis, 2011), the contest en-
courages the iterative learning that often accompanies the development of suc-
cessful innovative entrepreneurial ventures. The interactions with assigned men-
tors and expected meetings with (prospective) customers are meant to help con-
testants vet their products and pivot, if necessary to better offerings. In these ways, 
the contest requires contestants to analyze and interpret real market data with the 
intent of building a minimum viable product. This experiential learning task may be 
the foremost educational goal of the contest.  
Because the contest occurs within a university setting that offers formal and infor-
mal coursework in entrepreneurial topics, it is free to focus on this subset of entre-
preneurial development. Students who need to learn the mechanics of new venture 
formation or seek to understand theory can enroll in core and supplemental cours-
es at MIT in Finance, Law, Leadership, Marketing and Planning, Operations, and 
Strategy for credit or enrichment. As Honig states, coursework, “is frequently in 
contrast to the needs of entrepreneurial education. Knowledge and skills presented 
with traditional methods often fail to transfer to the actual environment where they 
might be utilized” (Honig, 2004). The Accelerate Contest as part of the $100K 
Competition contextualizes the coursework and gives aspiring entrepreneurs the 
experience of enacting an entrepreneurial endeavor within the scaffolding of the 
university.  
Even though the main learning goals of the Contest might be met in experiences 
beyond the documented cases, the two studied events were not without educa-
tional content. The events exposed contestants to narratives that modeled how to 
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be (and become) an entrepreneur: how you might enact an entrepreneurial jour-
ney; how you might participate as an alumnus/alumna; and how you might contrib-
ute to the wider society by applying your aptitude to worthy challenges. These 
events showcased in narrative form the behaviors of successful entrepreneurs as 
defined by this community.  
The Kick-off event emphasized how to participate in this contest and community. 
The literal message was to leverage the contest’s opportunity to learn from the 
mentors, but the medium was also the message: individually you can succeed by 
tapping into this community’s brain trust, and collectively the group can build a con-
tinuing legacy of success by freely sharing their expertise with this community over 
time. Despite the association of independence and autonomy with entrepreneur-
ship in academic (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; D. Sexton & Bowman, 1986) and popu-
lar circles, this event signaled the extraordinary value to be found in solidarity.  
The speakers in the Kick-off event also modeled the ability to acknowledge their 
learning and express gratitude for the contributions of others, and the Finale event 
expanded on those themes of situated humility (Barton & Sutcliffe, 2010). The Fi-
nale’s speakers shared stories of considered entrepreneurial action – having an 
awareness of self-limits, maintaining a focus big problems (not big pay-offs), and 
questioning assumptions and interpretations in the moment as entrepreneurial 
challenges emerge. These sensemaking maneuvers, often associated with suc-
cessful teams in other dynamic, high-stakes contexts (Edmondson, 2003; Weick, 
1993), seemed to be essential to the success of these celebrated entrepreneurial 
leaders. And while ambition and boldness might be associated with the entrepre-
neurial character (Anderson & Warren, 2011; Nicholson & Anderson, 2005), these 
high-tech, high-growth, for-profit founders were underscoring the importance of 
service – to customers as a part of the founder’s day-job and to worthy causes as a 
compass for the founder’s career.   
Together, these events and the narratives presented within them also provided 
contestants with positive suggestions about the value of reflective practice. There 
is no “crisis of confidence in professional knowledge” (Schön, 1983, p. 3) here. The 
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integration of know-how from practitioner experience in combination with (formal 
and informal) learning is accepted as the preferred way to grow – to develop skills 
as a founder and to adapt the offering(s) of a venture. The speakers talked about 
their experiences, of course, but perhaps more importantly they talked about the 
meaning of key moments as they were understood at the time. This is the essence 
of reflective practice – pausing at critical instances to sensemake about the situa-
tion and your interpretation of it as it is unfolding. I would also posit that reflective 
practice might also underlie the lean startup approach to developing a minimum 
viable project. Deciding to pivot or persevere is a critical moment in the life of an 
entrepreneurial team; in between the stages of building product and measuring re-
sults of market experiments must be reflective dialogue about the data and the im-
plications that it holds for the product or strategy.  
Not everyone is empowered to share detailed reflections in every context, howev-
er. This hidden curriculum of innovative entrepreneurship was made most evident 
in the team pitches during the Finale. In formal learning settings it is probably easy 
for the student contestants to recognize the repertoires of classroom discourse 
(Cazden, 1988):  
 Instructors tend to wield the language of social experience and control; the 
social function of discourse that focuses attention and structures the general 
experience; 
 They also tend to advance the language of content and the curriculum; the 
propositional function of discourse (sometimes referred to as the referential, 
cognitive, or ideational function) that names and defines the material to be 
learned;  
 Students can be invited to participate in the language of personal identity; 
the expressive function of discourse that gives voice to the speaker’s atti-
tudes and private experiences at specified times, but often this function is 
reserved for guest lecturers.  
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Even though the Finale is not a formal classroom, it is a learning event, and it did 
seem to leverage classroom rules of discourse. In the Finale event, the contest or-
ganizers held the language of control; they uniquely were signaling the beginnings 
and endings of portions of the event and guiding the attention of the teams, judges, 
and audience members. To a certain extent, the judges also were permitted to ex-
ercise this function of discourse by asking questions of the teams. However, the 
judges’ questions were primarily revealing the language of the curriculum. By ask-
ing about the market opportunity, the financial expectations, or other criteria of in-
terest, they effectively were quizzing the teams about their competence in these 
subjects. The guest speakers demonstrated the language of personal identity. 
Their status as visiting experts afforded them the use of the expressive function of 
discourse, and they shared generously about their personal experiences and be-
liefs. 
The teams, however, seem to have been expected to operate within the student 
register of classroom discourse. Unless instructed to do otherwise, high-performing 
students in classroom settings tend to adhere to a language of response. Sharing 
time for young students or discussion periods for older students are defined by an 
instructor’s language of control, and students participate in these expressive or ex-
ploratory interactions when they are allowed to do so. Otherwise, students in a 
classroom might expect to be called on to answer questions or present work that 
can demonstrate competence.  
The actions of Glutentech came across as charming and deserving of supportive 
audience reactions because they – unknowingly and then perhaps knowingly – 
broke the rules of discourse. When the technical team member shared too much 
he was enacting the language of expression that was not permissible in that con-
text for a contestant. Conversely when his marketing team mate stepped in to suc-
cinctly reposition the team’s response, she was demonstrating the communicative 
competence expected in that moment (and possibly in other entrepreneurial fund-
raising scenarios). This was possibly a moment of team learning in action; an ex-
ample of the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1998). And when she made 
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use of the final second of her team’s question-and-answer time to respond to the 
judge with a question of her own she was asserting a language of control and 
again demonstrating her awareness of the discourse rules (in this case by appear-
ing to knowingly and playfully break them.) 
 
Looking Back to Forge Ahead: The Twin Forces of Inheritance and Innova-
tion in Entrepreneurial Education and Practice 
Through my observations of the Kick-off and Finale events of the MIT Accelerate 
Contest I was struck mostly by the animating role of history. Historical accounts in 
a variety of dimensions – from the very recent or distant past, or from personal, in-
stitutional, or national experiences – are a primary means of transmitting or model-
ing entrepreneurial attitudes and behaviors. The personal histories of select found-
ers, the contest history at the university, and the nation’s history as related to en-
trepreneurial purpose all signal something about the innovative entrepreneurial 
process to contestants. 
The contest exists to support the learning of current contestants, and stimulate the 
creation of new ventures. The events contributed to these goals. However, the 
structure and content of the events also suggest that they might serve an additional 
purpose: to develop an enduring and evolving community of people who can con-
tribute to the future of the university’s entrepreneurial impact.  
The narratives of the personal history and contest history in the Kick-off event 
seemed to serve primarily as a means to transmit knowledge about the value of 
relationships to early-stage entrepreneurs and the norms of the community. Simi-
larly, the presence and active participation of alumni as mentors for the contestants 
could be understood as a message about opportunities for (and expectations of) 
future involvement in the community’s practice. To attend the event was to be ex-
posed to insights about and models of entrepreneurial identity on a personal and 
group level. 
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The narratives shared in the Finale event, too, seemed to impart insights about es-
tablishing an entrepreneurial stance. Competence is valued more than celebrity in 
this community, and significant success can come from grappling with big prob-
lems sans big egos. The speakers’ stories separated entrepreneurial myth from 
entrepreneurial mastery and may have provided contestants with models of entre-
preneurial identity and leadership associated with large-scale impact and national-
ly-recognized success.  
While it might be true that the events were more about learning how to be an en-
trepreneur than they were about how to do entrepreneurship, lessons about entre-
preneurial practice could be found in the events as well. In the Finale, each team’s 
communicative competence, including their understanding of possible rules of dis-
course, was exercised and tested during the pitches. In fact, a zone of proximal 
development for one team was revealed. This encapsulation of learning-in-action 
also suggests that peer-to-peer experiential learning happened within the events in 
addition to the expert-to-novice transmission of information and ideals.  
Lastly, the events showcased the importance of reflective practice to the success 
of new venture creation and entrepreneurial leadership. Each of the speakers ref-
erenced the meaning-making that they did in the moment as their ventures were 
ascending. Their efforts to share their theories-in-use at critical moments – even if 
distorted by the months or years that have passed – could be recognized as a de-
scription of a practice that contributed to their success. Perhaps the importance of 
reflection to the entrepreneurial process – especially to the refinement of a mini-
mum viable product – could be considered a seminal learning goal for the Acceler-
ate Contest participants. The narratives in the events combined with their lived-
experience of iterative learning during the contest might enable contestants to bet-
ter identify pivot points, make sense of the market data, and refine their products 
and strategies appropriately.  
An appreciation of history in the innovation process is the force that seemed to 
unite the various learning goals that surfaced in my experience of the events sur-
rounding the MIT Accelerate Contest. I have attempted to describe these two case 
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studies and convey the relationships between past and future – between history 
and innovation – that emerged in this contest for entrepreneurial learning. I have 
tried to analyze and explain how that conceptual proximity between past and future 
contributes to the process of becoming a high-growth, high-tech entrepreneur by: 
 Examining the anchoring value of alumni narratives to inspire and inform 
contestants about the contest and early-stage entrepreneurial practice; 
 Noting the use of alumni involvement to model norms of behavior in this 
community, including the significance of national, historical events to the 
identity and endeavors of aspiring entrepreneurs;  
 Identifying some rules of discourse in evaluative settings with potential fun-
ders; 
 Considering the role of reflection in the lean startup practices of entrepre-
neurial experimentation and iterative learning. 
 
That final point about the role of reflective practice in the daily work of entrepre-
neurial teams is significant. Reflective dialogue and other conversational forms 
used by entrepreneurs at work can be examined through the micro-analysis of in-
tra-team conversations. While this doctoral research project is not searching explic-
itly for reflective dialogue, it is probing the detailed language use of innovative en-
trepreneurial teams engaged in the process of crafting minimum viable products. 
The following chapters report the results from this inductive inquiry into the conver-
sational patterns of entrepreneurial innovation teams in action.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: OBSERVATIONS FROM AN INDUCTIVE INQUIRY INTO THE 
VERBAL SENSEMAKING PATTERNS OF INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURIAL 
TEAMS IN CONTEXT 
 
Some research has linked early-stage entrepreneurs with sensemaking behaviors, 
but little is known about the sensemaking behaviors used by entrepreneurial teams 
as they enact their work. This study aims to identify the verbal sensemaking behav-
iors of entrepreneurial innovation teams in action. It has attempted to do so by ana-
lyzing naturally-occurring conversations of early-stage entrepreneurial teams while 
they are grappling with uncertainties arising within their specific circumstances. It 
also has sought to identify sensemaking language forms – in the Aggregate cate-
gories of Information, Meaning, and Action – and patterns associated with different 
types of uncertainty and various levels of team performance. Three orienting ques-
tions were constructed to explore these objectives, and this chapter reports the 
findings from the first: What verbal sensemaking patterns can be observed within 
team conversations across the arc of a lean startup entrepreneurship competition? 
 
Data relevant to the first Research Question suggest that these teams are sense-
making. They devote a large number of utterances to issues of Alignment; utter-
ances that acknowledge, confirm, and agree or disagree with the previous speak-
er’s contribution. The teams also utilize more utterances coded for Meaning than 
Information or Action as they navigate the uncertainties of their situations.  
These and other verbal sensemaking behaviors demonstrated by the teams in this 
study will be explored in detail in this chapter. A combination of descriptive statis-
tics, journalistic samples, and coding charts will be used to illuminate the results.  
 
Finding One: These Entrepreneurial Teams are Sensemaking 
To answer the question about establishing a baseline pattern for entrepreneurial 
teams’ sensemaking language, the total number of utterances associated with the 
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Aggregate codes (Information, Meaning, and Action) from both teams was tabulat-
ed. (See Figures 5.1 and 5.2.)  
Figure 5.1. Total Information, Meaning, and Action Utterances for All Teams Combined 
 
Source: Author 
 
Figure 5.2. Distribution of Information, Meaning, and Action Utterances for Both Teams 
Combined 
 
Source: Author 
 
The Aggregate Category of Action has by far the most utterances (n=1,025) asso-
ciated with it when the Align Primary Code is included. When the Align Primary 
Code is set aside, the Aggregate Category of Meaning has the most utterances 
(n=310), followed by Action (without Align) (n=246), and Information (n=179). The 
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distribution of utterances is approximately 24% Information, 42% Meaning, and 
33% Action. The Align Primary Code by itself has more utterances associated with 
it (n=705) than any of the individual Aggregate Codes. 
 
Result 1: Alignment is an action unto itself 
The Primary code Action: Align has within it sub-forms that include Acknowledge-
ment, Agree/Confirm, and Disagree/Contrast. Separating utterances coded for 
Acknowledgement from those coded for Agree/Confirm required repeated listening 
to the recorded data; the second coder who performed the reliability work also 
struggled to confidently distinguish the two forms in some cases. However, all 
three of these sub-forms belong to a set of Action moves that indicate intra-team 
alignment of some kind.  
Utterances coded for Align: Acknowledge often are spoken over another team 
member’s contribution to signal basic comprehension, attention, and presence. For 
example, the Green Team had the following exchange about Abram’s experience 
using the team’s software product with his nieces:  
 
As part of the Green Team’s approach to gathering customer data, 
Abram spent a day with his nieces. Clearly pleased with and excited 
by the experience he had with them, Abram shares details from the 
experience with his team. He at one point tells the team, “Like, you 
know, it’s almost like, you know, I can imagine a commercial…”. 
Yoichi chimes in with, “Yeah,” to acknowledge the idea and senti-
ment that Abram is expressing. Abram expands upon his vision for 
this imagined commercial, “… you know; where it’s like, you know, 
that special time…”. Yoichi indicates that he has followed and un-
derstood Abram’s imagined commercial by offering a supportive, 
“mm,” and Carrie overlaps Yoichi with her own offering of compre-
hension, “Yeah.” 
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The utterances of “yeah” in this sample exchange are signaling that the team 
members are listening and following the points being made by the speaker. Utter-
ances associated with Action: Align: Agree/Confirm also can be the single word 
“yeah,” but the work they do in the conversation is different. Because statements 
that signal Action: Align: Agree/Confirm may express a more developed thought 
they may also have a richer construction. For example, in a moment when the Yel-
low Team is discussing the contest they wonder about how many business cards 
they might need to have with them at the Finale event. When Seth asks, “Who’s 
gonna ask for our card?” he is suggesting that the team probably needs only a few 
business cards. Shahrnaz signals her agreement with his point by saying, “You’re 
right.”  
 
Disagreement can take a variety of forms. Sometimes a simple no will suffice, but 
sometimes more complex utterances are needed. Disagreement can be expressed 
in a gentle face-saving manner or with a more direct approach as the following two 
examples from the Green Team demonstrate.  
Early in the contest experience, the Green Team is considering how 
to optimize their product development efforts during the weeks of 
the contest. Abram is advocating that they spend their time and re-
sources to make “contact with publishers, editors, and authors” be-
cause, “like a lot of [the product] is not gonna change much.” Carrie 
has an immediate reaction: “Mmm,” she swiftly hums in a tone that 
goes from low to high. “I I thi,” she says and then chooses another 
way to begin. “I agree that could be the case but I think that it would 
be a good test because we're so so for example like our pricing 
strategy…” “Yeah,” interjects Abram while Carrie continues: “like we 
did a basic assumption. We haven’t tested that with a single cus-
tomer. So it’ll be a very important process to like go back and look 
at all of that. I think you're right the infrastructure is there and we’ve 
thought through every like major piece…” Again, Abram adds a 
“yeah” to the interaction while Carrie speaks. She continues ex-
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plaining her perspective and states, “…but I think that what would 
be very interesting is to validate…” Now Yoichi chimes in with his 
support for her views. “Right” he says while Carrie continues: “… 
like some of the assumptions that we've made like that…” 
 
Carrie has chosen her words of disagreement carefully as indicated by her instan-
taneous decision to reframe her statement and start her sentence a second time. 
However, not every exchange of disagreement takes that approach. For example, 
Vera in a later Episode takes a more confrontational approach to disagreeing with 
Abram:  
 
Weeks into the Contest the Green Team is struggling. While they’ve 
gathered input from prospective customers they’ve not gotten the 
feedback that would validate market acceptance of their product as 
it is. Repeatedly they’ve run into the fact that the product requires a 
lot of technical expertise to use; it is still more raw technology than 
product. Abram is looking forward to a time in the near future when 
the venture is officially up and running and suggests that, “… one of 
the I think first things that we would also have to spend money on is 
like how the hell do we patent things.” Vera responds: “That’s one. 
And how the hell do we simplify the entire process of [product use].” 
Abram tosses out, “Yeah, yeah…” and then attempts to re-
contextualize her disapproval by adding, “…but to me that's that's 
like we get to that in year two.” Vera dryly replies with, “Year two.” 
Abram says, “Yeah” and goes on to explain why changes to the 
product are enhancements that are not especially urgent.  
 
Through single words or complex sentences, and through indirect or direct expres-
sions, the two teams studied in this project devoted most of their utterances to the 
various processes of team Alignment.  
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Result 2: Meaning-making plays a large role in the act of negotiating uncertainty 
As previously mentioned, the teams in this study contributed a higher number of 
utterances coded as Meaning than they did utterances coded as either Information 
or Action (without Align). Within the Aggregate of Meaning the most frequently 
used Primary Codes were Clarify (n=131) at 42.26% and Claim (n=121) at 39.03% 
which are comprised of four sub-forms: Clarify: Check, Clarify: Volunteer, Claim: 
Absolute, and Claim; Conditional.  The usage of the sub-forms can be quantified as 
Clarify: Check (n=48), Clarify: Volunteer (n=83), Claim: Absolute (n=67), and 
Claim; Conditional (n=54) representing 15.48%, 26.77%, 21.61%, and 17.41% re-
spectively of the whole. (See Figure 5.3.) 
Figure 5.3. Meaning Utterances for Both Teams Combined 
 
 
Source: Author 
 
Meaning-oriented exchanges emerge at times when team members are striving to 
ensure understanding. The Green Team enacts this kind of verification process in 
the following excerpt from their conversations:  
Vera has suggested that the team consider the possibility of adding 
some engineering students to the project during the time between 
terms; if any of the students are really good the team could ask 
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them to join on a longer-term basis. Carrie checks her understand-
ing of Vera’s suggestion by asking: “I mean this as like just an open 
question: like do you have a little anxiety about [the product] not be-
ing ready like uh, or do you feel like this is just a timely opportunity 
we should take advantage of?” Vera tells her, “A little bit of both” to 
which Carrie replies, “Ok.” Vera continues to explain her perspec-
tive by adding, “Also because when they – when the when one of 
the judges – asked us that question…” And as Abram says, “yeah,” 
to acknowledge her recollection of that situation, Vera shifts the fo-
cus of her explanation from Carrie to Abram. Vera continues to de-
scribe the reasons that animated her interest in adding engineering 
talent to their team by saying, “The fact that all the functionalities 
that you are talking about are they, which stage are they in, and we 
said we are in the pre-alpha stage…” Abram again contributes a 
“yeah” to the dialogue. And Vera adds, “Uh, I think those questions 
will come from the VCs as well.”  
Various forms of meaning-making are at work in this short sample. Carrie initiates 
the exchange by requesting clarification, specifically with an utterance of Clarify: 
Check. Vera begins her reply with statements of Clarify: Volunteer which expand 
and explain her position more fully. She does so first in an explicit way to help Car-
rie understand; then she proactively volunteers an explanation to Abram in the 
event that he, too, might have missed the motivation for her recent suggestion 
about adding engineering talent. Vera then offers a statement of Claim: Conditional 
when she says that she believes that the same questions will come from the ven-
ture capitalists from whom the team wants to get funding. 
Utterances coded for Claim happen with slightly less frequently than those coded 
for Clarify in the combined set of data gathered from these two teams. And Claim 
utterances of the Conditional kind – those which convey a flexible view of a situa-
tion rather than a fixed one – occur less frequently than Claims of the Absolute 
kind. But neither Claim type is as simple as it might seem. For example, Meaning: 
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Claim: Absolute can signal a fixed view about relentless change as this sample 
from the Yellow Team demonstrates:  
Seth has been joking about his role on the Yellow Team. He has 
said facetiously that he doesn’t care if people like the product or 
not; that he only cares if it works. Shahrnaz has been laughing and 
acknowledging his playful attitude on the matter. Then Seth gets a 
bit more serious and makes an absolute assertion about the entre-
preneurial situation that many call “Crossing the Chasm”: “It’s like: 
right now, it’s like 95% that it works and 5% that people like it.” 
Shahrnaz confirms his assessment by contributing a, “yeah,” before 
Seth makes another claim with certainty by stating, “And then right 
when it works it completely switches!” Shahrnaz acknowledges his 
point of view with a “yeah” while he is speaking and confirms her 
agreement with him by adding, “It does” after he finishes.  
This example of Meaning: Claim: Absolute illustrates two points. The first, and pos-
sibly more expected, point is that Absolute framing is used by speakers to discuss 
matters that seem certain in their minds; to discuss circumstances that seem fixed 
to them. Seth, for example, is stating with certainty that the dynamics of Crossing 
the Chasm (Moore, 1991) exist; that a time will come making the product desirable 
will replace making the product work as their most important task. The second, and 
perhaps more subtle, point about Meaning: Claim: Absolute that emerges from this 
example is that even though the assertion is made with certainty, the topic of dis-
cussion can be steeped in uncertainty. In other words, Seth is stating with certainty 
that entrepreneurs such as themselves can neither control nor predict the market’s 
interest, direction, and timing; he is proclaiming with certainty that everything is un-
certain.  
In another exchange the same team exercises an expression of conditionality in a 
Claim utterance:  
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As Seth and Shahrnaz prepare for the demo show they consider 
the possibility of giving out food at their table. Shahrnaz seeks 
Seth’s opinion on the matter by asking, “Does it seem a little too 
ktichy?” Seth responds with, “Maybe,” and Shahrnaz accepts his 
reply with, “Yeah.” Seth continues by claiming, “I think that’s what 
I’m thinking…” about the situation. Again Shahrhaz agrees: “Yeah, 
it’s like not a trade show.” And Seth completes the exchange; offer-
ing his own agreement with her assessment by saying, “Yeah.” 
In this case, the Meaning: Claim: Conditional utterance, “I think that’s what I’m 
thinking,” reveals the flexible stance of the speaker; an ability to imagine their fu-
ture table at the demo show in a variety of ways. This ability to keep options open 
while still making progress is a hallmark of Meaning: Claim: Conditional – whether 
or not the grammatical construction of the statement includes explicit discrepancy 
words such as could or if.  
Again, the Meaning Aggregate was comprised mainly of utterances coded for Clari-
fy and Claim. Whether verifying comprehension or volunteering explanations, or 
asserting fixed or flexible views about the topic, the language used by the teams 
studied in this project was focused on the dimensions of meaning-making best de-
scribed as Clarify and Claim.  
 
 
Result 3: Share: Data dominates the Information Aggregate 
Unpacking the Information Aggregate shows high percentages of utterances coded 
for Share: Data (n=51) at 28.49%, Reveal: Lack of Knowledge (n=21) at 11.73%, 
Seek: Data (n=24) at 13.40%, Share: Brainstorm (n=20) at 11.17%, and Share: Vi-
sion (n=19) at 10.61%. Lower percentages of utterances were coded for Seek: 
Check (n=11) at 6.14%, and Share: Correct (n=11) at 6.14%. And the percentages 
of utterances coded for Share: Numbers (n=6) at 3.35%, Share: Personal (n=5) at 
2.73%, Reveal: Feelings (n=4) at 2.23%, Seek: Resource (n=4) at 2.23%, and 
Seek: Personal (n=3) 1.67% were lower still. (See Figure 5.4.) 
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Figure 5.4. Information Utterances for Both Teams Combined 
 
Source: Author 
 
The code of Information: Share: Data includes utterances that report experiences 
with advisors, teachers, prospective customers, and other people who are part of 
the entrepreneurial innovation ecosystem. When Information: Share: Data is 
brought into a conversation, the utterance can move the conversation in a variety 
of ways. According to this study, utterances coded for Information: Share: Data can 
be integrated into a productive plan for change or be redirected along other trajec-
tories.  
 
An excerpt from the Yellow Team demonstrates a possible way to integrate feed-
back from the ecosystem – in this case a teacher – into a plan to evolve the prod-
uct.  
 
While the Yellow Team has been developing their minimum viable 
product Shahrnaz has been taking a class on entrepreneurship. In 
a previous conversation Seth has asked her to share what she is 
learning in the class. After showing Seth some of the recent class 
materials about the value of defining an end user profile she re-
ports, “And then here’s some questions to think about: how’s the 
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end user de… how the end users determine they need need this 
um or have an opportunity to do something different which are two 
different things.” While she’s speaking Seth acknowledges that he 
is listening and comprehending by offering, “Yeah,” and when she 
concludes he offers some agreement and support: “Yeah and that’s 
key. And that’s important for us…” Shahrnaz agrees with him as he 
asserts, “…because people need to realize that for not much money 
you can feel a lot better.” Shahrnaz says, “Right,” to express her 
agreement with his claim. Seth continues his thought, “Like that’s a 
big deal.” Shahrnaz shares more from the class materials: “How do 
they find out about your product? How do they analyze your prod-
uct... How do they get support for your product? How do they buy 
more of your product? So really good, good questions to think 
through.” Seth picks up on her proposal to think more about these 
points. He echoes and extends it by adding, “All right um I think 
that’s a good thing for both of us to work on.” Shahrnaz agrees, and 
Seth explains himself more fully by adding, “I mean that’s mor much 
more up your alley…” Shahrnaz concurs with his assessment by 
saying, “Yeah, it is.” Seth then volunteers his solidarity by adding, 
“…but I think I can add perspective that’s very different than yours. 
It might be worthless since I don’t have [a personal need for the 
product] but…” Shahrnaz keeps him from excluding himself by in-
terjecting, “No but I I woul I think this is definitely something I need 
to focus on. Just going through [the teacher’s] slides again and see-
ing what we can pull out.” Agreeing with this plan of action Seth 
adds, “No, um, I think that’s a great idea. Uh okay. So that’s an im-
portant one I think; the end user profile.” Shahrnaz agrees with, 
“Yeah,” and the conversation focuses on other collaborative tasks 
they can undertake to develop their product and venture.  
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In this exchange Seth and Shahrnaz integrate data from the ecosystem into a spe-
cific next step that they can take. However, not all utterances coded for Infor-
mation: Share: Data result in that kind of progress. In some cases utterances cod-
ed as Share: Data can be muted and the team’s actions directed away from next 
steps that would incorporate the information from the ecosystem. This alternative 
processing of Share: Data seems to happen in the presence of Information: Share; 
Vision, Action: Influence, and Information: Share: Brainstorm.  
 
For example, as earlier excerpts from the Green Team have indicated, the team 
has been told by prospective customers that their product’s ease-of-use is im-
portant. Carrie is referencing that feedback in following exchange:  
 
Sharing her perspective about the information they’ve gathered 
from the ecosystem, Carrie says to Abram, “Where we’re behind 
still is on the ease of use.” Abram acknowledges her contribution to 
the conversation with an, “Uh-huh” while Carrie turns her attention 
to Vera and continues: “… and I think that is what you [Vera] are re-
ferring to but I have missed the front of it.” Vera agrees with Carrie 
while she is finishing her sentence. At the instant that Carrie stops 
speaking Abram resists Carrie’s critique: “But ease of use is just re-
lated to authoring.” Carrie acknowledges this point. Abram then 
starts a thought, “I think…” to which Carrie responds in acknowl-
edgement with, “Yeah.” Then Abram starts again; this time by build-
ing some alignment, “And that I agree I totally agree.” Carrie offers 
another “Yeah” of acknowledgement before Abram begins to con-
trast with Carrie’s earlier perspective. As Abram starts to make his 
point by saying, “And so for so but…” Carrie again acknowledges 
his contribution with, “Yeah.” At this point Abram begins to neutral-
ize the customer concerns that they’ve heard by contributing a 
statement of resistance: “So we were talking about this the other 
day as... there's…”. Carrie shows that she is following Abram’s train 
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of thought by saying, “Yeah” while he speaks. Abram continues by 
making an absolute claim: “…this idea and I want – this needs to be 
in our heads....” Vera now acknowledges the direction of the con-
versation by repeating, “Heads.”  Abram continues by referring to 
the theory and vision behind their venture, “…and in our thinking is 
participatory cultures.” Vera shows that she has heard him by mak-
ing the “mmm” sound. Abram expands on his vision by attempting 
to defend the original theoretical position: “Okay? Or participatory 
communities. And ultimately that's what we're trying to – that's what 
I'm trying to create. That's what we're trying to create right?” 
 
The conversation then goes on to talk about examples of existing companies; 
companies that have not been contacted by any team member and are known by 
the team only through general advertising and other distant means. The conversa-
tion does not lead to a plan to resolve the issues about ease-of-use that Carrie 
raised. Nor does the conversation conclude with everyone explicitly agreeing to the 
no-action course of action that Abram’s revival of the original vision is promoting. 
After statements of Action: Influence and Information: Share: Vision, the conversa-
tion disengages from the unresolved issue and moves to another topic.  
   
Utterances coded Information: Share: Brainstorm also seem to have a similar im-
pact on the trajectory of conversations related to data from the ecosystem. For ex-
ample, a Green Team conversation that begins with Abram sharing information 
from a customer interview ends with a brainstorming session unrelated to the cus-
tomer feedback or immediate next steps. Abram reports to his team that the cus-
tomer wanted a product that was, “so easy that like [a five-year-old child] can al-
most do it by herself” and included “tutorials” on how to use it. Abram also reported 
on the matter of pricing; the customer had said “if it's good content and my child 
likes it I'd be willing to pay for it.” But instead of using this customer feedback as a 
springboard into a conversation about a plan of action to improve the ease-of-use 
or create tutorials for the minimum viable product, Abram focuses on the distant 
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future. He brings up, “some stuff I would like to do in the future” such as integrating 
sensors that can bridge the “physical and digital divide” that currently separates 
physical toys from digital worlds of play. 
 
Utterances coded for Information: Share: Data serve many purposes in the conver-
sations of the studied teams. This sub-section has highlighted a few: utterances 
coded for Information: Share: Data can lead to the creation of an action plan based 
on the feedback from the ecosystem or they can be over-taken by themes that are 
disconnected from that feedback.  
 
Result 4: Utterances coded for Plan dominate the Action Aggregate 
An examination of the Action Aggregate shows that 50.40% of the utterances are 
coded for Plan (n=124). Utterances coded for Levity (n=36) and Facilitate (n=40) 
account for 14.36% and 16.26% respectively. Utterances coded for Affirm (n=21) 
account for 9.53% of the utterances. 6.09% of the utterances were coded for Influ-
ence (n=15), which consists of the sub-forms Influence: Persuade (n=5) and Influ-
ence: Defend (n=10). Utterances coded for Suspend (n=10) account for 4.06% of 
the whole. (See Figure 5.5.) 
Figure 5.5. Total Action (without Align) Utterances for Both Teams Combined   
 
Source: Author 
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Action: Plan is comprised of two sub-forms: Plan: Coordinate (n=55) which ac-
counts for 22.35% of the whole and Plan: Propose (n=69) which accounts for 
28.04% of the whole. The Coordinate sub-form is assigned to utterances that or-
ganize a team’s actions in a general way whereas the Propose sub-form is as-
signed to utterances that make specific suggestions for the team’s activities. Just 
as the Primary Code emerged from the consolidation of the sub-forms, these sub-
forms were built upon many smaller proto-codes. Support, Help, and Suggest are a 
few of the many descriptive terms that were assigned to utterances during the 
open coding process; codes that eventually become part of the Coordinate and 
Propose sub-forms.  
 
The spirit of Plan: Coordinate can be found in the following excerpt from a Yellow 
Team conversation about their participation in the Contest.  
 
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Seth  What are our goals for the demo? I think 
there’s 2 goals. Um. That I can think of; that 
we can strive for. One is impressing the 
judges. Maybe there’s 3 goals: impressing 
the judges beforehand… 
Action: Plan: Coordinate 
Shahrnaz Oooo Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Seth  Try and get them to like us Action: Plan: Coordinate 
Shahrnaz Ok cause we’ll have an opportunity to meet 
them,… 
Meaning: Clarify: Check 
Seth I think they’ll come all around Meaning: Claim: Conditional 
Shahrnaz … right? Meaning: Clarify: Check 
Seth Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Shahrnaz Ok Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Seth The other one is to impress as many people 
as we can beforehand. 
Action: Plan: Coordinate 
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As Seth opens the conversation he is organizing the team’s approach to the con-
test by suggesting that they might have a set of three goals. He names the goals, 
but he doesn’t specifically outline how to achieve those goals. Consequently his 
utterances are coded for Plan: Coordinate rather than Plan: Propose. The more 
specific type of Planning that is indicated by Plan: Propose can be found in a dif-
ferent Yellow Team conversation; this one about the Product: 
 
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Seth  I think that’s probably more important You 
should do that first and then we revisit our 
numbers 
Action: Suspend 
Shahrnaz Yes Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Seth  Yeah we should do that first Action: Plan: Propose 
Shahrnaz Yeah Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
 
In this excerpt, Seth is directing the activities of the Yellow Team with specificity; 
an exact task and a clear ordering of tasks are expressed.  
 
In both of the aforementioned conversations, the suggestions or instructions that 
were coded for Plan were directly stated. However, utterances coded for Plan can 
have an indirect construction as the following excerpt from the Green Team shows: 
 
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Carrie  uh I was taking a quick look at the slides. 
And then a couple logistical things like we 
need to have the slides on a USB proba-
bly… Um I’m imagining we need to have 
them on a USB to bring in um yeah we need 
to decide who’s gonna do what slides. Um I 
don't think we – I think we should chop them 
down a bit if we can. 
Action: Plan: Propose 
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Abram Okay Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Carrie Um but so the major – there’s sort of like the 
introductions… 
Information: Share: Numbers 
Abram We can probably get rid of at least one of 
the kind of story slides 
Action: Plan: Propose 
Carrie I was thinking the 3rd one about the um so-
cial mobile world. 
Action: Plan: Propose 
Abram Okay Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
 
 
In this exchange, although Carrie’s proposal is stated in a mitigated manner her 
recommendation is understood as a proposal – and it is met with another proposal 
that builds on it. Abram proposes the removal of a slide from a specific part of the 
presentation. Carrie then completes the proposal by suggesting the removal of one 
particular slide.  
 
Whether they are intended to organize the activities of the team in a general or 
specific ways, utterances coded for Action: Plan give direction to the team. Utter-
ances coded for Action: Plan can be directly stated by an individual, or they can be 
indirectly presented and built upon by the other team members.  
 
Discussion Related to the First Research Question 
The basic question upon which this research project is built – identifying the verbal 
sensemaking patterns within team conversations across the arc of a lean startup 
entrepreneurship competition – has yielded four key results. In this brief discussion 
section these results will be integrated with the literatures of entrepreneurship and 
sensemaking.  
 
The first result – that the Primary code Align is associated with a large number of 
the teams’ utterances – is consistent with a fundamental finding from the CA litera-
ture as a whole: speakers strive for solidarity in social interactions (Clayman, 
2002). It may be a demonstration of the social skills mentioned in the entrepre-
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neurship literature. While the literature on social skills has been limited to data that 
has come from interviews and questionnaires, its basic findings suggest that social 
competence matters to entrepreneurial success. It has proposed that entrepreneur-
ial success is related in part to “effectiveness in interacting with others on a face-to-
face basis” (Baron & Markman, 2003, p. 54) especially along dimensions of ex-
pressiveness in high-tech teams such as the ones in the study. Being able to con-
vey alignment with team members – acknowledging their contributions, agreeing 
with and confirming their contributions, or disagreeing and contrasting with them – 
seems to this researcher to be a fundamental kind of expressiveness. As such, the 
finding of this inquiry about the frequent use of utterances coded for Align with both 
teams seems consistent with the concepts found in the entrepreneurship literature.  
 
Moreover, the acknowledgment  of verbal contributions of team mates might also 
be related to the concept of heedful inter-relating as described in the sensemaking 
literature (Weick, 1993; Weick & Roberts, 1993). While heedfulness includes much 
more than simple acknowledgement, heedfulness might be difficult to achieve 
without acknowledgement.  
 
Heedful inter-relating also might be relevant in the interpretation of the frequent use 
of utterances coded for Meaning: Clarify in the verbal sensemaking of the teams in 
this study. Checking for understanding could be considered an expression of re-
spect; the person who is checking cares enough about the other speaker’s intent to 
inquire about the received meaning. Similarly, volunteering additional information 
to ensure clear communication could be an indication of respect for the relationship 
and its shared goals. In some cases, utterances striving for clarification also might 
be expressions of individuals building shared mental models for the team and its 
tasks; constructing a virtual role system for future use.  
 
The frequent use of utterances coded for Meaning: Claim by the teams in this 
study might be indicators of collaborative sensemaking in action. Utterances coded 
for Meaning: Claim reveal a speaker’s practical theory about his/her situation. Con-
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sequently, a Claim is, in effect, a statement that expresses a “frame” (Weick, 
1995). According to Weick, people are most aware of their sensemaking efforts in 
moments of uncertainty – when details in the environment, “cues,” do not fit within 
existing “frames.” If the teams in this study are encountering situations of uncer-
tainty then they might need to verbalize their understanding of their situations in the 
process of interpreting cues and redesigning frames.  
 
The high number of utterances coded for Information: Share: Data may be related 
to the context for the study. The teams are participating in a contest with a lean 
startup orientation, and they are encouraged and expected to gather and process 
information from the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Consequently, the high number of 
utterances associated with Information: Share: Data might be expected. A high 
number of Information: Share: Data utterances also might be expected with regard 
to theories that link entrepreneurial performance with the ability to obtain infor-
mation (Baron, 2006; Shane, 2003): if a team member has acquired information, 
s/he would share that data with the team.  
 
The context for the study – a contest – also might partially explain the large num-
ber of utterances associated with Action: Plan. As competitors, the teams would 
need to devote some portion of their interactions to the preparations for the judging 
events, for example.  
 
 
In summary, highlights from the data about teams’ interactions in general include 
several prominent features: 
 Utterances associated Action: Align are the most frequently occurring in 
these conversations; 
 Meaning-making is a significant task for these teams with most of the utter-
ances coded for Clarify and Claim; 
 Utterances coded for Information: Share: Data account for the largest per-
centage of the Information Aggregate’ 
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 When the Action: Align utterances are set aside from the rest of the Action 
Aggregate, utterances coded for Action: Plan account for the largest per-
centage of the Action codes.   
 
This chapter reported on the results from the first Research Question that probed 
the basic observable sensemaking patterns within lean startup team conversations. 
The next chapter will present the results and findings from the second Research 
Question. 
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CHAPTER SIX: OBSERVATIONS FROM AN INDUCTIVE INQUIRY INTO VER-
BAL SENSEMAKING PATTERNS OF INNOVATIVE ENTPRENEURIAL TEAMS 
ENCOUNTERING DIFFERENT TYPES OF UNCERTAINTY 
 
Because little is known about the verbal sensemaking behaviors used by innova-
tive entrepreneurial teams as they enact their work, this study has been designed 
to analyze the workplace conversations of teams as they encounter the uncertain-
ties inherent in the entrepreneurial innovation process. It analyzes the naturally-
occurring conversations of teams while they are grappling with uncertainties about 
participating in a contest and about creating a minimum viable product. Three ori-
enting questions were constructed to guide the research, and this chapter reports 
the findings from the second: What variations in sensemaking language exist when 
teams encounter different types of uncertainty related to their entrepreneurial 
quest? This chapter will present both descriptive statistics and thick descriptions to 
illuminate the findings relevant to this Research Question. It will conclude with a 
discussion about verbal sensemaking and uncertainty type as found in the data 
from the teams in this study. 
 
To answer the question about verbal sensemaking patterns based on the types of 
uncertainty faced by these entrepreneurial innovation teams, the total number of 
utterances associated with the Aggregate categories of Information, Meaning, and 
Action from both teams was tabulated in association with the Product or Contest 
Episodes. The total utterances also were tabulated in association with the Ac-
ceptance and Growth Assumption segments. In this section, these numerical pro-
files are paired with thick descriptions to describe the sensemaking language used 
by the studied teams in various types of uncertainty.  
 
Data suggest that the teams in this study used sensemaking language differently 
when talking about the Contest and the creation of their minimum viable products. 
When the teams were discussing the Contest, their utterances included a higher 
percentage of Action utterances than when involved in Product discussions. When 
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the team discussions were focused on the Product, they included a higher per-
centage of Information utterances. Differences between the verbal sensemaking 
patterns in the lean startup Validation Conversations exist but are subtle; the teams 
in general used a higher percentage of Information utterances when focused on 
their product’s Acceptance possibilities and a higher percentage of Meaning utter-
ances when focused on their team’s Growth potential.  
 
Finding Two: These Teams Have a Bi-modal Approach to Sensemaking 
Based on Uncertainty Type 
Result 5: Action and Information utterances dominate Contest and Product conver-
sations respectively 
One of the earliest observations made during the unmotivated looking phase of 
analysis was that the recorded conversational data included interactions about the 
contest in addition to interactions about the minimum viable products. To value this 
observation, a Code for Contest Episodes and for Product Episodes was devel-
oped. Utterances coded for the Contest Episodes numbered 338 in total, and ut-
terances coded for the Product Episodes numbered 397 when data from both 
teams are combined. 
When the Aggregate Categories of Information, Meaning, and Action are consid-
ered for both Episode types slightly different profiles of observable sensemaking 
language emerge. Contest Episodes are marked by a high percentage (46%) of 
Action utterances (n=157) followed by Meaning (n=144, 43%) and Information 
(n=37, 11%). The Product Episodes are marked by a high percentage (42%) of 
Meaning utterances (n=166) followed by Information utterances (n=142, 36%) and 
then Action (n=89, 22%). It is worth highlighting that the utterances coded for 
Meaning account for a similar percentage of both Episode types: 43% of the Con-
test Episodes and 42% of the Product Episodes.  
Additional variations in conversational composition can be observed when the Ac-
ceptance and Growth Assumption Segments are considered. (See Figure 6.1.)  
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Fewer utterances are devoted to Acceptance Segments (n=185) than to Growth 
Segments (n=212). Acceptance Segments have a higher percentage of utterances 
coded for Information, 45.94% (n=85) compared to the Growth Segments, 26.86% 
(n=57). Growth Segments have a higher percentage of utterances coded for Mean-
ing, 50.47% (n=107) compared to the Acceptance Segments, 31.89% (n=59).  
Figure 6.1. Aggregate Codes (using Action without Align) for Both Teams by Uncertainty 
Type 
 
Source: Author 
 
A deeper look into the Primary codes that comprise the Contest and Product Epi-
sode reveals several additional differentiating details.  
 
Result 6: Shaping Product conversations with constricting forms of Information ex-
change (Vision, Resource, and Brainstorm) 
When the Information Primary Codes are unpacked it becomes clear that utteranc-
es coded for Seek: Resources, Share: Brainstorm, and Share: Vision only occur in 
the Product Episodes. These three utterance types occur in both the Acceptance 
and Growth Segments. However, utterances coded for Resources and Brainstorm 
tend to be present in the Growth Segments whereas utterances coded for Vision 
tend to be present in the Acceptance Segments. (See Figure 6.2.) 
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Figure 6.2. Information Primary Codes for Both Teams by Uncertainty Type 
 
Source: Author 
 
The code of Information: Share: Brainstorm is comprised of utterances that present 
product concepts that are disconnected from the feedback provided by the relevant 
ecosystem of customers, advisors, and teachers. While in theory the introduction of 
ideas beyond the ecosystem could productively broaden a conversation about 
product and market possibilities, Information: Share: Brainstorm utterances can 
disrupt the processing of valuable but difficult feedback in the interactions of the 
teams studied. 
 
For example, on one occasion the Green Team is grappling with the possibility of a 
pivot – a strategic change based on their understanding of their target market. Alt-
hough the contribution of utterances related to Information: Share: Brainstorm at 
such a moment might be expected to help the team productively reframe their un-
derstanding of the product and the market, Brainstorm-coded utterances actually 
tend to have a different impact on team progress as this excerpt reveals:    
Abram shares his concern and confusion: “Yeah, I don’t know I’m 
just like… I struggle sometimes. It’s like do we stay focused on the 
[developmentally-delayed kids] thing or say actually it's like this 
broader thing? Like the [developmentally-delayed kids] thing helps 
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us stay focused…” Carrie validates his concern and enriches the 
exchange about this critical topic by sharing her own thinking, “It 
does, but then, and the reason I’ve been struggling with it as well is 
that if we do stay focused on it it will drive content to a certain ex-
tent.” In agreement Abram says, “Yeah”, and Carrie continues: 
“Like, or do we focus on a broader audience. I don’t know.” But in-
stead of expanding her thoughts or allowing another team member 
to advance the conversation about this serious and sensitive matter 
Carrie changes the subject: “So can I can I take us off on one little 
thing before we get too focused which is my little bot experiment 
over the break was remember I was telling you about this game that 
my dad used to do with us, “Draw Whatever.” So I I started playing 
it with him…” The conversation follows this Brainstorm utterance 
and focuses on the online game that Carrie’s dad plays. Then the 
conversation shifts to business models of digital products in general 
– online games and apps – and how to signal the quality of their 
product to their main market segment. More than 10 minutes later, 
Abram integrates the Brainstorm with its topical point of departure 
and says, “So content, definitely, we need to make the big focus of 
this period of time… continue with customer… I think broaden with 
customers… I guess that's what I was getting at is that, you know, 
like, you know, I think, you know, keeping a focus maybe of [devel-
opmentally-delayed kids] is like, you know, for the business plan as 
a beach head and things like that makes sense cause it focuses us. 
And it’s a good story. And it’s related to the development of the 
technology and everything else. But like broadening the people that 
we’re pinging for information just because it’s like it’s really hard to 
tell with these people.” Yoichi builds on Abram’s comparison and 
suggests that he has some concerns about the acceptance and 
growth potential of their envisioned product with original target mar-
ket: “… I initially thought you know we should more focus on [devel-
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opmentally-delayed kids], but I started to feel like a you know there 
there is a core, you know, core customer base which would value 
most, you know, this sort of product. And of course [developmental-
ly-delayed kids] are, you know, um part that sort of wider that mar-
ket base, but I'm not sure whether it's worth, you know, narrowing 
down our initial, you know, assumption of the initial market at this 
stage too much. Cause, you know, cause I feel – I started to feel 
like, you know, it might be difficult to fully accommodate their um 
expectations or needs.”  Carrie agrees with Yoichi and shares her 
similar concerns: “There are also a lot more maybe barriers to roll-
ing out to that community in some ways because you’re talking 
about how it’s important to sort of have validated content So it may 
take longer, and so that I think it’s a good point.” Yoichi claims that 
the original market is, “still worth pursuing 'cause definitely there is 
burning desire to have a great, you know, great, you know, products 
for them. But at the same time we we need to be mindful that, you 
know, there is some other better opportunities initially. So that we 
would be able to go back to that one at a later stage.” 
While the introduction of a Brainstorm set of utterances did move the team out of 
their apparent distress about the product fit and market growth potential, it guided 
them without any validating information from the ecosystem. The team did not have 
evidence of interest in the prototype from a prospective customer in the new target 
market. In other words, while they had been receiving negative feedback on their 
prototype (mainly that it was too difficult to use), they had no data-informed reason 
to believe that a different, more generic market would want the product as it was 
envisioned at that time either. Thus the Brainstorm utterance did evoke an appar-
ent pivot – the team shifted market segments – but they were adapting away from 
negative feedback rather than toward validating evidence that described a poten-
tially successful minimum viable product.  
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It is also interesting to note that the Comparison utterance contributed by Abram at 
the genesis of this Brainstorm sequence is centered on the existing vision for the 
product. His concern seems to stem from the conflict between the challenges 
they’ve been facing with the existing market segment and the team’s existing vision 
for the product. He is not grappling with conflicting pieces of data from the ecosys-
tem about the product; he is struggling to find a way to honor negative market 
feedback without changing the product vision. 
Utterances coded for Information: Share: Vision, like those coded for Information: 
Share: Brainstorm, are unique unto the Product Episodes. Utterances coded for 
Information: Share: Vision convey the future features or underlying theories related 
to the product in development; the statements are not anchored in feedback from 
the ecosystem. The power of an entrepreneurial vision statement is that it poten-
tially can help people imagine products and situations before they exist. However, 
that power can also pose a problem – causing people to ignore evidence in the 
service of maintaining a consistent vision – as the following Green Team interac-
tion reveals.  
After saying that the product meant for developmentally-delayed 
children was too difficult for his developmentally unchallenged niec-
es to use – that, in fact, only he (an accomplished software engi-
neer) could operate it when they played together – Abram explains 
that he sees this as part of the vision: as “an example of like -- re-
member how I was saying this is a kind of a concept from participa-
tory communities… you have these different entry points in partici-
pation?” As Abram speaks, Yoichi and Carrie indicate periodically 
that they are following his train of thought: “…and this is an example 
of like the most advanced participation… right? Like I’m creating the 
whole story on fly... and it definitely and that's what like it really was 
like wow this is like – there's a ton of learning in this is; actually, 
like, I'm challenged in some way! You know, I mean it was a posi-
tive challenge because they were so like having fun which was also 
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like, you know, it's almost like, you know… I can imagine a com-
mercial, you know, where it's like you know that special time… 
right? You know what I mean?” After another round of acknowl-
edgement from Yoichi and Carrie, Vera attempts to connect 
Abram’s vision with the information they’ve gathered from the mar-
ket: “Yeah, I think that’s one way… The other way is you could look 
at stories. And you could give different endings to the stories so for 
instance a sad a happy a humorous…” From there the Vera, Yoichi, 
and Carrie talk about stories and the importance of content. As 
Yoichi says, " content is a absolutely you know essential,,, and in 
order to understand what sort of a content we would need I mean 
both the, you know, technical point of view and the, you know, the 
story point of view it's important for me to understand, um, what ex-
actly they want to have, you know, like different age range and dif-
ferent sort of, you know, particularly for [developmentally delayed] 
kids.” Abram repeatedly offers, “Yeah,” in acknowledgement of 
Yoichi’s contributions. He eventually expresses agreement and 
sees the need to develop good content as a way of validating the 
product as it exists. He says, “Yeah, I would say that like, on that 
note, like content is king because you know what I you know I've 
downloaded a bunch of different you know children’s boo – either 
books or book applications, either way you want to think about it – 
and uh, you know, like I said, mine, you know, technically speaking, 
I think is better than almost everything out there.” 
When Abram shares his vision about the theory of “participatory culture,” he uses it 
as a springboard to brainstorm about a future television “commercial” for the prod-
uct as it is currently imagined. Attempts to reconcile conflicting evidence – how will 
the target market (developmentally-delayed children) use a product which is “chal-
lenging” for a healthy adult with deep expertise – emerge in the conversation. For 
example, Vera offers a contribution coded as Information; Share: Brainstorm that 
could help to integrate the existing prototype and product vision with the abilities of 
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young users with developmental challenges, and Yoichi offers a statement coded 
as Meaning: Claim: Absolute about the importance of content. However, Abram 
doesn’t yield. Rather than explore ways to alter the product based on the evidence 
from the market or the suggestions of the team, Abram deflects these deviations 
from his existing vision, and defends the (technical) superiority of the product as it 
is. This leaves the team with a dilemma (that they eventually and temporarily re-
solve by abandoning their initial market segment in favor of a general market sans 
evidence of interest.)  
Utterances coded for Information: Seek: Resource – efforts by speakers to bring up 
the subject of the availability of money, time, or talent – also occurred only in the 
Product Episodes. In each recorded case, Information: Seek: Resource utterances 
preceded sequences dominated by Action: Plan utterances as the following inter-
action from the Green Team illustrates. 
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Vera  I wanted, uh, one point that Yoichi brought 
about the fact is that when we reach out to 
the customer we obviously get more insight 
in terms of what are the kind of functionali-
ties and features that they will want 
Action: Facilitate 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera and even if we do provide them some so-
phisticated functionalities that it might not be 
an immediate need, and we might be a little 
ahead of the technology curve on that the 
count. But the second point was that what-
ever needs or interests that we identify from 
the market can we -- will we have adequate 
number of people who at the product end 
who would be able to translate that into 
product features 
Information: Seek: Resource 
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Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera within within a particular window was was 
the thinking 
[Continue Information: Seek: 
Resource] 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera So January, in fact, what we could do is the 
day we come back on the seventh or eighth 
when we do meet up. We could spend the 
first meeting largely on the customer. 
Action: Plan 
Abram Mm-hm Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera But within the first two weeks maybe you 
can spend a lot more time also on product 
part of the product functionality parts of it 
and as we get more data from the custom-
ers then we have a  
Action: Plan 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera a more detailed thing in terms of if they’re 
saying qualitatively certain characteristics 
what will it eventually translate in the back 
end to a feature that will give that expecta-
tion of the experience that the consumer 
wants. 
[Continue Action: Plan] 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera So we need to delineate a lot of general 
comments into specific technical features 
and that's going to be a fairly complex pro-
cess. 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
 
Vera mentions a concern about the available resources – the timeframe and the 
human talent – necessary to translate customer feedback into product features. As 
the team’s conversation unfolds she positions these issues as part of a plan; how 
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they can use their meeting time in January to develop the product with the re-
sources that they’ll be able to harness. 
Other features of the Information-coded utterances with regard to uncertainty types 
when both teams are considered include:  
 Share: Data accounts for the highest percentage of utterances in both Epi-
sode types; 
 Share: Brainstorm accounts for the large percentage of utterances in the 
Acceptance Segments; 
 Share: Vision accounts for a large percent of utterances in the Product Epi-
sodes and in the Acceptance Segments; 
 Reveal: Lack of Knowledge is not present in the Acceptance Segments. 
 
 
A look at the Meaning Primary Codes shows that utterances coded for Claim or 
Clarify dominate all of the Episode and Segment types. However, the distribution of 
these code types differs by uncertainty type. As Figure 6.3 shows, Contest Epi-
sodes are comprised of 13.88% Claim: Absolute (n=20), 26% Claim: Conditional 
(n=38), 17.36% Clarify: Check (n=25), and 22.91% Clarify: Volunteer (n=33). 
Product Episodes have a different mix: 28.31% Claim: Absolute (n=47), 9.63% 
Claim: Conditional (n=16), 13.85% Clarify: Check (n=23), and 30.12% Clarify: Vol-
unteer (n=50). The two Assumption Segment types also have distinct profiles. Ac-
ceptance Segments include 35.59% Claim: Absolute (n=21), 8.47% Claim: Condi-
tional (n=5), 16.94% Clarify: Check (n=10), and 32.20% Clarify: Volunteer (n=19). 
Growth Segments are comprised of 24.29% Claim: Absolute (n=26), 10.28% 
Claim: Conditional (n=11), 12.14% Clarify: Check (n=13), and 28.97% Clarify: Vol-
unteer (n=31). Utterances coded for Seek Opinion (n=16) occur most often in Con-
test Episodes (11.11%). Utterances coded for Disregard (n=14) occur most often in 
Product Episodes (8.43%).  
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Figure 6.3. Meaning Primary Codes for Both Teams by Uncertainty Type 
 
Source: Author 
 
Result 7: Shaping Product conversations with utterances coded for Meaning: Dis-
regard 
Utterances coded as Meaning: Disregard are prideful comments that express a 
speaker’s belief that s/he knows better or is able to dismiss a competitor’s product, 
a team mate’s concern, or a customer’s experience. Based on the interactions ana-
lyzed in this study, Meaning: Disregard tends to be used when possible challenges 
to the integrity or quality of the product surface. In the single case in which Mean-
ing: Disregard occurs in the Contest Episodes the utterance type is used by a team 
member to highlight a product accomplishment.  
Although perceived challenges to the product are not always enveloped in direct 
disagreement between team mates, one example of a Green Team member con-
tributing a statement coded for Meaning; Disregard occurs at such a time. As men-
tioned in the earlier section about Action: Align: Disagree at the Aggregate level of 
coding, an exchange exists in which Vera articulates a disagreement with Abram in 
a direct confrontational way. The following excerpt demonstrates the use of an ut-
terance coded for Meaning: Disregard as that interaction unfolds:  
Bothered about the market’s reaction to the usability of the emerg-
ing product Vera disagrees with Abram’s prioritization of develop-
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ment tasks by reminding him that improving the product’s ease-of-
use is important. In response Abram says, “Yeah, yeah…but to me 
that's that's like we get to that in year two.” Vera dryly replies with, 
“Year two.” Abram says, “Yeah, like we're going back to the other 
day; we were talking about the minimum viable being good content. 
And you're able to take pictures of things. And Record your...” Car-
rie interrupts him with a statement of Correction, “Easily create” 
which Abram acknowledges before finishing his thought, “…yeah… 
on a device...” While Carrie and Yoichi add sounds of acknowl-
edgement, Abram offers a vague plan, “…in that, you know, the 
templates and your own creation and all that. We get to it asap but 
it's later features and added value, you know, because otherwise 
It's gonna take, you know, otherwise we're gonna like burn money 
for like a year when we don’t need to.” Vera shares information from 
their projections and reminds the team that, “…as it is our financial 
model already talks about burning money for 2 years.” Abram 
acknowledges her contribution with, “Yeah,” and Vera Clarifies 
these assumptions, “Will we be talking about 2 years? Really?” In 
response Abram contributes an utterance of Disregard -- express-
ing that he knows better than his team and that his product is better 
than any competitors’ efforts – by stating: “Where I think; it's like 
'cause even, you know, h right now the technology is, you know, as 
good or better than everything on the market in my opinion…”  
In addition to over-ruling his team mate’s concern, Abram’s statement of Meaning: 
Disregard suggests that he believes that he knows better than other companies 
with analogous products; that he even knows better than the customers that have 
been giving the Green Team negative feedback about usability.  
While most Meaning: Disregard statements are found in the Product Episodes and 
emerge in exchanges that challenge the superiority or integrity of the prototype one 
alternative use of the code type was present. A lone use of the code type was 
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found in the Contest Episode, and in this Green Team exchange the prideful di-
mension of the code was at the forefront. 
With the demo day coming soon the Green Team has focused their 
attention on what they would like to present to the judges. Given 
that the development of the prototype is important to this contest, 
the team knows that the judges will want to see what they have. 
And Abram is ready. He claims, “Already it's like I mean, you know, 
if you have an android device you can install this application and 
download 4 stories to your phone.” Carrie expresses her agreement 
with, “Yeah,” while Abram takes pride in his accomplishment: 
“That’s a pretty f-ing good demo!” Carrie and Yoichi support his 
perspective with sounds of agreement, and Abram continues, “I can 
tap myself on the back.” 
Unlike the use of utterances coded for Meaning: Disregard in the Product Epi-
sodes, the usage of Meaning: Disregard in this Contest Episode is not contentious. 
However, it is still conveying a belief of product superiority; in this case over the 
prototypes being developed by other teams in the contest (none of which are direct 
competitors to the Green Team in the marketplace). 
Whether they are intended to assert the superiority of the product and its design 
when it is under scrutiny or not, utterances coded for Meaning: Disregard express 
pride in product accomplishments and in the ability of its creator(s).  
 
Result 8: Shaping Contest conversations with utterances coded for Meaning: Seek: 
Opinion  
 
Utterances coded for Seek: Opinion – open requests for another speaker to share 
his/her point of view – tend to occur in the Contest Episodes. Only one instance of 
its use was found in the coding of the Product Episodes. In all cases, the contribu-
tion of an utterance coded for Meaning: Seek: Opinion tended to invite utterances 
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coded for Action: Plan, Meaning: Claim, or additional Meaning: Seek: Opinion. All 
of these reactions, in fact, emerge in the following excerpt from the Yellow Team:  
As the Team prepares for the Finale their attention turns to the 
items that they’ll make available at their demo table. Wanting 
Shahrnaz to share her opinion, Seth asks, “Should we have an in-
vestor pitch that we’re willing to let anyone take, or should we not 
have something anyone can take?” While he is speaking Sha-
harnaz makes a sound of acknowledgement and then suggests, “I 
think we should not. We should just say like if you’re interested to 
go [to our website], and um…”. Seth agrees by saying “Okay” while 
she is speaking and together they finish her sentence: Seth says 
“And leave us your contact information” while Shahrnaz says, “… 
and leave us, yeah, and let us know…”. Moving the conversation 
forward with a follow-on proposal, Seth asks, “What if we print up a 
sheet for signup or something?” Shahrnaz acknowledges his sug-
gestion by repeating it aloud, “Hmmm… print out a sheet…”. Volun-
tarily clarifying his suggestion, Seth adds, “… So, like, you can write 
your name or something…”. Shahrnaz expresses her agreement by 
saying, “Yeah.” Seth then seeks her opinion again by asking, “Do 
you think anyone will?” Shahrnaz promotes a plan of action by re-
sponding, “We might as well have [the sheet].” 
It is interesting to note the collaboration that is sparked by Seth’s initial request for 
Shahrnaz’s opinion. The sincerity of his invitation for her input is signaled by the 
structure of his question; he poses a few choices that he can imagine the team do-
ing. When Shahrnaz offers an alternative preference – to refer everyone to their 
website and gather contact information there – Seth is able to anticipate her 
thoughts, incorporate them, and echo them at end of her sentence. With the benefit 
of her perspective Seth is able to offer another new possibility – the sign-up sheet. 
In other words, by seeking Shahrnaz’s opinion, Seth’s initial ideas are reconfigured 
and lead him to consider another new possibility for the team. 
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Other features from Meaning Aggregate when the combined conversations from 
both teams by uncertainty type are examined include: 
 Utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: Conditional account for a higher per-
centage of the Contest Episode interactions than the Product Episode inter-
actions, and the smallest percentage of utterances coded for Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional is found in the Acceptance Segments; 
 Utterances coded for Meaning; Comparison are used more frequently in 
Product Episodes and Growth Segments than in Contest Episodes or Ac-
ceptance Segments.  
 
An examination of the Action Aggregate suggests that utterances coded for Action: 
Plan dominate all Episodes and Segments. Utterances coded for Action: Influence 
(n=15) account for 16.85% of the Product Episodes but are not present in the Con-
test Episodes. Utterances coded for Action: Suspend (n=10) are used everywhere 
except the Acceptance Segments. Utterances coded for Action: Levity (n=36) oc-
cupy a higher percentage of the Contest Episodes (17.19%) than they do Product 
Episodes (10.11%). (See Figure 6.4.) 
Figure 6.4. Action Primary Codes (without Align) for Both Teams by Uncertainty Type 
 
Source: Author 
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Result 9: Shaping Product conversations with utterances coded for Acton: Influ-
ence 
Utterances coded as Action: Influence included efforts to impress team mates and 
efforts to explain the status of the project either by accepting or deflecting respon-
sibility for its perceived shortcomings. Influence-coded utterances tended to be 
contributed by a speaker when a divergence of perspectives – view points that 
could range from subtle doubts to direct challenges – about the product was pre-
sent in the conversation. They also tended to be offered near utterances (from the 
same speaker) that were coded for Information: Vision, Meaning: Claim: Absolute, 
or additional Action: Influence contributions. This excerpt from a Green Team ex-
change captures many of these code features: 
When describing his experience using the prototype with his nieces 
Abram mentions that he needed to “digitally hand-cut” all of the im-
ages. Carrie requests data by asking, “How hard is that?” Abram 
replies by sharing his vision based on a scholarly theory: “Um I 
mean it is not so hard, but it takes time. You know, the thing is is 
there – remember I was talking a while back about this thing called 
uh uh participatory participatory design or uh participatory sys-
tems… Well I don’t know what they call it now uh, but the the guy 
who pushes that um… and in this one really influential paper of his 
he has this argument or not argument – he’s, you know, talking 
about digital literacy and, you know, we think about reading writing 
and arithmetic, right? But like increasingly, you know, we live in a 
digital world, right? With like a need for…“ While he speaks Carrie 
indicates that she is following him by offering, “Yeah”. Abram starts 
to use the scholarly theory as a lever of influence – a reason to de-
fend what others might see as the product’s lack of user friendli-
ness. He says,”…for digital literacy, like understanding how we use 
pro, you know, software and these types of things. And so even 
though it took a while, like kind of from a learning perspective it real-
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ly is, you know, it's like reading writing and arithmetic in digital liter-
acy. You know? So it's like – fluency in understanding how to work 
with digital media is actually like valuable.”  After Vera makes a 
sound of acknowledgement, “Mmhm,” Abram continues to paint the 
future for the product by explaining, “With that said, um, I also, you 
know – hopefully one of the things I’ll get done this semester uh is I 
like I already have some code in place it just hasn't been integrated 
cause there’s a bunch – like so basically the part of this, you know, 
what I talked to you about like ‘oh I want to just be able to take a 
picture and it’s there.’ Um I mean I have that; I have code that 
would like allow you to like, you know, I could take your picture. And 
then in there I just like touch the colors I want to disappear and they 
disappear. And then I would actually have it; oh no I have… so I 
have this code already that allows you just to touch the picture and 
whatever color you touch gets erased um, and then you can also, 
you know, kind of pinch and grab for cropping and then, you know, 
it crops it um, you know, so so it’ll end up that… What I was saying; 
it just kinda highlighted some of the slow points of the system and 
like those slow points will get taken care of...” Carrie offers an occa-
sional, “Yeah,” to acknowledge that she is paying attention while 
Abram speaks. He then begins to make more inflexible assertions 
about the future of the product, “In some respects and other areas, 
like, if you’re just, you know, sometimes you have to edit the pic-
tures. I mean there's just no way around it. But to me that's part of 
the creative learning process.” Again, Carrie acknowledges that she 
is listening by saying, “Yeah.” Abram starts to go on by saying, “But 
anyway so yeah so we…”, but before he can continue Vera inter-
jects with a request for data: “Going back to taking that picture and 
inserting it. You said it’s a long process but how much time does it 
actually take?”  
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In this conversation, when the product’s current ease-of-use is again the focus, 
Abram uses utterances of Action: Influence. Initially, he cites an external expert’s 
views which in some instances might impress and persuade a listener to see the 
product’s possible flaws as desirable features. He then begins to take ownership of 
the “slow points” of the system and the need to fix them; a conversational move 
that signals responsibility and agency. However, his final assertion about the prod-
uct’s evolutionary path suggests that he is defending the product as it is: 
…sometimes you have to edit the pictures. I mean there's just no 
way around it. But to me that's part of the creative learning process.  
By suggesting that changes to the product will be minimal and alleged shortfalls 
should be considered benefits, Abram is attempting to influence the team to join 
him in his quest as he has envisioned and articulated it. 
While it is possible that utterances coded for Action: Influence might actually lead 
listeners to a change of perspective, in this and other cases from the studied con-
versations the utterance coded for Action: Influence do not have that impact. In 
fact, Vera’s response – a request to return to the previous point – is the typical 
conversational pattern that emerged in this study. In this case, her facilitation 
phrase – “going back to” – returned the team’s conversation to a data-driven con-
text. In other cases, the same phrase or others were used following utterances 
coded for Action: Influence to reconnect the dialogue with concerns about a prod-
uct’s feasibility based on the team’s interpretations of the feedback from custom-
ers, advisors, and teachers.  
Other highlights within the Action Aggregate that emerge when examining conver-
sations from both teams by uncertainty type include: 
 Utterances coded for Action: Levity account for higher percentages of usage 
in the Contest Episodes than in the Product Episodes; 
 Utterances coded for Action: Influence are not present in the Contest Epi-
sodes. 
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Discussion Related to the Second Research Question 
The second question considered by this research– identifying the verbal sense-
making patterns based on types of uncertainty – has generated another key finding 
based on five results (numbered as five through nine within the complete set of re-
sults). In this brief discussion section, results related to the second question will be 
integrated with the literatures of entrepreneurship and sensemaking.  
 
The fifth result – that Contest Episodes have more Action utterances while Product 
Episodes have more Information utterances – might indicate that the teams used 
causal and effectual reasoning based on the type of uncertainty. The uncertainty of 
the Contest is defined largely by its outcome – no one knows who will win – but the 
concept of contest participation in general is familiar to the team members, and the 
end state of a contest – the fact that judging will occur on a specific date – is pre-
dictable. However, the product has an undetermined final structure; what a mini-
mum viable product can become is negotiable based on a team’s changing cir-
cumstances (and their interpretations of those circumstances.) Team members en-
gaged in conversations about the contest might be drawing on causal means to 
manage that type of uncertainty, whereas team members conversing about the 
evolution of their minimum viable product might be evoking more effectual means 
of coping with that type of uncertainty. Some researchers have stated that entre-
preneurs tend to use both causal and effectual modes of operating (Sarasvathy, 
2008), and this result might be evidence of entrepreneurs using a situated bi-modal 
approach.  
The possible use of a bi-modal approach by the teams seems to be supported by 
the use of utterances coded at the Primary level as well as the Aggregate level. If a 
causal means of reasoning is favored when teams grapple with the uncertainties of 
a contest, this could explain the more frequent use of utterances coded for Acton: 
Levity in Contest Episodes. Humor can paint a ridiculous portrait of a team’s 
emerging situation – and it can be understood as ridiculous (and humorous) only if 
people can contrast it with a predicted and ordinary future scenario. Conversely, if 
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effectual reasoning is favored when teams cope with the uncertainties of the mini-
mum viable product, this could explain the more frequent use of utterances coded 
for Information: Resource. These means-related contributions of information might 
be offered to help the team control uncertainty and maximize success by effectua-
tion (Sarasvathy, 2001). 
Information: Resource-coded utterances, along with those coded for Information: 
Vision and Information: Brainstorm, were found only in the Product Episodes. This 
finding initially seems to suggest a practice of improvisation and bricolage 
(Hmieleski et al., 2013). However, in these specific conversations, utterances cod-
ed for Vision and Brainstorm do not seem to function in expansive ways. Instead 
they seem to block alterations to the emerging prototype; the utterances remind 
team members of a motivating, unchanging ideal or redirect team member atten-
tion to a topic that does not threaten the prototype as previously defined. As such 
the utterances coded for Vision and Brainstorm seem to be used as techniques for 
managing tension; they are contributed at moments when dissonance emerges be-
tween team members about the features of the prototype. In some ways the use of 
utterances coded for Vision and Brainstorm seem to complement Action: Influence, 
a code type which also was found only in Product Episodes. All of these ways of 
interacting – techniques to sway the conversation away from the challenges of in-
corporating emerging cues that contrast with existing frames – might suggest a 
prevailing and rather inflexible commitment to an imagined minimum viable prod-
uct. Having premature cognitive commitments, as the use of these code types 
might suggest, has been shown to hinder learning and creativity (Langer, Hatem, 
Joss, & Howell, 1989).  
Meaning: Disregard is a code type found mostly, but not exclusively, in the Product 
Episodes. The use of utterances coded for Disregard could be another signal of 
premature cognitive commitments (Langer et al., 1989); commitments that could 
negatively impact product innovation. The prideful utterances coded as Meaning: 
Disregard are almost the antithesis of the utterances coded for Meaning: Seek: 
Opinion which were found mostly in the Contest Episodes. The use of Meaning: 
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Seek: Opinion could be evidence of a kind of help-seeking and adaptive reframing 
(Hargadon & Bechky, 2006) related to reflective dialogue and group creativity.  
 
In summary, conversational composition differs when these teams are sensemak-
ing about the development of a minimum viable product or about their involvement 
in a contest. This suggests that the teams may use causal and effectual approach-
es to their work based on uncertainty type.  
Observations about the verbal sensemaking patterns used in different types of un-
certainty include several additional features: 
 Information: Share: Brainstorm accounts for a large percentage of utteranc-
es in Acceptance Segments; 
 Information: Share: Vision accounts for a large percent of utterances in 
Product Episodes and Acceptance Segments; 
 Information: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge is not present in Acceptance Seg-
ments; 
 Utterances coded for Action: Levity account for higher percentages in Con-
test Episodes than in Product Episodes;  
 Utterances coded for Action: Influence are not present in Contest Episodes; 
 Utterances coded for Action: Suspend are not present in Acceptance Seg-
ments; 
 Utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: Conditional account for a higher per-
centage of usage in Contest Episodes than in Product Episodes; 
 The smallest percentage of utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: Condi-
tional is found in Acceptance Segments; 
 Utterances coded for Meaning: Disregard occur most frequently in Product 
Episodes, especially Growth Segments. 
 
Because these features emerge with greater clarity in the investigation into lan-
guage patterns and performance level they will be described in the next chapter 
which presents the findings from the third Research Question. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: OBSERVATIONS FROM AN INDUCTIVE INQUIRY INTO 
VERBAL SENSEMAKING PATTERNS OF INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURIAL 
TEAMS IN RELATION TO CONTEST RANKING 
 
The third question of this research project seeks to reveal what, if any, connection 
might exist between the observable sensemaking language of these teams and 
their performance levels as determined by their final placement in the lean startup 
contest. Data related to this question suggest that utterances coded as Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional, Action: Levity, and Action: Suspend were associated more of-
ten with the high-performance Yellow Team while utterances coded as Action: In-
fluence, Information: Share: Brainstorm, and Information: Share: Vision were asso-
ciated with the low-performance Green Team. These and other contours of the 
verbal sensemaking behaviors demonstrated by the teams in this study will be ex-
plored in detail in this chapter.  
 
To answer the question about verbal sensemaking patterns based on the perfor-
mance level of the studied entrepreneurial innovation teams, the total number of 
utterances associated with each team and team member was tabulated in associa-
tion with the Aggregate codes (Information, Meaning, and Action without Align), the 
Primary Codes, and the Product or Contest Episodes. The individual team totals 
for the Aggregate codes also were tabulated in association with the Acceptance 
and Growth Assumption segments; efforts to achieve more granular levels of anal-
ysis were hindered by lack of data.  
 
Finding Three: The Use of Flexible (or Inflexible) Language Forms Differenti-
ate the High- and Low-Performance Teams in this Study 
Result 10: The high- and low-performance team favored Action and Information 
language respectively 
When the sensemaking language patterns of the two teams are compared notice-
able differences can be seen. (See Figures 7.1, 7.2.) The bottom-ranking Green 
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Team’s conversations were comprised of 33% Information (n=144), 44% Meaning 
(n=192), and 23% Action (without Align) (n=100). The top-ranking Yellow Team’s 
conversations had the following composition: 12% Information (n=35), 39% Mean-
ing (n=118), and 49% Action (without Align) (n=147). The same basic patterns – 
that the Green Team tends to use more utterances coded for Information while the 
Yellow Team tends to use more utterances coded for Action – continue to be pre-
sent even when the Episode Types are considered. 
Figure 7.1. Total Information, Meaning, and Action (without Align) Utterances by Team 
 
Source: Author 
 
Figure 7.2. Information, Meaning, and Action (without Align) Utterances by Team and Un-
certainty Type 
 
Source: Author 
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Additional distinctions between the two teams can be found when the lower-level 
codes associated with their utterances are considered.  
Result 11: Utterances coded for Information: Share: Vision and Share: Brainstorm 
are exclusively used by the low-performance team and mostly occur in Product Ep-
isodes 
Result 12: Utterances coded for Information: Seek: Check and Reveal: Lack of 
knowledge are used more frequently by the high-performance team 
Information-coded utterances for the bottom-performing Green Team included 
Share: Vision (n=19), Share: Brainstorm (n=20), Share: Numbers (n=6), and 
Share: Personal (n=5) while the top-performing Yellow Team had zero utterances 
in all of these code categories. While both teams had utterances coded for Reveal: 
Lack of Knowledge, the Yellow Team had 37% of their utterances (n=13) coded in 
this manner compared to 5.55% (n=8) for the Green Team. Moreover, while utter-
ances coded for Share: Numbers occur only in the Green Team’s Contest Epi-
sodes, utterances coded for Share: Vision, Share: Personal, and Share: Brain-
storm occur only in their Product Episodes. (See Figures 7.3, 7.4.) 
Figure 7.3. Total Information Utterances by Team 
 
Source: Author 
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Figure 7.4. Total Information Utterances by Team and Uncertainty Type 
 
Source: Author 
 
Because examples of team member interactions related to the utterance codes In-
formation: Share: Vision and Information: Share: Brainstorm have been provided in 
Chapter Six, excerpts featuring those language forms will not be repeated here. 
Similarly because utterances coded for Information: Share: Numbers and Infor-
mation: Share: Personal are infrequent although exclusive to the low-performance 
Green Team, they also will not be broken out by specific example. However, the 
utterances coded for Information Seek: Check and Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge have not been previously excerpted and they occur frequently in the 
conversations of the high-performance Yellow Team. They will be unpacked in this 
section.  
Although the total number of utterances coded for Information: Seek: Check in the 
data is small, the high-performance Yellow Team uses these utterances with 
greater frequency than the low-performance Green Team. The use of Information: 
Seek: Check occurs when a speaker wants to verify that s/he has correctly under-
stood the contribution of another speaker as demonstrated by the Yellow Team in 
the following excerpt: 
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Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Seth  What what’s the term again? End 
use 
Information: Seek: Check 
Shahrnaz End us build an end user profile Information: Share: Correct 
Seth Okay Action: Align: Acknowledge 
 
The use of Information Seek: Check is always met with an immediate response in 
both teams’ interactions. Utterances coded for Information: Seek: Check suggest a 
willingness to expose a temporary lack of informational certainty, but utterances 
coded for Information: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge express something more than a 
need for a reminder. Utterances coded for Information: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge 
express a speaker’s awareness of a need for information of a deeper kind. Not only 
are utterances coded for Information: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge used much more 
frequently by the high-performance Yellow Team than the low-performance Green 
Team, the ways that the teams use these utterances seem to differ.  
In the case of the high-performance Yellow Team, utterances coded for Infor-
mation: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge can display recognition of the limits of the 
team’s knowledge and abilities as this excerpt shows:  
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Seth You should do that first and then we 
revisit our numbers 
Action: Suspend 
Shahrnaz Yes Action: Align: Agree 
Seth Yeah we should do that first Action: Plan 
Shahrnaz Yeah  Action: Align: Agree 
Seth Um I mean there are only main the 
main help there I’ll give you is to 
question your assumptions 
Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge 
Shahrnaz no I think that’s that would be really 
helpful 
Action: Affirmation 
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While Seth expresses that he is not the expert in creating a user profile – especial-
ly since he is not a prospective customer for the product and Shahrnaz is – he is 
still willing to offer what he can. He reveals not only his lack of knowledge about 
the prospective user’s needs but also the need to question what they think they 
know. His statement suggests that he is aware of the limitations of their knowledge, 
and that those limitations might be greater than they realize.  
The lower-performing Green Team, however, uses utterances coded for Infor-
mation: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge in a more concrete way as this excerpt 
demonstrates: 
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Abram we have another like demo presenta-
tion right?  
Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge 
Carrie well so what happens is we get 
judged tonight and they choose like I 
mean it's going down from it’ll be like 
one out of three teams is chosen 
Information: Share: Data 
Abram oh okay okay Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Carrie or something And then those teams 
will present at the finale but all teams 
will have tables set up and like prod-
uct demos  
Information: Share: Data 
Abram I see Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Carrie at the demo day. Information: Continue 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Carrie So we have there’s an opportunity to 
talk to judges and people attending 
we'll need to create some sort of ex-
perience but this may be our last 
presentation unless we make it to the 
Meaning: Clarify: Volunteer 
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next round 
Abram Okay Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Yoichi Mmhmm Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera That’s tonight Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge 
Carrie Yeah Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
 
Unlike the high-performance Yellow Team that had a meta-awareness of the limita-
tions of their knowledge, the low-performance Green Team does not know the pub-
lished details about their circumstances (i.e. the contours of the contest). In both 
teams, however, expressions of lack of knowledge are addressed quickly by a 
team mate.  
 
The two teams also have differences in their use of utterances coded for Meaning. 
Result 13: Utterances coded for Meaning: Disregard are used exclusively by the 
low-performance team 
Result 14: Use of Claiming language differs in the high- and low-performance 
teams 
The utterances coded for Meaning reveal two key differences between the studied 
teams. (See Figures 7.5 and 7.6.) The low-performance Green Team had utter-
ances coded for Meaning: Disregard (n=17) while the high-performance Yellow 
Team did not. And even though both teams used utterances that were coded for 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute and Meaning: Claim: Conditional, the low-performance 
Green Team used Claim: Absolute (28.12%) utterances more frequently than 
Claim: Conditional (7.81%) ones whereas the high-performance Yellow Team used 
Claim: Conditional utterances (33.05%) more frequently than Claim: Absolute ones 
(11.01%). This usage pattern was present in both the Product and Contest Epi-
sodes. 
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Figure 7.5. Total Meaning Utterances by Team 
 
Source: Author 
 
Figure 7.6. Meaning Utterances by Team and Uncertainty Type 
 
Source: Author 
 
Because excerpts highlighting the use of utterances coded for Meaning: Disregard 
were featured in an earlier section of this document and were used by only one 
team, they will not be repeated in this section. However, excerpts demonstrating 
the situated use of utterances coded for Meaning: Claim will be highlighted anew; 
this time to contrast not Absolute from Conditional sub-forms of the code but to 
compare the teams’ usage of the forms. 
When utterances of Meaning: Claim: Absolute in the Product Episodes are consid-
ered in close detail, the low- and high-performance teams do tend to use them dif-
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ferently. The low-performance Green Team – which uses utterances coded for 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute more frequently than the high-performance Yellow Team 
– speaks with an unwavering belief in the completeness and desirability of their 
prototype product as this excerpt demonstrates: 
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Yoichi Cause I don't think personally I don't think 
we would be able to you know put the all 
features that at the time of you know 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Yoichi the start of the operation so first of all I think 
we in my mind And I'm happy to discuss 
further but my sense is focus on the re-
search side first So that we would we have 
a better idea 
Action: Plan  
Carrie Focus on the what Information: Seek: Check 
Vera Customer side Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Carrie Customer side Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Yoichi Customers you know customer side, pub-
lisher side but I would like to emphasize is 
you know a pathology expert or whatever 
who might have a greater insight on what 
sort of you know features would help learn-
ing 
Meaning: Clarify: Volunteer 
Vera Yeah exactly Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Yoichi Then then you know that will be the start of 
the actual development of the product 
Action: Plan 
Carrie Yeah I hear you. I think that it’s tough cause 
you have to keep both moving 
Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera Exactly Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Carrie to a certain extent, so what do we need and 
I guess that's why I ask the bigger question 
like what is enough like what’s the bare min-
Action: Align: Disa-
gree/Contrast 
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imum where we feel like we could have 
something to show people cause I think that 
would be powerful as we interview 
Abram I mean I think we already have the bare 
minimum 
Action: Align: Disagree 
Carrie Okay Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Abram You know it's just yeah you know we al-
ready have the bare minimum 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Carrie Oh… Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Abram’s conviction that their product prototype already embodies the minimum vi-
able requirements is enough to quell the team’s questions about the necessary 
feature set. His absolute statement frames the product prototype with certainty; 
that the product needs no amendments.  
Conversely, the high-performance Yellow Team uses Meaning: Claim: Absolute to 
express their unwavering belief in the ongoing uncertainty of their situation. In other 
words, the Yellow Team’s Meaning: Claim: Absolute utterances underscore their 
awareness that their interpretations about the product’s definition could be wrong. 
As this except – the one highlighted in narrative form in the document’s general In-
troduction – reveals:  
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Shahrnaz One thing that one of the early round judges 
gave in the feedback was that they don’t 
think that we’re going to sell that many 
Information: Share: Data 
Seth Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Shahrnaz um and Information: Continue 
Seth There’s always that Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Shahrnaz Right there’s always that there’s always that 
risk, ummm but it I think it totally depends 
on our marketing and 
Meaning: Reconsider 
Seth Yeah Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
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Shahrnaz and and and our go to market strategy, but I 
just I have a hard time seeing that given like 
all the like anecdotal and data we have to 
confirm the market 
Meaning: Compare 
Seth yeah I agree um but we’ll worry about that 
later, right 
Action: Suspend 
Shahrnaz Yeah agreed, ok Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
 
The low- and high-performance teams in this study also use utterances coded for 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional differently. The low-performance Green Team, which 
use utterances coded in this way much less frequently than the high-performance 
Yellow Team, seems to use Meaning: Claim: Conditional as a kind of mitigated 
speech. By looking again at the most recently highlighted Green Team excerpt, an 
example of this mitigated use of Meaning: Claim: Conditional can be found in ac-
tion. 
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Yoichi Cause I don't think personally I don't think 
we would be able to you know put the all 
features that at the time of you know 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional 
Abram Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Yoichi the start of the operation so first of all I think 
we in my mind And I'm happy to discuss 
further but my sense is focus on the re-
search side first So that we would we have 
a better idea 
Action: Plan  
Carrie Focus on the what Information: Seek: Check 
Vera Customer side Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Carrie Customer side Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Yoichi Customers you know customer side, pub-
lisher side but I would like to emphasize is 
you know a pathology expert or whatever 
Meaning: Clarify: Volunteer 
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who might have a greater insight on what 
sort of you know features would help learn-
ing 
Vera Yeah exactly Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Yoichi Then then you know that will be the start of 
the actual development of the product 
Action: Plan 
Carrie Yeah I hear you. I think that it’s tough cause 
you have to keep both moving 
Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Vera Exactly Action: Align: Agree/Confirm 
Carrie to a certain extent, so what do we need and 
I guess that's why I ask the bigger question 
like what is enough like what’s the bare min-
imum where we feel like we could have 
something to show people cause I think that 
would be powerful as we interview 
Action: Align: Disa-
gree/Contrast 
 
Abram I mean I think we already have the bare 
minimum 
Action: Align: Disagree 
Carrie Okay Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Abram You know it's just yeah you know we al-
ready have the bare minimum 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
Carrie Oh… Action: Align: Acknowledge 
 
Yoichi’s opening of the topic can be seen to function as a hedge; using flexibility as 
a way of avoiding an expected disagreement rather than promoting an exploration 
of a full array of possibilities. Some of Yoichi’s phrases – “I don't think,” “personal-
ly,” and “in my mind” for example – can be considered disclaimers that distance 
him from his assessments and proposals.  
The high-performance Yellow Team, in contrast, uses utterances coded for Mean-
ing; Claim: Conditional in a more expansive way as the following excerpt demon-
strates: 
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Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Seth Um okay so we’re just gonna be there to 
have fun 
Action: Facilitate 
Shahrnaz We’re gonna be there we’re gonna Action: Plan 
Seth Run the demo Action: Plan  
Shahrnaz We’re doing this. People are probably gon-
na ask like we’ll answer some good ques-
tions might get some juices flowing for the 
presentation to anticipate questions 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional 
Seth Yeah I know we’re gonna fall asleep with all 
the other talks 
 
Action: Levity 
Shahrnaz Yeah (laughter) totally Action: Align: Acknowledge 
 
When Shahrnaz uses words such as “probably” and “might” she is signaling flexi-
bility in her understanding of the team’s situation. Her use of this utterance coded 
as Meaning: Claim: Conditional leads to imagined scenarios that she and her team 
mate collaboratively consider. Moreover, their imagined scenario includes the pos-
sibility of collaborative input from unknown others at the event; another dimension 
of unpredictability and uncertainty that is perceived in a positive light. 
 
Utterances coded for Action also reveal several differences between the conversa-
tional profiles of the two teams in this study. 
Result 15: Utterances coded for Action: Influence are used only by the low-
performance team 
Result 16: Utterances coded for Action: Levity are used more frequently by the 
high-performance team 
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Result 17: Utterances coded for Action: Suspend are used only by the high-
performance team 
The low-performance Green Team had utterances coded for Action: Influence 
(n=15) while the high-performance Yellow Team did not. Conversely, the high-
performance Yellow Team had utterances coded for Action: Suspend (n=10), but 
the low-performance Green Team did not. While both teams had utterances that 
were coded for Action: Levity, the high-performance Yellow Team had 23.80% of 
their utterances (n=35) associated with this code compared with 1% for the low-
performance Green Team (n=1). And as an earlier section of this document stated: 
all of the utterances coded for Action: Influence occur only within the Product Epi-
sodes. Utterances coded for Action: Suspend, too, are predominately found in the 
Product Episodes. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 highlight these and other features of the two 
teams’ utterances within the Action Aggregate. 
Figure 7.7. Total Action (without Align) Utterances by Team 
 
Source: Author 
 
Because excerpts featuring utterances coded for Action: Influence were examined 
in detail in the previous chapter, they will not be considered again here. However, 
utterances coded for Action: Suspend and Action: Levity have yet to be examined 
in detail. Consequently, they will occupy the focus of this section.  
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Figure 7.8. Total Action (without Align) Utterances by Team and Uncertainty Type 
 
Source: Author 
 
Utterances coded for Action: Suspend and Action: Levity have been part of but not 
the focus of several excerpts in previous sections. The two code forms are both 
present in the following excerpt. When the high-performance Yellow Team is dis-
cussing the need to review their assumptions for the financial part of their business 
plan, Seth suggests that they leave that work for another time.  
Speaker Utterance Code(s) 
Seth We should start fresh; try and ignore what 
we 
Action: Suspend 
Shahrnaz Yeah Action: Align: Agree 
Seth know right now  Action: Plan  
Shahrnaz Yeah Action: Align: Agree 
Seth And then Action: Plan 
Shahrnaz I totally agree Action: Align: Agree 
Seth Yeah okay Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Shahrnaz Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Seth That’s good Action: Affirmation 
Shahrnaz We don’t have to do that by tomorrow 
though 
Action: Levity, Action: Sus-
pend 
Seth No Action: Align: Agree 
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Shahrnaz (laughter) Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Seth We don’t wanna do that by tomorrow Action: Levity 
Shahrnaz Yeah Action: Align: Acknowledge 
Seth Show up tomorrow and be like Yeah we re-
alized last night It’s not gonna work… 
(laughter) 
Action: Levity 
Shahrnaz (laughter) Unfurl the flag. Yeah… Action: Levity 
 
Utterances coded for Action: Suspend are, by their nature, disruptions; a speaker 
is postponing a discussion or performative act until a future time. The disruption of 
suspending a discussion or event however is not limited to the timing or sequence 
of action. As this excerpt reveals, utterances coded for Action: Suspend can disrupt 
the process of meaning making. By postponing their in-depth look at the venture’s 
financial statements, the high-performance Yellow Team is delaying the possible 
integration of new cues into their existing frame; they are temporarily holding on to 
the defining features of their emerging venture while knowing that the data that 
they are postponing might require them to make fundamental changes to it. In es-
sence, Seth and Shahrnaz are agreeing to sustain a liminal state; to deliberately 
maintain a state of uncertainty about the ways in which the financials could impact 
the premise for their venture. Their actions are distinct from denial or avoidance – 
they are aware of the uncertainties that await them in the review of the financials, 
and they are intent upon grappling with them. By choosing to suspend a confronta-
tion with the financial data they are allowing a set of uncertainties to linger while 
they attend to other pressing tasks. 
Utterances coded for Action: Levity present another kind of disruption to the inter-
action. An utterance associated with Levity can move the conversation to an imag-
ined scenario that is disconnected from an expected future situation. When Seth 
posits that the Yellow Team could attend the demo show and say that their venture 
is not going to work rather than participate in the persuasive pitching that will be 
expected of them, he is painting a possible future that borders on the absurd. But 
because utterances coded for Levity are understood by the participants in the con-
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versation to be playful these statements that are disconnected from the team’s real 
actions seem to enhance the shared – and real – work of the team. Utterances 
coded for Action: Levity are often followed by acknowledging laughter and are of-
ten extended over additional turns by the same or both speakers. 
 
Finding Four: Equality of Contributions Differ between the High- and Low-
performance Team in this Study 
Result 18: Contributions of words, questions, and language forms are more evenly 
shared between members of the high-performance team 
As Figure 7.9 shows, the individual members of low-performance Green Team 
contributed a very different number of words to their conversations. In contrast, the 
high-performance Yellow Team’s members contributed nearly equal numbers of 
words to their conversations. The number of utterances by team member is not 
highlighted in these findings; the two-person team by its nature would be expected 
to have a very similar number of utterances whereas the four-person team would 
not. 
Figure 7.9. Proportion of Word Count by Team Member 
 
Source: Author 
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Figure 7.10. Proportion of Word Count by Team Member and Episode Type 
 
Source: Author 
 
 
An examination of the individual participation levels within the Contest and Product 
Episodes also show different patterns between the two teams. (See Figure 7.10.) 
The high-performance Yellow Team is balanced in terms of individual word contri-
butions in both Episode types; Seth contributes 1,576 words to Shahrnaz’s 1,426 
words in the Contest Episodes and 638 to her 861 in the Product Episodes. How-
ever, less equal levels of participation exist in the low-performance Green Team. In 
their conversations related to the Contest, Abram contributes 522 words while Car-
rie contributes 1,592. However, in the conversations related to the Product Abram 
speaks 5,392 words, and Carrie speaks 1,818. Their team mates, by comparison, 
speak very little: Yoichi with 211 and 1,172 words and Vera with 309 and 894 
words in the Contest and Product Episodes respectively.  
Dissimilar patterns between the two teams also were found in terms of their use of 
utterances coded for direct Questions. (See Figure 7.11.) While the two teams 
used nearly the same proportion of utterances coded for Questions – approximate-
ly 12% for the high-performance Yellow Team and14% for the low-performance 
Green Team – the use of these utterances varied at the speaker level of analysis. 
Utterances coded for Questions were contributed in nearly equal measure by the 
high-performance Yellow Team. Seth asked 19 questions, and Shahrnaz asked 17. 
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However, utterances coded for Questions were used in an unbalanced manner by 
the low-performance Green Team, with Abram contributing 9 utterances, Yoichi 5, 
Carrie 21, and Vera 24. 
Figure 7.11. Distribution of Utterances Coded for Direct Questions by Team Member 
 
Source: Author 
Figure 7.12. Distribution of Utterances Coded for Information, Meaning, and Action by 
Teams and Member 
 
Source: Author 
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Individual team members also tend to play different roles in the collaborative 
sensemaking of each team. (See Figure 7.12.) In the high-performance Yellow 
Team, for example, the sensemaking tasks of Information exchange, Meaning 
ascription, and Action taking are shared almost equally by the two team mates. 
However, in the low-performance Green Team, the responsbility for Information 
exchange and Meaning making are mostly assumed by Abram. Action-related 
tasks also are dominated by Abram but to a lesser exent. 
 
Discussion Related to the Third Research Question 
The third question considered by this research– identifying the verbal sensemaking 
patterns based on team performance level – has generated two findings. In this 
brief discussion section these two findings will be considered through the lenses of 
relevant literatures.  
 
The general observation that the low-performance Green Team uses more utter-
ances coded for Information than the high-performance Yellow Team might reveal 
the teams’ learning approaches. The low-performing Green Team’s reliance on In-
formation could suggest that they view their work as a technical learning challenge 
– one that requires more, better, or faster access to information (Heifetz, 1994). A 
team that would see their work as an adaptive learning challenge, as Heifetz would 
call it – a challenge that requires a team to know differently rather than know more 
– might demonstrate less emphasis on Information, which is the case for the high-
performance team. The possibility that the high-performance team is approaching 
their work as an adaptive challenge seems even more likely when the utterances 
coded for Meaning are unpacked. Even though the usage of utterances coded at 
the Aggregate level for Meaning seems nearly the same between the two teams, 
the Primary code patterns of usage are different. The more frequent use of Mean-
ing: Clarify: Check and Information: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge by the high-
performance Yellow Team may signal the team’s willingness to consider an array 
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of interpretations of information; their ability to view their work as an adaptive chal-
lenge by attending to various ways of understanding their situation.   
 
The high-performance Yellow Team’s use of Meaning: Clarify: Check and Infor-
mation: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge also suggest an ability to maintain a healthy 
attitude of self-doubt, a sensemaking attribute associated with more resilient teams 
(Weick, 1993). Conversely, the low-performance team’s use of Information: Share: 
Vision and Action: Influence might suggest a limited ability to maintain such an atti-
tude.  
 
Other traits of resilient teams posited by Weick are heedful relating and virtual role 
systems. A lack of heedful relating might be captured in the low-performance 
team’s use of Meaning: Disregard or even Action: Influence and by the uneven 
contributions of words spoken by individual team members. In contrast, the more 
balanced number of words spoken by the high-performance team might suggest a 
more heedful interaction. Although balanced word counts among team members 
are no guarantee of a shared mental model, a team that has balanced participation 
may be more likely to have a common understanding of the organization, its inter-
nal roles, and its environment. Similarly a team such as the Yellow Team that 
evenly shares the sensemaking responsibilities for Information exchange, Meaning 
ascription, and Action taking might be prepared to enact a virtual role system better 
than a team that does not.   
The disparity between the teams’ use of Meaning: Claim: Absolute and Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional could offer additional insights into the teams’ dispositions. The 
low-performance Green Team’s more frequent use of utterances coded for Mean-
ing: Claim: Absolute over Meaning: Claim: Conditional indicates a fixed way of 
thinking about the product and its development. The use of these utterance types – 
along with the low-performance team’s exclusive use of utterances coded for In-
formation: Share: Brainstorm, Information: Share: Vision, Action: Disregard, and 
Action: Influence – suggests an inflexible stance, especially toward the product and 
its development. By comparison, the high-performance Yellow Team’s more fre-
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quent use of Meaning: Claim: Conditional over Meaning: Claim: Absolute suggests 
a more flexible approach. In fact the high-performance Yellow Team’s willingness 
to work in a provisional state of knowing as indicated by their use of Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional could indicate the team’s aptitude for resilience through improv-
isation and bricolage (Weick, 1993). 
The flexibility of the high-performance Yellow Team’s approach to their work might 
be underscored by their use of utterances coded for Action: Levity and Action: 
Suspend. Utterances of Action: Levity present imagined future states that offer an 
alternative, if extremely unlikely, path forward. Utterances that move to Action: 
Suspend hold a topic or course of action in an unresolved state. Choosing to inter-
rupt and return to a matter rather than dispense with it immediately requires an 
ability to function productively in the near-term while retaining multiple possibilities 
for the longer-term.  
Holding multiple possibilities or perspectives in mind simultaneously might be a 
precursor for reflective dialogue, and the teams’ levels of agility might be related to 
their capacity for it. To reflect, an individual or a team must be willing and able to 
reconsider assumptions and try on alternative ways of understanding what they’re 
doing, how they are doing it, and why they are doing it. The low-performance 
Green Team’s relatively inflexible stance may be incompatible with reflective prac-
tice; inhibiting their ability to re-conceptualize their minimum viable product based 
on feedback, for example. Conversely, the high-performance Yellow Team’s more 
flexible stance might enable them to reconsider their assumptions and range of ac-
tions more fluidly; might permit them to discard assumptions or product features 
that have not been confirmed fully.  
In short, evidence related to the third Research Question suggests that the use of 
language differed between the high- and low-performance team in this study. The 
findings from all three Research Questions will be synthesized and interpreted in 
the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT: GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter explores the major themes that have emerged from this research. 
One principal theme is that the two studied teams’ verbal interactions can be inter-
preted as a demonstration of collaborative sensemaking. As such, this research 
provides a rare set of empirical evidence for the Creative Model of entrepreneurial 
opportunity; for the design thinking aspects of effectuation in action. Three other 
notable themes include the relationships between levels of success and mindful-
ness, resilience, and transformative learning through reflection. While these 
themes were built on the micro-analysis of the data, a cursory consideration of al-
ternative approaches to data analysis and their possible results are described. 
Each of the aforementioned themes will be unpacked after a review of the four ma-
jor findings and a brief discussion about the connections between language mark-
ers and success that were suggested by this study.  
 
Review of the Findings 
This investigation yielded a rich set of eighteen observable results leading to four 
key findings:  
 
1. These entrepreneurial innovation teams are sensemaking. 
2. These teams have a bi-modal approach to sensemaking based on uncer-
tainty type (Product or Contest). 
3. The use of flexible (or inflexible) language forms differentiate the high- and 
low-performance teams in this study.  
4. Equality of contributions differentiate the high- and low-performance teams 
in this study. 
 
These findings and their associated language forms offer insights into the role of 
intra-team conversations in the work of entrepreneurial innovation teams. Chief 
among them is the concept of conversational competencies as they relate to entre-
preneurial innovation.  
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Conversational Competencies 
Because some of the workplace interaction studies have emphasized the presence 
of specific words regardless of context, they cannot be directly compared with the 
findings from this research project. For example, even though some of the studies 
of cockpit crews have shown a relationship between the frequent use of the first-
person plural (i.e. the word “we”) and team success, this finding has no direct over-
lay for this context-sensitive investigation. However, other language indicators from 
the existing workplace interaction literature can be compared with the findings from 
this research project.  
 
As mentioned earlier in this thesis, researchers (Fischer et al., 2007; J. B. Sexton & 
Helmreich, 2003) have found that high-performance teams tend to: volunteer in-
formation and assistance, offer support and praise for each other, focus discus-
sions on immediate work-related matters, and frame statements in provisional 
forms. Each of these conversational behaviors can be associated with the codes 
employed by this project:  
 
 Voluntary contributions of helpful information would have been coded as 
Meaning: Clarify: Volunteer; 
 Open expressions of support would have been coded as Action: Affirmation; 
 Orienting suggestions for the meetings would have been coded as Action: 
Facilitate and Action: Suspend; 
 “Discrepancy” framing (e.g. the use of would, could) would have been coded 
as Meaning: Claim: Conditional. 
 
While the high-performance Yellow Team used proportionally more utterances 
coded for Action: Affirmation, Action: Facilitate and Action: Suspend, and Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional as the literature would suggest, the low-performance Green 
Team used proportionally more utterances coded for Meaning: Clarify: Volunteer. It 
could be that the high-performance team’s more frequent use of Information: Seek: 
Check and Information: Reveal: Lack of Knowledge offset the opportunity for 
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speakers to contribute statements that specifically demonstrated anticipatory help 
giving. Alternatively, it could be that other conversational dynamics associated with 
the low-performance team minimized the impact of their ability to offer anticipatory 
assistance to each other. Or it could be that the type of uncertainty faced by the 
teams in this study was qualitatively different in a meaningful way from the uncer-
tainty faced by other action teams such as cockpit crews. 
 
While this study’s results support the three other noted language markers from the 
workplace interaction literature, the most pronounced marker, present in the litera-
ture and this research, would be the frequent use of utterances coded for Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional (as opposed to Meaning: Claim: Absolute) by the high-
performance Yellow Team. Other notable markers emerging from this research in-
clude:  
 
 The high-performance team uses a greater proportion of utterances coded 
for Action: Levity, Meaning; Reconsider, Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge, and Information: Seek: Check; 
 The high-performance team exclusively uses utterances coded for Action: 
Suspend; 
 The low-performance team uses a greater proportion of Meaning: Claim: 
Absolute compared to their use of Meaning: Claim: Conditional and com-
pared to the high-performance team’s use of Meaning: Claim: Absolute; 
 The low-performance team exclusively uses Information: Share: Brainstorm, 
Information: Share: Vision, Meaning: Disregard, and Action: Influence. 
 
Beyond the workplace interaction literature, the entrepreneurship literature has 
posited theory about the verbal questioning behaviors of innovative entrepreneurs. 
Specifically, the literature has said that highly successful entrepreneurs have a 
“propensity to frequently ask questions, particularly those that challenge the status 
quo and ask ‘what if’ about the future” (Dyer et al., 2008, p. 322). In this study, 
however, it is the low-performance Green Team that devotes a slightly higher per-
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centage of utterances to questions, and none of the questions spoken by either 
team attempts to challenge conventional wisdom. Rather, the teams in this study 
use questions to gather or clarify information or to seek opinions. They ask ques-
tions in the service of comprehension without disruption. 
 
When considered as a set, the use of utterances associated with all of these codes 
suggests that entrepreneurial innovation is an act of collaborative sensemaking. 
The usage patterns also indicate that mindful behaviors, resilience traits, and re-
flective dialogue seem to be primarily associated with higher-performing, innovative 
entrepreneurial teams.  
 
Entrepreneurial Innovation and the Language of Sensemaking 
Regardless of performance level, the teams studied in this research were actively 
negotiating the uncertainties of their situations through their conversations. Their 
observable language revealed that they were sensemaking; they were exchanging 
information, ascribing meaning, and taking action. Moreover, through their collabo-
rative sensemaking efforts, the teams were co-creating products and markets – 
what some might call opportunities – with each other and with stakeholders in the 
ecosystem. 
 
The uncertainties that the teams in this study were grappling with were twofold: 
their fate in a lean startup competition and the viability of their emerging product. 
The observable language used by the teams differed based on uncertainty type. 
The Contest Episodes were mostly oriented toward the use of language coded for 
Action whereas the Product Episodes were mostly oriented toward the use of lan-
guage coded for Information, for example. But regardless of the exact details of the 
language patterns used – and what those usage patterns might mean – the docu-
mented patterns are located at the critical nexus between the intra-personal world 
of the entrepreneur(s) and the impersonal world of economics or a particular indus-
try or market. Consequently, this encapsulation of the teams’ observable sense-
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making activities presents an opportunity to probe entrepreneurial innovation as a 
creative process of design (Sarasvathy, 2004b).  
 
To design goals and products well, an entrepreneurial team must make their inter-
nal and external worlds “resemble each other in useful ways” (Sarasvathy, 2004b). 
This, in fact, seems to be the quest of the teams in this study, especially when they 
are attempting to align product vision with market feedback. As described in Chap-
ter Seven, the two teams tended to have different conversational approaches to 
such challenges. The low-performance Green Team often employed language 
forms (e.g. Information: Share: Vision, Information: Share: Brainstorm, Action: In-
fluence, etc.) that inhibited changes to the initial product concept, and the high-
performance Yellow Team often used forms (e.g. Action: Suspend, Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional, etc.) that promoted the possibility of product evolution. In other 
words, the low-performance team seemed to want the external world to resemble 
and affirm their internal world whereas the high-performance team seemed willing 
to alter their internal world to resemble the external world. Although this is only a 
single comparative case, the results of this study imply that one productive way to 
pair the inner and outer worlds of entrepreneurial innovation teams could emerge 
though the use of flexible language forms in intra-team conversations.  
 
In essence, even though the existing effectuation literature indicates that entrepre-
neurial innovation teams will receive sought-after and unbidden feedback, it doesn't 
address how teams will grapple with this feedback. It says little about the ways 
teams process the information and insights that they gather; how they transform 
disruptions and contingencies into progress. This thesis has offered some observa-
tions about the conversational mechanisms that foster entrepreneurial effectuation. 
 
Mindful Approaches to Entrepreneurial Innovation and the Language of Con-
ditionality  
Confidence, sometimes over-confidence, is an attribute often associated with en-
trepreneurial competence (Hayward et al., 2010). Consequently, asserting that the 
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success of high-performance teams hinges on their use of provisional language 
forms might seem strange. However, if conditional framing can capture the array of 
possible meanings that can emerge when working in a dynamic, uncertain context 
then such framing might be the most accurate – and most success-enabling – way 
of speaking about an entrepreneurial innovation activity. In other words, teams that 
use conditional language are not necessarily lacking confidence or decisiveness; 
their work environment is confusing, and they are communicating their awareness 
of that fact. People who can maintain a working awareness of "the complexities, 
nuances, and uncertainties around them are likely to do a better job of navigating 
through them" (Badaracco, 2002, pp. 48-49).  
 
While conditionality in the true grammatical sense would be restricted to sentences 
with verb forms such as might and could, utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: 
Conditional in this study include all expressions that imply multiple possibilities and 
flexible futures. (Utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: Absolute express more 
fixed or inflexible ways of knowing.) The comparison of the two teams’ use of 
Meaning: Claim: Conditional and Meaning: Claim: Absolute are almost mirror im-
ages of each other: Meaning: Claim: Conditional and Meaning: Claim: Absolute ac-
counted for 33% and 11% of the high-performance Yellow Team’s utterances cod-
ed for Meaning and 8% and 28% of the low-performance Green Team’s. Further-
more, the high-performance Yellow Team occasionally used Meaning: Claim: Ab-
solute to proclaim their fixed belief about the changeable nature of their situation. 
This particular feature of the studied teams’ interactions might indicate an im-
portant relationship between ways of knowing and eventual success. 
 
The use of conditional framing suggests a mindful approach to entrepreneurial in-
novation. Mindful behaviors – actively noticing and interpreting new or disruptive 
data while maintaining awareness of multiple perspectives and possibilities 
(Langer, 1989a, 1997)  – may be an asset to teams functioning in uncertain envi-
ronments (Krieger, 2005; Weick et al., 1999; Wilson, 2007) such as entrepreneur-
ship. Researchers have shown specifically that the use of conditional language can 
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enhance creativity (Langer & Piper, 1987) by helping people maintain an aware-
ness of their imperfect and incomplete knowledge. The use of the conditional may 
enable people to “concentrate on finding the right ways to eventually get sound, 
workable answers" while more absolute language might encourage people to con-
tinue “hunting confidently for the right answer” (Badaracco, 2002, p. 142).  
 
While Meaning: Claim: Conditional is the most directly connected code to the con-
ditional tense that has been explored in the mindfulness literature, additional codes 
in this study indicate flexible ways of knowing and may be expressions of mindful 
behaviors. Utterances coded for Action: Suspend and Action: Levity, for example, 
both imply a capacity for agility. When using utterances coded for Action: Suspend, 
a team demonstrates their ability to postpone a conversation that needs deeper 
consideration than they can afford in the present moment. Suspension also 
demonstrates their ability to acknowledge and “access their ignorance” 
(Lambrechts, Bouwen, Grieten, Huybrechts, & Schein, 2011; Schein, 2009, p. 
100); to make time to reconsider what they think they know. Moreover, simply be-
ing able to have the dual perspectives of the now and the future indicates a mindful 
stance. Similarly, the use of Action: Levity signals a team’s ability to hold multiple 
perspectives, albeit an absurd perspective manufactured for the purpose of humor.   
 
These flexible ways of knowing as observed in the teams’ conversations seem 
aligned with the language associated with design thinking. CA research with prod-
uct design teams has shown that product features arise, not from explicit pro-
posals, but from assertions about “the way the world is”; claims about “what people 
will think, will know, can accept, will expect, will be frustrated by, or will be aware 
of” (Matthews & Heinemann, 2012, pp. 665-666). The existing design thinking re-
search does not distinguish between types of claims (conditional or absolute asser-
tions); nor does it explore possible relationships between verbal claim making and 
team success. However, it does posit that product innovations emerge from claims 
about the defining characteristics of the market; from team members’ diverse per-
spectives about the nature of their situation.   
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In contrast with mindful behaviors that demonstrate a willingness to grapple with 
multiple perspectives and maintain a continuously interpretive orientation, mindless 
behaviors are marked by an overuse of existing categories to define experiences 
and information. When team members are acting mindlessly they are prone to 
dismiss new information that would disrupt existing frames of explanation. Conse-
quently, they are likely to make premature cognitive commitments; to resist the 
creation of new categories that could accommodate all of the relevant, if discord-
ant, information that they have (Langer, 1992).  
 
In this study, utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: Absolute indicate fixed ways of 
understanding; less flexible ways of knowing than would be signaled with Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional. Other codes that could signal inflexible perspectives include 
Information: Share: Vision and Action: Influence. These inflexible code types were 
associated exclusively with the low-performance Green Team. Utterances coded 
for Information: Share: Vision or Action: Influence impose a language of certainty 
onto an uncertain situation. These verbal choices may have dulled the low-
performance Green Team’s awareness of alternative options thereby diminishing 
their pivoting agility – and their chances for success.  
 
In summary, mindful practices -- demonstrated through verbal expressions of flexi-
bility – may be an asset to entrepreneurial innovation teams. Based on the findings 
from this research and from the literature, mindfulness may help entrepreneurial 
innovation teams more accurately describe their situations, envision possible fu-
tures, and avoid premature cognitive commitments. 
 
Entrepreneurial Innovation teams are Sensemaking – and High-Performance 
Teams are Resilient 
Like mindfulness, sensemaking is an interpretive process. Teams become aware 
of sensemaking endeavors in uncertain situations; in circumstances in which envi-
ronmental cues do not fit into existing frames of meaning and new, sometimes 
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temporary, meanings must be established (Weick, 1995). Even though sensemak-
ing has been associated with entrepreneurship (Barton, 2010; Cornelissen, 2012) 
few, if any, previous studies have examined the detailed sensemaking practices of 
entrepreneurial innovation teams in action.  
 
Because sensemaking is a social process it is, at least in part, a verbal process. To 
study the observable sensemaking language of entrepreneurial teams at work, this 
study built a set of nested codes; 26 primary codes including sub-forms derived 
from a grounded process and 3 aggregate codes imported from literature (Thomas 
et al., 1993). The three imported sensemaking codes (Information, Meaning, and 
Action) were able to accommodate the lower-level codes representing the diversity 
of utterances used by the entrepreneurial innovation teams in this study. This re-
search approach revealed the verbal sensemaking patterns of these entrepreneur-
ial innovation teams at work. 
 
As was reported in Chapter Five, the general pattern of sensemaking language for 
these teams was comprised of 43% Information, 32% Meaning, and 25% Action 
utterances. Perhaps more importantly, the patterns of the low- and high-
performance teams differed from each other’s. The low-ranking team’s pattern 
consisted of 33% Information, 44% Meaning, and 23% Action, and the top-ranking 
team’s pattern consisted of 12% Information, 39% Meaning, and 49% Action. Giv-
en the exploratory nature of this research, any conclusions from these patterns 
must be tentatively drawn. Nevertheless, while the usage patterns for Information 
and Meaning seem to vary widely, Meaning appears to be a steadily used verbal 
sensemaking structure. This consistent presence of meaning-making in the con-
versations of entrepreneurial innovation teams could be evidence of Shane’s as-
sertion that “people do not discover opportunities through search [for information], 
but through recognition of the value of new information they happen to receive 
through other means” (Sarasvathy, Dew, & Ventresca, 2009, p. 271). If so, the 
identification of the importance of meaning-making to entrepreneurial innovation 
teams could redirect scholarly attention away from studies of information availabil-
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ity or speed of access and toward issues of entrepreneurial team learning. Such 
efforts could lend support to the theory of effectuation and the Creative Model of 
entrepreneurial innovation.   
  
The more granular patterns of observable sensemaking language found by looking 
at the primary codes lends empirical support to Weick’s theory of resilience (Weick, 
1993). (See Figure 8.1.) In Weick’s model teams whose interactions embody sev-
eral key sensemaking behaviors – improvisation and bricolage, heedful relating, 
attitudes of wisdom and doubt, and virtual role systems – tend to be more resilient 
and ultimately more successful. As described in Chapter Two, a variety of lan-
guage features from the literature can be associated with resilience and with the 
primary codes of this study. For example, the creativity related to improvisation and 
bricolage has been said to include conversational attributes such as help giving, 
help seeking (Hargadon & Bechky, 2006), and conditional language use (Langer, 
1992, 2002). These conversational practices when observed in the teams’ 
conversations overlap with the study’s codes (e.g.Information: Seek: Clarify would 
be a help-giving utterance).    
Figure 8.1. Literature-based Associations between Language Forms and Resilience in Con-
junction with this Study’s Codes 
 
Source: Author 
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The resilience trait of virtual role systems is also revealed in conversation. Howev-
er, unlike the other three traits virtual role systems are not associated with a partic-
ular utterance type, but in the balance of the usage of types. Chapter Seven of-
fered these observations about the studied teams:   
 
 The high-performance team displays a balanced use of verbal sensemaking 
registers by all a team members; sensemaking tasks are shared. 
 The low-performance team displays an unbalanced use of verbal sense-
making registers by all a team members; sensemaking tasks are owned 
primarily by one person. 
 
The parity of team member participation suggests the possibility of a more fully de-
veloped virtual role system. Moreover, Chapter Seven also reported that the word-
counts of the team members in the high-performance team were more balanced 
than those of the low-performance team. The more balanced participation levels 
suggest greater team member engagement and might indicate better shared 
awareness of the roles and responsibilities of the high-performance team as a 
whole.  
 
When the constellation of resilience-oriented findings based on the literature is 
considered in conjunction with hallmarks of the language use of the two studied 
teams, Weick’s assertion becomes more solidly supported by this research. (See 
Figures 8.2, 8.3, 8.4.) The high-performance team’s conversations included fre-
quent use of utterances coded in ways associated with the enhancement of resili-
ence in each of the four categories -- Improvisation, Attitudes of Wisdom and 
Doubt, Heedful Relating, and Virtual Role Systems. They also exclusively used ut-
terances coded for Action: Suspend; a code type connected to support for Heedful 
Relating. The low-performance team’s conversations had different contours. Their 
interactions included frequent use of utterances coded in ways that could hinder 
the traits associated with resilience. For example, they exclusively used several 
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language forms -- Information: Share: Brainstorm, Information: Share: Vision, 
Meaning: Disregard, and Action: Influence – that seemed to work against their abil-
ity to establish behaviors and routines related to Improvisation, Attitudes of Wis-
dom and Doubt, and Heedful Relating.  
 
Figure 8.2. Positive and Negative Impact of Utterances on Improvisation by Team Usage 
 
Source: Author 
 
Figure 8.3. Positive and Negative Impact of Utterances on Attitudes of Wisdom and Doubt 
by Team Usage 
 
Source: Author 
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Figure 8.4. Positive and Negative Impact of Utterances on Heedful Relating by Team Us-
age 
 
Source: Author 
 
In short, the observable sensemaking language of the teams in this study supports 
Weick’s concept of resilience and performance. In Weick’s model, teams that prac-
tice the four traits associated with resilience tend to be more successful. The high 
performance Yellow Team tended to language forms that could be easily associat-
ed with the productive enactment of Weick’s four traits whereas the low-
performance Green Team tended to use language that may have hindered their 
ability to actualize the traits of resilience in their entrepreneurial innovation work. 
 
 
Entrepreneurial innovation is an Adaptive Learning Challenge Enabled by 
Reflective Dialogue  
The context for this study is a university sponsored lean startup competition. Peda-
gogically, the competition in general can be understood as an experiential learning 
platform (Kolb, 1984). Student contestants are expected to learn by doing. That 
constructivist learning disposition is enhanced by the lean startup orientation of this 
contest which implies an iterative learning process is embedded in the experiential 
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activities of the teams. The notion of “validated learning” – an iterative cycle of 
building a prototype, measuring customer use(s) of the prototype, and adapting the 
prototype based on insights gained from the experiment with the customer – is a 
fundamental part of the lean startup approach to entrepreneurial innovation and 
drives a team’s “pivot or persevere” conversations (Reis, 2011). While those intra-
team conversations might begin with data from experiments with customers and 
conclude with an amended prototype (and eventually version 1.0 of a product), the 
collaborative process behind this sensemaking transformation – the process that 
includes information, meaning, and action – has not been well articulated. (In fact, 
some researchers say that the process issues around entrepreneurship in general 
remain under-investigated and poorly understood (Moroz & Hindle, 2012).) 
 
Conversations about the viability of an emerging minimum product can be difficult 
for teams to have (Reis, 2011). They are interpretive conversations that require 
team members to examine their theories in use; something that is typically very dif-
ficult (Argyris, 1976). Such conversations can raise issues about what has hap-
pened in their customer experiments, how the team members feel about changing 
the product, and who the team members would be if their product and venture 
were to change (Stone, Bruce, & Heen, 1999). They are compressed interactions 
that require teams to employ the informational, social, and identity functions of lan-
guage (Cazden, 1988) while figuring out the next steps for their product and ven-
ture. Given that these “pivot or persevere” conversations (Reis, 2011) require team 
members to review the data they have, examine the assumptions they hold, and 
project plausible scenarios onto their shared futures, these conversations can be 
considered reflective dialogues (Jacobs & Heracleous, 2005; Schön, 1983).  
 
While no code for reflection was specifically crafted in the analysis of the conversa-
tional data from the two teams in this study, some of the codes do lend themselves 
to describing reflective practice. Codes such as Meaning: Claim: Conditional, 
Meaning: Reconsider, Meaning: Clarify: Check, Action: Suspend, and Action: Levi-
ty, for example, all suggest a speaker’s ability to consider what they are doing 
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(content), how they are doing it (process), and why they are doing it at all or in a 
given way (premise) (Mezirow, 2000). Utterances associated with each of these 
code types tended to be used more frequently by the high-performance Yellow 
Team in this study. Conversely, utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: Absolute 
could be considered a less-reflective language form; it was used most frequently 
by the low-performance Green Team.  
 
Perhaps the high-performance Yellow Team’s success is, at least in part, attributa-
ble to their reflective practice. If so, it would be consistent with the advice given by 
the key note speakers at the contest’s Finale event. As described in Chapter Four, 
both Craig Newmark and Paul Sagan emphasized the value of reflection to entre-
preneurial success. Their over-lapping messages about the importance of ques-
tioning yourself and your assumptions encouraged aspiring entrepreneurs to en-
gage in reflection in their work. It also would be consistent with the premise of ex-
periential learning; “learning by doing” includes learning by thinking about your 
work (Di Stefano, Gino, Pisano, & Staats, 2014). And it would echo the research on 
the connection between adaptive reframing and creative teamwork (Hargadon & 
Bechky, 2006). 
 
By using more language forms related to reflection than the low-performance 
Green Team, the high-performance Yellow Team might have created conditions 
that enabled them to engage in transformative learning (Kegan, 2000; Mezirow, 
2000). For example, the high-performance Yellow Team’s use of utterances coded 
for Meaning: Claim: Conditional, Meaning; Reconsider, Information: Reveal: Lack 
of Knowledge, and Information: Seek: Check might help them know their situation 
differently – at least the team’s use of these language forms suggests a willingness 
to know differently. Conversely, the low-performance Green Team’s reliance on 
utterances coded for Information in general suggests that they were aiming to 
know more; that they were seeing their challenges as technical ones rather than 
adaptive ones (Heifetz, 1994). Plus their use of utterances coded for Meaning: Dis-
regard, and Action: Influence suggest that they wanted to affirm rather than trans-
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form their existing meanings and assumptions; they sought validation not for 
changes that would improve the product but for reasons to keep it unchanged.  
 
Two excerpts from the teams’ conversations might help illustrate their different ap-
proaches to amending their prototypes; to reflecting and pivoting. When the high-
performance Yellow Team articulates a gap between their expectations and the 
feedback from the ecosystem, they are comparing two pieces of conflicting market 
data. It is Shahrnaz who says in an excerpt cited many times in earlier chapters:  
  
One thing that one of the early round judges gave in the feedback 
was that they don’t think that we’re going to sell that many…. but I 
just I have a hard time seeing that given like all the like anecdotal 
and data we have to confirm the market…  
 
In this utterance she is reflecting on two different pieces of feedback and what they 
might mean for the team’s emerging product. She is not dismissing either piece of 
feedback nor is she directly defending an existing vision. She appears to be ex-
pressing her realization that the team might need to invent a new way of under-
standing their product in order to accommodate these different points of view – or 
at least that they need more data to inform their emerging interpretation of the da-
ta. The low-performance Green Team, however, never seems to hold different 
pieces of feedback in juxtaposition with each other; they contrast feedback from 
the ecosystem with their original vision. The following excerpt – an exchange that 
was not included in the data for micro-analysis because one of the team members 
had just left the conversation – illustrates this point: 
 
When referring to their original market segment choice (that of de-
velopmentally-challenged children) Carrie proclaims, “It’s just too 
hard… I think the better strategy is to go in the reverse direction.” 
Abram in a voice that sounds disappointed and frustrated concurs, 
“Yeah... I talked to a couple of other parents with children. And I 
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had this same – similar – conversation.  And after our conversation 
with uh Emma I was just like kinda frustrated because I’m like what 
what the F…Like why do I keep having this problem…” 
 
Even though there have been no expressions of validation from the ecosystem in-
dicating that going “in the reverse direction” will improve their chances of success, 
Carrie (and then Abram) seems to recognize that the team’s initial approach has 
not worked. She comes to that conclusion, however, because “it is too hard” – the 
feedback that they have been getting is consistently at odds with the product vi-
sion. Abram underscores this reasoning; his interactions with the ecosystem have 
not produced voices of approval for the product. The Green Team is not comparing 
divergent perspectives from the ecosystem – in fact the market feedback seems to 
have been rather consistent. The team is comparing the feedback to their vision.  
 
It may be warranted to note that Shahrnaz is a user innovator (Luthje, Herstatt, & 
Von Hippel, 2002; Von Hippel, 2005); a likely customer for the team’s emerging 
product. Because she is part of the team’s target market she may have special 
knowledge about the needs and preferences of prospective customers. As such, 
her vision for the product might be fused with the feedback from other prospective 
customers. Thus her comparison between feedback from the market and from their 
advisor may be a veiled comparison between her vision and the advisor’s advice. 
However, neither she nor Seth dismisses the feedback from the advisor or instantly 
chooses one piece of feedback over the other.  
 
Even if Shahrnaz has a special affinity with prospective customers because of her 
user-innovator status, the high-performance Yellow Team still appears to be more 
capable of separating the language of content from the language of identity 
(Cazden, 1988) in their innovation conversations. The low-performance Green 
Team, however, seems to have fused the two, or at least to have coupled them 
more closely. Research in other settings – especially evaluative settings such as 
classrooms – has shown that individuals are perceived as less capable if they dis-
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connect from the language register in use; sharing personal stories in response to 
a request for content, for example (Cazden, 1988). And as described in Chapter 
Three’s ethnographic portrayal of the Finale event, knowingly (and playfully) break-
ing the rules of discourse can be interpreted as a sign of competence. These ex-
cerpts suggest a possible performance benefit from a user-innovator’s ability to 
clearly separate the content, social, and identity functions of language. 
 
These small excerpts are important for another reason: the meanings the speakers 
seem to assign to the problem of conflicting feedback reveals something about the 
theory of entrepreneurship that informs their work. When reflecting on his experi-
ences, Abram seems to define their situation as a problem of his effectiveness; he 
should be able to inspire prospective customers to desire the product as he envi-
sions it. In his view it seems as if there is a fixed product and a fixed market voice, 
and there is either a fit or not between the two. Shahrnaz, however, seems to de-
fine her team’s situation as a puzzle. Perhaps the puzzle can be solved with more 
information or a different interpretation of information, but she seems to see their 
challenge as something that is emergent and co-created with input from the rele-
vant stakeholders. It could be said that Abram and the low-performance Green 
Team might be using more of a causal approach to their work while Shahrnaz and 
the high-performance Yellow Team might be using more of an effectual one. In 
other words, the high-performance team seems to be understanding the prob-
lem(s) and developing the solution(s) simultaneously; enacting a fundamental con-
cept of design thinking (Dorst & Cross, 2001; Goldschmidt & Rodgers, 2013).  
 
Reflective dialogue and the learning that it precipitates seem to be evident in the 
coded utterances of the studied teams. Moreover, codes types with greater reflec-
tive capacity are found in the high-performance Yellow Team’s conversations 
whereas code types with less reflective capacity are found in the low-performance 
Green Team’s. However, it is important to note that content-informed observations 
of the teams’ interactions are a step beyond the boundaries of this research as it 
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was designed. They and other alternative means for analyzing the recorded data 
will be discussed in the next section.  
 
Alternative Approaches to Analysis and Interpretation  
The paired approaches of Conversation Analysis and ethnography were selected 
for this research because they could attend to the verbal, inter-personal, and situ-
ated nature of entrepreneurial innovation. However, other methods of analysis 
could have been applied to the collected data. In particular, the analysis could have 
emphasized the sentiments expressed by the speakers rather than the structural 
use of utterances in the context of a conversation, or it could have examined pre-
defined language forms instead of using a grounded approach. A cursory explora-
tion of these alternative approaches suggests that the findings might have been 
similar to those uncovered by the analysis as conducted.  
 
Had the research taken a traditional content analysis approach it would have con-
sidered what speakers talked about (instead of the situated, structural impact of 
their statements.) Although the data was not examined closely in this manner, a 
superficial review of the transcripts with this method in mind reveals a few key ex-
cerpts that underscore the aforementioned themes of mindfulness and resilience 
and their association with the two teams.  
 
The content of the high-performance Yellow Team’s conversations includes state-
ments that express the team’s willingness to remain in an interpretive stance and 
to practice mindfulness. When Seth says, “We should start fresh; try and ignore 
what we know right now…” he is urging the team to notice new things or to create 
new categories of interpretation when they review their assumptions. And in anoth-
er instance, Shahrnaz encourages the team to think orthogonally; sharing a plan to 
talk to companies upstream from their market because “it will be directionally inter-
esting to learn” about their experiences.  
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The content of the high-performance Yellow Team also is rich in statements that 
express heedful relating and the presence of a virtual role system – traits associat-
ed with resilience and success. When Seth jokes, “that’s your job around here…” 
and goes on to talk playfully about his lack of business savvy, he is saluting 
Shahrnaz’s expertise and their complementarity. Similarly, when Seth says, “I think 
that’s a good thing for both of us to work on… I mean that’s more much more up 
your alley, but I think I can add perspective that’s very different than yours…” he is 
expressing an appreciation for Shahrnaz’s contributions and is indicating his 
awareness of their interdependence. He is also offering support of their shared 
goal. Shahrnaz reciprocates the message of support for the team when she says, 
“I can let that dream die…” in reference to an idea she once held but now recog-
nizes as unnecessary for the team’s work. This subordination of individual aspira-
tion in favor of shared success is the hallmark of heedful relating. 
 
A cursory review of the low-performance Green Team’s conversations uncovers 
statements that imply a much less interpretive approach to their work and fewer 
statements that could be associated with resilience. For example, when Abram is 
describing a customer conversation he expresses limited curiosity for the inter-
viewee’s impression of his team’s prototype:  
 
And so we start talking, and you know I’m telling her about the sys-
tem and stuff, and 'oh, you know my oldest boy doesn’t like [activi-
ties supported by the system]; he reads the encyclopedia and dic-
tionary...' Blah blah blah blah. And then like we get further into the 
conversation, and she's like 'oh yeah and I used to make them 
[home-made tools], and they loved them and they still [use] them.' 
And I’m just like in my head I’m like are you listening? I’m like what 
are you talking ab like this is everything I just told you we wanna do, 
but but for her when she saw it, she didn't see that... And it's frus-
trating because that's happened to me several times now. And I'm 
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just like what the what am I not saying right or what you know and 
it’s, yeah. I don't know... 
 
His words suggest that he has little interest in developing a new frame to incorpo-
rate both his vision and the feedback from the customer. He is irritated by instead 
of interested in the gap between his vision and her reaction to it. Even his orienta-
tion to customer interactions implies a rigid expectation; that a singular “right” way 
to say things exists. All of these features found in the content of his language sug-
gest a mindless orientation to the team’s shared work. The same excerpt suggests 
a limited ability to maintain attitudes of wisdom or doubt; he is somewhat dis-
missive of the customer’s feedback (“blah blah blah”) and never expresses an 
overt interest in attempting to understand what she would like in a product.  
 
Had the research hinged on the presence of predefined language forms, it could 
have looked for pronouns or other word types in the transcripts. Although a thor-
ough examination was not conducted in this manner, a superficial review of the 
transcripts using text analysis software (LIWC) suggests that the first person plural 
(e.g. we, our) was used more often by the high-performance team. First person 
plural language forms comprised 4.73% of the high-performance team’s conversa-
tions and 2.49% of the low-performance team’s. This echoes findings about pro-
nouns and performance in the literature (J. B. Sexton & Helmreich, 2003). 
 
Together these themes suggest that there could be conversational competencies 
associated with the success of entrepreneurial innovation teams. Although conclu-
sions from such a small sample size must be drawn with caution, language that is 
related to mindfulness, resilience, and reflection seem to be associated with high-
performance. Because this study sampled the sensemaking language of entrepre-
neurial innovations teams in action all of these conversational competencies are 
related to the teams’ efforts to grapple with uncertainty. The next chapter will build 
upon these language forms and themes to posit a theory about entrepreneurial 
stances toward uncertainty. 
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CHAPTER NINE: AN EMERGING THEORY OF ENTREPRENEURIAL STANCES 
TOWARD UNCERTAINTY 
 
As the previous chapters have reported, language forms that express mindfulness, 
resilience, and reflection are associated with the high-performance Yellow Team in 
this study. These forms of language are united by a questioning of assumptions. 
Mindfulness is a continual process of (re)drawing categories of definition, resilience 
is an exercise in conscious reconsideration of circumstances, and reflection is a 
practice of reinterpreting the content, process, and premise of beliefs and behav-
iors. This chapter attempts to situate the self-questioning nature of these language 
forms within the theoretical models that describe entrepreneurial uncertainty, and 
offers a provisional theory of entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty as they 
relate to performance.  
The current literature on entrepreneurial uncertainty is dominated by two main ide-
as -- effectuation and causation (Read et al., 2009; Sarasvathy, 2001; Sarasvathy 
& Dew, 2005). These theories hinge on concepts of control and prediction, with ef-
fectuation focused on controlling the future and causation focused on predicting it. 
For example, the effectuation-oriented research argues that entrepreneurs 
acknowledge uncertainties and adapt to them by altering their goals or improvising 
(Baker & Nelson, 2005; Sarasvathy, 2001). In contrast, research with a causal ori-
entation asserts that entrepreneurs take efforts to reduce uncertainty through in-
formation acquisition or planning techniques (Cooper, Folta, & Woo, 1995; Delmar 
& Shane, 2003; Ozgen & Baron, 2007). While entrepreneurs have been said to use 
both types of logic in their practical quest to ascend (Sarasvathy, 2008), the results 
of this research call into question whether the frameworks of prediction and control 
– of acknowledgement and reduction – can adequately describe entrepreneurial 
stances toward uncertainty. Mindfulness, resilience, and reflection, as found in the 
high-performance team’s conversations, are interpretive language forms that facili-
tate expansion – not prediction or control – of uncertainty. They serve to increase 
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aspects of an entrepreneurial innovation team’s uncertainty rather than to contain it 
as most current theories posit.  
In the literature, the facets of entrepreneurial uncertainty are many. Some re-
searchers refer to the technical uncertainty (the ability to produce a working prod-
uct for an acceptable price), the market uncertainty (the levels of demand for the 
product), and the competitive uncertainty (the team’s ability to profit from their ef-
forts) (Shane, 2003, p. 205). Others cite, “Knightian uncertainty (the probability dis-
tribution and even outcomes are unknown making it impossible to calculate proba-
bilities or expected consequences); goal ambiguity (preferences are neither given 
nor well organized); and isotropy (it is not clear which elements in the environment 
to pay attention to and which to ignore)” (Sarasvathy, 2008, p. xi). Lean startup 
practitioners also have articulated features of entrepreneurial uncertainty: what 
product do customers want, how much customers will pay for that product, and 
whether a sustainable venture can be built within those boundaries are all puzzles 
to be solved (Reis, 2011). While different, these types of uncertainty are united on 
at least one level: they all are potentially addressed through techniques of reduc-
tion, suppression, and acknowledgement (Lipshitz & Strauss, 1997). Evidence for 
each of these coping techniques can be found in the language forms associated 
with the studied teams’ conversations.  
Information processing is considered by many to be a primary means of uncertain-
ty reduction (Galbraith, 1973, 1974). Given that the teams in this study devoted 
nearly a quarter of the total coded utterances to Information, this research sug-
gests that the teams may have been using information as a means of reducing un-
certainty. This seems even more likely when Information-coded utterances in the 
Episode types are considered. Because the Product Episodes have an undeter-
mined final structure – the minimum viable product is an emergent artifact – and 
the teams are less familiar with product creation than they are with contest partici-
pation, the Product Episodes may embody more uncertainty than the Contest Epi-
sodes. Consequently, the teams might rely more on Information-coded utterances 
in the Product Episodes in an attempt to reduce uncertainty. And they did: the 
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Product Episodes were comprised of approximately 36% of Information-coded ut-
terances compared to approximately 11% in the Contest Episodes. 
The language forms identified in this study also suggest that the teams engaged in 
the suppression and acknowledgement of uncertainty. The teams suppressed un-
certainty through their use of utterances coded for Information: Share: Vision, 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute, and Action: Influence. And they demonstrated their abil-
ity to acknowledge uncertainty by their use of utterances coded for Information: 
Reveal: Lack of Knowledge, Meaning: Clarify: Check and Volunteer, Meaning: 
Seek: Opinion, and Meaning: Claim: Conditional. Utterances coded for Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional, however, can do more than acknowledge uncertainty; they, 
along with utterances coded for Action: Suspend and Action: Levity, can expand 
uncertainty.  
The use of utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: Conditional, Meaning: Reconsid-
er, Meaning: Clarify; Check, Action: Suspend, and Action: Levity all suggest a 
speaker’s ability to reflect on the content, process, and premise of his or her work; 
to consider alternative meanings and imagine varied futures. The conversations 
that emerge from the use of utterances coded in these ways are reflective dia-
logues that not only acknowledge uncertainty but expand uncertainty at the level of 
interpretative possibilities.  
Reflective dialogue is inherently disruptive. It unsettles assumptions and necessi-
tates the creation of new meanings. The work of reflection is not to exploit 
knowledge or capitalize on unexpected events as causal or effectual theories of 
entrepreneurship might propose. Instead, the task of reflection is to (re)interpret 
what team members think they know and to (re)interpret the meaning(s) of events 
that are happening (or have happened or might happen).  
To accommodate the role of reflective dialogue and its precipitating language 
forms, perhaps a new theory about entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty 
should be drawn; a provisional theory that includes a dimension of expansion in 
addition to control (reduction), prediction (acknowledgement), or suppression. 
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While the concept of deliberate and productive stimulation of uncertainty is not new 
(Jauch & Kenneth, 1986), it has neither  been incorporated into the entrepreneurial 
innovation literature nor anchored in empirical evidence before. 
 
Provisional Model for Entrepreneurial Innovation Approaches to Uncertainty  
Based on the findings from this research and from the literature, four primary 
stances toward uncertainty seem to animate the work of entrepreneurial innovation 
teams. Would-be entrepreneurial innovation teams can:  
 Acknowledge uncertainty; 
 Deny uncertainty; 
 Reduce uncertainty; 
 Enhance uncertainty. 
 
These stances can be located along two trajectories of mindfulness: the openness 
for new information and the ability to draw novel categories of distinction (Langer, 
1989a). (See Figure 9.1.) Together these attributes describe a team’s preferred 
stance toward uncertainty; a stance that may have an impact on the team’s capaci-
ty for successful innovation.  
Would-be innovators in the Acknowledge segment are willing to recognize changes 
in the environment and other types of new information, but their limited sensemak-
ing abilities diminish their agility. As a result they may attempt to predict possible 
paths forward using effectual logic. Would-be innovators in the Deny segment are 
not open to new information and are not adept at sensemaking. They may be likely 
to commit early to a feature set for a product and execute along the original plan 
without revising it to incorporate new information as the innovation process unfolds. 
Innovators in the Reduce segment limit the amount or type of new information that 
they will accept, but they are willing to consider new analyses of the data they 
have. They may be likely to use causal reasoning to solve problems and generate 
“incremental innovations” – follow-on innovations that make small changes to an 
existing product (Christensen, 1997). Lastly, innovators in the Enhance segment 
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have a high tolerance for uncertainty. Like the high-performance team studied by 
Michel and Wortham (2009), innovative teams in the Enhance segment are able to 
take in new information, enact a collaborative sensemaking process, and even de-
liberately expand uncertainty by persistently holding interpretations in a liminal 
state.  
Figure 9.1. Entrepreneurial Approaches to Uncertainty 
 
 
Source: Author 
 
While a team’s innovation process might be represented by any quadrant for a par-
ticular moment in time, this segmentation is intended to describe the dominant ap-
proach used by a team over time. Similarly, while different members of an innova-
tion team might have personal predilections for different approaches, the segments 
are meant to describe the dominant approach used by the team as a collective. 
Based on the findings of this study, entrepreneurial teams that function in the En-
hance segment seem poised to create successful innovations and ventures.  
The segmentation of entrepreneurial innovation teams along these attributes of 
mindfulness suggests that the most successful teams are also the most mindful in 
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their approach to innovation. Existing theory does suggest that mindful practices 
can lead to greater creativity and agility (Langer, 1992; 2002, pp. 216-217; Langer 
& Piper, 1987). This study contributes to existing theory by suggesting that mind-
fulness (as observed through language) can lead to successful and significant en-
trepreneurial innovations.  
Mindfulness, like resilience and reflection, were captured in the language used by 
the teams in this study as this excerpt from the high-performance Yellow Team 
demonstrates:  
We should start fresh; try and ignore what we know right now… 
When Seth says these words to his partner Shahrnaz he is requesting a suspen-
sion in the team meeting; he’s requesting that they postpone a particular conversa-
tion until another time. But his language wields a greater impact than that function 
alone. The act of suspending reveals a kind of mindfulness – flexibility and the 
avoidance of premature cognitive commitments – about the team’s approach to en-
trepreneurial innovation. Suspension also makes possible a kind of resilience – 
enabling heedful relating and creating the opportunity for improvisation through re-
consideration. By partitioning time to focus on a subject in the future, suspension 
also signals the speaker’s awareness of the potential value of reflection; it pro-
motes the possibility of transformational change through reflective action in the fu-
ture.  
Although some research has associated acts of suspension with reduction of un-
certainty (Jauch & Kenneth, 1986), that is not the case with this excerpt. Suspen-
sion evokes reduction when teams are postponing decisions until additional infor-
mation can be acquired for evaluation. However, in the case of the studied team, 
Seth and Shahrnaz are suspending a particular conversation until they have a time 
to give the topic their full interpretive attention. Moreover, Seth’s words, when con-
sidered from a content perspective, are encouraging the team to abandon their cur-
rent assumptions and build their plan anew. He is advocating the creation of addi-
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tional uncertainty – by refraining from premature cognitive commitments and by 
suggesting a disruptive review of their assumptions – at least for a period of time.  
The flexible language forms associated with mindfulness, resilience, and reflection 
may productively expand uncertainty for an entrepreneurial innovation team by 
creating a culture of inquiry for their fledgling organization. These language forms 
express plausibility (rather than precision) and may enable the team members to 
maintain an inquisitive stance toward their work. It is important to note that the lan-
guage forms found in these teams’ conversations were neither aimed at disrupting 
conventional wisdom in the market nor structured as formal questions in a gram-
matical sense, as other research based on interviews with innovative entrepre-
neurs has suggested (Dyer, Gregersen, & Christensen, 2011).  
It is possible that disruptive and formally structured questions might be asked in a 
different phase of the innovation cycle than was studied. None of this study’s rec-
orded data captured the teams’ initial ideation conversations, for example; perhaps 
the status-quo challenging “what if” questions cited by Dyer, Gregerson, and Chris-
tensen (2008, 2011) occur primarily within that phase of the innovation process. It 
is also possible that the entrepreneurs in their study remember participating in an 
inquisitive culture and report the nature of that experience by describing ambient 
questions as if they had been posed in actuality. Nevertheless, the flexible lan-
guage forms as observed in this study seem to support inquisitive attitudes and ef-
forts that ultimately engender entrepreneurial innovation. 
The observable language used by the high-performance Yellow Team in this study 
was marked by frequent use of utterance types associated with mindfulness, resili-
ence, and reflection in general. One of the most disparate patterns of language use 
that separated the high- and low-performance teams was found in their use of 
Meaning: Claim utterances – a key language form associated with mindfulness. 
The high-performance team used Claim; Conditional more than Claim: Absolute, 
and the low-performance team used Claim: Absolute more than Claim: Conditional. 
In contrast, the low-performance team used language forms associated with mind-
lessness – Information: Share: Vision and Action: Influence – exclusively. Based 
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on these and other language patterns the high-performance Yellow Team would 
seem to reside in the upper-right quadrant of the aforementioned provisional seg-
mentation, and the low-performance Green Team would seem to reside in the low-
er-left quadrant. The high-performance team opted to Enhance and expand their 
levels of uncertainty while the low-performance team chose to Deny some uncer-
tainty.  
Drawing together concepts from the entrepreneurship literature and findings from 
this research project, this chapter has sketched a model for understanding entre-
preneurial stances toward uncertainty. This provisional model is anchored upon 
two concepts from Mindfulness theory – a team’s openness to new information and 
their ability to draw novel categories of distinction – and posits that entrepreneurial 
innovation teams may engage in the productive expansion of uncertainty. If this 
new model is populated with results from the micro-analysis of the verbal sense-
making language of the studied teams, the high-performance team fits best within 
the Expand quadrant and the low-performance team fits best within the Deny quad-
rant. Connections between entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty and perfor-
mance stimulate many lines of inquiry and suggest a variety of potential implica-
tions for members of the entrepreneurial ecosystem. The next chapter will unpack 
several possible future directions for research and practice. 
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CHAPTER TEN: FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
This project has taken an inductive and exploratory approach to understanding 
conversational competencies in the entrepreneurial innovation process and to inte-
grating those observations into a provisional theory about entrepreneurial stances 
toward uncertainty. By studying entrepreneurial innovation teams in action, this 
project has been able to offer new details about entrepreneurial teams and their 
work. It also raises new questions. This chapter will review the major findings and 
themes that have emerged from the research. It will outline the empirical, methodo-
logical, and theoretical contributions of the work. It will present several limitations of 
the work. Finally, it will offer possible directions for future research and potential 
applications for practice in the entrepreneurial ecosystem.  
From its inception, this research has been designed to answer three primary ques-
tions about entrepreneurial innovation teams:  
1.  What verbal sensemaking patterns can be observed within team conversa-
tions across the arc of a lean startup entrepreneurship competition? 
2.  What variations in sensemaking language exist when teams focus on dif-
ferent types of uncertainty related to their entrepreneurial quest?  
3.  Are there differences between the teams’ sensemaking language and per-
formance as determined by ranking in the contest? 
 
Through inductive, qualitative inquiry this research has been able to describe lan-
guage patterns in the intra-team conversations of entrepreneurial innovation teams 
that demonstrate sensemaking in general as well as sensemaking in the service of 
product validation and contest participation. The research also has described dif-
ferences in the observable sensemaking language used by high- and low-
performance teams; performance-associated patterns that align with the concepts 
of mindfulness, resilience, and reflection. By juxtaposing this work with existing 
theories, this dissertation has proposed a provisional theory about entrepreneurial 
stances toward uncertainty that incorporates an additional dimension of expansion. 
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This provisional theory suggests that teams with the capacity to verbally expand 
uncertainties are the ones most able to innovate successfully and ascend. 
 
Restatement of Major Findings and their Meanings 
In response to the first Research Question, the micro-analysis of the naturally-
occurring conversations revealed a basic pattern of sensemaking language forms: 
conversations from both teams combined were comprised of approximately 24% 
Information, 42% Meaning, and 33% Action (without Align) utterances. At a more 
granular level, utterances associated with the Aggregate code of Meaning were 
most often coded for Clarify and Claim – language forms that serve to verify or en-
sure comprehension between team mates and to assert fixed or flexible perspec-
tives about their shared experiences. Utterances coded for Share: Data and Action: 
Plan were the most frequently found Primary code types within the two other Ag-
gregate code categories. One noteworthy observation related to the first question 
is that utterances associated with the primary code Action: Align accounted for 
most of the teams’ utterances – more than any other code type including the Ag-
gregate level codes. This result echoes a well-established feature of conversational 
behavior: speakers strive for solidarity in social interactions (Clayman, 2002). It al-
so might be an illustration of the “social skills” mentioned in the entrepreneurship 
literature. (Baron & Markman, 2003, p. 54).  
 
Analysis inspired by the second Research Question showed that the teams’ 
sensemaking language did vary based on uncertainty type. In general, it showed 
that Contest Episodes were dominated by Action utterances while Product Epi-
sodes were by Information utterances. This suggests that conversations about the 
contest with its known structure might hinge on causal reasoning, whereas those 
focused on the evolution of a minimum viable product with its unknown outcome 
might call for more effectual reasoning. This observation could be evidence of en-
trepreneurs using a bi-modal approach (Sarasvathy, 2008). If so, it would be the 
first empirical evidence of teams using causal or effectual approaches based on a 
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situated type of uncertainty. Further support for the possible use of a bi-modal ap-
proach comes from the teams’ use of Action: Levity in the Contest Episodes and 
Information: Resource in the Product Episodes. Utterances coded for Action: Levity 
enabled a speaker to articulate a fictitious version of a team’s situation – but the 
fiction could be understood as ridiculous (and humorous) only because the team 
members were able to contrast it with an expected, ordinary future scenario 
through causal reasoning. Utterances coded for Information: Seek: Resource may 
have enabled teams to control uncertainty by focusing their attention on their avail-
able means (Sarasvathy, 2001). 
With regard to the third Research Question: language patterns did differ between 
the high- and low-performance teams. The low-performance team’s reliance on ut-
terances coded for Information suggests that they might be responding to their en-
trepreneurial work as a technical challenge whereas the high-performance team’s 
more frequent use of Meaning: Clarify: Check and Information: Reveal: Lack of 
Knowledge suggests that they might view their work as an adaptive challenge. The 
low-performance team’s language suggests that they might be less resilient – less 
attuned to improvisation, attitudes of wisdom and doubt, heedful inter-relating, vir-
tual role systems – than the high-performance team. In general, the high-
performance team tended to prefer language forms that signaled flexibility; their 
use of Action: Levity and Action: Suspend, for example, and especially their use of 
Meaning: Claim Conditional. The two teams used Meaning: Claim: Conditional and 
Meaning: Claim: Absolute in dramatically different proportions. The low-
performance team’s more frequent use of utterances coded for Meaning: Claim: 
Absolute over Meaning: Claim: Conditional indicated a rigid way of thinking about 
their work, despite the dynamism of their situation. Their use of this utterance type 
– along with their exclusive use of utterances coded for Information: Share: Brain-
storm, Information: Share: Vision, Action: Disregard, and Action: Influence – sug-
gested that the low-performance team might have had difficulty creating the new 
frames necessary to accommodate the disruptive cues emerging from the ecosys-
tem. By comparison, the high-performance team’s more frequent use of Meaning: 
Claim: Conditional over Meaning: Claim: Absolute suggested the team’s willing-
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ness to work in a provisional state of knowing; a flexible approach that might have 
enhanced their sensemaking ability. The two teams also differed in terms of the 
equity of team member participation. The members of the high-performance Yellow 
Team contributed similar numbers of words and shared equally the sensemaking 
tasks of Information exchange, Meaning ascription, and Action taking. The lan-
guage profile of the low-performance Green Team was quite different. Their inter-
actions were dominated by one team member; the same person contributed the 
highest number of words and controlled the sensemaking tasks.  
Taken together, these patterns of language use offer a glimpse into each team’s 
stance toward uncertainty. The high-performance team with its frequent use of the 
flexible language forms associated with mindfulness, resilience, and reflection 
seemed capable of succeeding even while creating conditions that expanded their 
uncertainty. Conversely, the low-performance team seemed to brace against the 
creation of new frames to accommodate disconfirming feedback; they seemed to 
use language to create conditions that denied uncertainty.  
 
Empirical Contribution  
Because of its micro-analysis of naturally-occurring conversations, this research 
has been able to describe how entrepreneurial teams make sense of the uncertain-
ties of their work. While earlier research has argued that sensemaking is included 
in the work of entrepreneurs, those studies were based on data collected from in-
terviews or questionnaires. This is a rare – and possibly the first – study of entre-
preneurial sensemaking in action.  
With access to recorded naturally-occurring intra-team conversations, this research 
has been able to examine how entrepreneurial teams exchange information, re-
solve puzzles, and essentially talk an innovation into being. By micro-analyzing the 
verbal interactions of the team members while they work, this research has been 
able to describe the basic verbal sensemaking patterns used by the studied teams. 
It also has been able to describe more specific language forms that separate the 
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high- and low-performance teams in this study. While the exploratory nature of this 
research means that conclusions must be drawn with caution, the findings do sug-
gest that conversational competencies may be aligned with entrepreneurial innova-
tion team performance. 
 
Methodological Contributions 
To study the entrepreneurial innovation teams in action, this research embraced 
the traditions of the workplace interaction literature and the technique of Conversa-
tion Analysis. The on-campus offices dedicated for use by entrepreneurs affiliated 
with the MIT Trust Center and the Accelerate Contest are workplaces; they are the 
locations where entrepreneurial teams enact the work of product innovation and 
venture creation. The same might be said of the proverbial garage or even a virtual 
setting that enables entrepreneurial innovations teams to do their work. Existing 
workplace interaction studies in other industries have shown, for example, how the 
conversations between doctors and patients result in diagnoses and courses of ac-
tion (e.g. bed rest, surgery, etc.). By situating entrepreneurial interactions within the 
growing body of workplace interaction literature, this research opens new ways of 
exploring entrepreneurship. It forges a path for the detailed study of the routine 
language – not pitches or presentations – of entrepreneurial innovation teams be-
ing entrepreneurial innovation teams. It illustrates the “interactional competen-
cies… requisite to participation” (Psathas, 1990b, p. 21) in the profession of entre-
preneurship. 
The workplace interaction literature, of course, is built upon Conversation Analysis. 
While CA has been used to investigate team interactions in corporate (Donnellon, 
1996), legal (Atkinsen & Drew, 1979), educational (Cazden, 1988), and aviation 
(Dietrich & von Meltzer, 2003; Nevile, 2004a) settings, only rarely, if ever, has it 
been used to study entrepreneurial innovation teams. CA can reveal important di-
mensions of team communication. It can identify, for example, the conversational 
forms that separate cockpit crews that are likely to land safely and those that are 
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likely to crash when facing similar human errors and technical malfunctions. By im-
porting CA into studies of entrepreneurship, this research expands the boundaries 
of inquiry for the field; it allows theories about entrepreneurial success to include a 
detailed realm of interpersonal interaction and specific verbal behavior.  
If CA can contribute a valuable means of investigating entrepreneurship, one might 
wonder why it hasn’t been used more frequently. One explanation may be because 
of the difficulty of obtaining the necessary data; the naturally-occurring conversa-
tions of entrepreneurial teams engaged in the act of innovating. For this research, 
subjects were asked to record themselves with devices loaned to them. This 
choice enabled multiple teams to be recorded at once. Without this technological 
advantage, it would have been difficult if not impossible to do the comparison of 
teams – and, by extension, build exploratory theory related to performance. The 
wearable technology also removed the potential disruption of a researcher’s pres-
ence while the teams were at work. The recording device may be its own disruptive 
force but perhaps less so than the presence of the researcher. Nevertheless, the 
novel use of the wearable recording devices in the data collection process adds a 
technological component of originality to this research.  
 
Theoretical Contributions 
Although the Creative Model of entrepreneurship sees founders as active agents 
(Alvarez & Barney, 2007; Baker & Nelson, 2005; Baron, 2007) who use 
sensemaking (Barton, 2010; Cornelissen & Clarke, 2010; Hill & Levenhagen, 1995; 
Wood & McKinley, 2010) and conversations (Amason et al., 2006; Baron & 
Markman, 2000; Dyer et al., 2008; Felin & Zenger, 2009; Lechler, 2001) in their 
work, it fails to explain how an entrepreneurial team negotiates the uncertainties of 
their shared situation; how the team members verbally make sense of disruptive 
input about their original product concept and collaboratively craft a minimum via-
ble product. This research probed the details of the sensemaking language of en-
trepreneurial innovation teams in action, and its findings lend richness to effectua-
tion theory. According to this study, entrepreneurial innovation teams facing vari-
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ous types of uncertainty seem to rely on utterances coded for Meaning (the break-
down again was approximately 24% Information, 42% Meaning, and 33% Action) 
and especially on utterances coded Meaning: Clarify and Meaning: Claim to enact 
their work. 
The findings from this research also lend possible support to the claim that entre-
preneurs use both effectual and causal approaches in their work (Sarasvathy, 
2008). Because the language used in the Contest Episodes was mostly Action-
oriented, the teams seem to have been using causation to optimize their work; they 
knew the structure of the contest and could attempt to predict the best way to 
reach the desired end-state. In contrast, because the language used in the Product 
Episodes was mostly Information-oriented the teams might have been using effec-
tual reasoning; the evolution of a minimum viable product with its unpredictable 
outcome required them to focus on resources and means. This implies not only 
that entrepreneurs use both causation and effectuation, but that their situated use 
of these approaches is informed by the type of uncertainty they are facing.  
The most noteworthy theoretical contribution made by this research, however, is its 
sketch of a provisional theory of entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty; a the-
ory that links the existing theories of effectuation and causation. Forged from the 
bottom-up examination of observable language, the new theory posits that flexible, 
interpretive, and reflective language forms expand the uncertainty that entrepre-
neurial innovation teams face – and that the deliberate expansion of uncertainty 
might be beneficial to the success of the teams. By adding expansion to the ex-
pected categories of reduction (control), acknowledge (prediction), and suppres-
sion (denial), the provisional theory lays the foundation for a new way of thinking 
about entrepreneurs’ relationship(s) with uncertainty. 
Lastly, this research can be considered a bridge that connects entrepreneurship 
theories espoused by practitioners with those developed by scholars. The context 
for this research was a lean startup contest, and the scholarly lens of sensemaking 
was used to study the competing teams in action. This research has shown that 
lean startup activities, at least in part, can be considered sensemaking activities. 
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The sensemaking language used by the teams connects lean startup practices 
with the scholarly concepts of mindfulness (Langer, 1989a) and resilience (Weick, 
1993). Moreover the research suggests possible links that could connect effectua-
tion theory and lean startup philosophy with design. 
  
Limitations of the Research 
This research has attempted to provide a rich description of the observable 
sensemaking language of entrepreneurial innovation teams at work. It does, how-
ever, have limitations. For example, this research may have a US-based orienta-
tion. Entrepreneurship might be perceived as less admirable in other cultures, and 
such an alteration in the status of the work might impact the team interactions. 
Similarly, features of discourse such as heedfulness might be expressed very dif-
ferently in other cultures. Beyond cultural limitations there are also meeting style 
limitations. This research focused only on in-person interactions. Teams probably 
use video conferencing technologies or telephone conferencing abilities in the 
course of the innovation process. If conversational patterns are influenced by those 
mediating technologies then this research would have missed those variations. 
Similarly teams probably do some of their work in smaller sub-teams, and this re-
search would have missed those conversational variations as well. All of these 
could be worthy of future investigation.  
 
Future Directions for Entrepreneurial Innovation Research 
Although this research has added to our understanding of entrepreneurship, it also 
has raised additional questions. Future work should aim to test and refine the pro-
visional models put forth here and to explore further the antecedent dispositions 
(related to mindfulness, resilience, and reflection) that were expressed in the stud-
ied teams’ language.  
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To refine the model of conversational competences, additional analysis on the lan-
guage used by entrepreneurial innovation teams in action must occur. Questions of 
interest include:  
 Are these same language patterns found in high- and low-performance en-
trepreneurial innovation teams outside of high-tech? 
 Do language patterns vary based on the stages of the entrepreneurial inno-
vation process? 
 Are language patterns related to team composition – namely the dyad com-
pared to larger teams? 
 Do language patterns differ when teams are striving for an incremental ver-
sus a disruptive innovation? 
 
By investigating these questions, anomalies in the provisional theory of conversa-
tional competencies proposed by this research will be found, allowing for a better 
descriptive model and, potentially, a normative model to be articulated eventually.  
The provisional model about entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty also must 
be refined through additional inquiry. This research suggests that the deliberate 
expansion of uncertainty might be beneficial to entrepreneurial performance. Stud-
ies that investigate whether this behavior is found in other successful entrepreneur-
ial teams – in general, at specific times in the innovation process, or in response to 
particular kinds of uncertainty, for example – will be vital to the development of this 
theory. Future research in this vein might intersect with long-standing topics in en-
trepreneurship research such as risk-taking (Knight, 1921; Miller, 2007), or it might 
involve newer domains. It might consider, for example, how the psychology of op-
timal experience (which describes individuals who add complexity to their tasks to 
increase enjoyment) (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) might relate to optimal entrepreneur-
ial performance.  
Antecedents to the models presented in this research also need additional analy-
sis. The concepts of mindfulness, resilience, and reflection were expressed in the 
language patterns of the studied teams and are central to the provisional model of 
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entrepreneurial stances toward uncertainty. However, this research has offered lit-
tle insight into the individual motivations or organizational conditions that foster 
mindful, resilient, or reflective practices and dispositions. A trait at the individual 
level which is related to mindfulness, resilience, and reflection might be “situated 
humility” (Barton & Sutcliffe, 2010). Future research could study the presence or 
form of humility in entrepreneurship; perhaps through content analysis of founder 
presentations such as those distributed by Stanford’s Entrepreneurship Corner 
website (Stanford, 2014). Or, to study situated humility in action, perhaps future 
research could undertake a study such as this one with the specific intent of ana-
lyzing aspects of humility – recognition of self-limitations, appreciation of the con-
tributions of others, willingness to learn, and low level of focus on the self (B. 
Owens, 2009) – that are present in the teams’ interactions over time. Such re-
search could lend richness to the traditional inquiries into entrepreneurial confi-
dence (Busenitz & Barney, 1997; Hayward et al., 2006). 
 
Practical Applications 
The findings from this research have advanced the idea of entrepreneurship as a 
conversational accomplishment. Several specific language forms that appear to be 
associated with performance levels for entrepreneurial innovation teams have been 
presented in the previous chapters. Given that language forms can be taught, 
courses on conversational competencies might be a beneficial addition to the en-
trepreneurship curriculum. Moreover, educational experiences for entrepreneurs, 
such as contests and advisory relationships, might be made more effective by 
overtly incorporating reflective practice into their structures.  
 
While conventional wisdom about entrepreneurship underscores the importance of 
a good team, the definition of such a team tends to be static – team members 
should have entrepreneurial experience and complementary areas of expertise, for 
example. Little, if any, emphasis is given to the dynamic, behavioral dimensions of 
a good team; behaviors that can be developed. Existing research has shown that 
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communications training produces improved outcomes in other workplace settings 
(Salas, Burke, Bowers, & Wilson, 2001; Siegel & Federman, 1973). Similarly, 
scholars have argued that social skills (which imply and include verbal communica-
tions) can be taught, and “entrepreneurs who take advantage of such opportunities 
may reap important benefits” (Baron & Markman, 2000). Consequently, perhaps 
the conversational competencies suggested by this research could be taught to 
aspiring entrepreneurs – and improve levels of entrepreneurial success.  
 
Some communications courses already exist in the formal curriculum at the univer-
sity from which this study’s data came, but the learning objectives tend to be lim-
ited to managerial tasks; how to give feedback or give presentations, for example. 
Similarly, informal learning opportunities in communications for aspiring entrepre-
neurs at this university exist, but they tend to emphasize how to pitch or how to 
write a business plan. To enhance the existing educational offerings with insights 
and exercises related to conversational competencies may be an easy addition – 
either as a stand-alone course or an inserted module.  
 
Similarly, experiential educational opportunities – such as the lean startup contest 
that was the context for this research – could incorporate language-oriented train-
ing into their goals. The chief task of teams engaged in lean startup learning cycles 
is to productively reflect on the discontinuities between their vision and the feed-
back from the ecosystem; to make new frames of meaning that accommodate 
feedback and adapt the product accordingly. By making students overtly aware of 
the role and process of reflective dialogue in the entrepreneurial quest, the contest 
potentially could improve the innovation outcomes for the teams. A training session 
on conversational competencies including reflective dialogue early in the contest 
might prepare teams to constructively manage discordant information and avoid 
premature cognitive commitments. If advisors also were informed about the reflec-
tive process then they could help teams live with the discomfort of sensemaking 
(Taylor, 2007). Rather than simply offering an, albeit informed, opinion; they could 
help the teams extend the interpretive process while continuing to make progress.  
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Closing Comments 
As stated in Chapter One, starting a venture is hard. It is difficult, in part, because 
of the uncertainties that innovative entrepreneurial teams must face. While previ-
ous research has focused on the advantages provided to entrepreneurs who strive 
to predict or control uncertainties, this research has suggested that some entrepre-
neurial teams may benefit from the deliberate expansion of uncertainties through 
the use of flexible forms of language. This research has cited several language 
forms – the use of conditional claims, suspensions, and levity – that enable teams 
to reflect on the content, process, and premise of their work; to consider alternative 
meanings, imagine varied futures, and protract the interpretive process. Because 
the language forms associated with the high- and low-performance team in this 
study were quite distinct, the findings suggest that conversational competencies 
are related to innovative entrepreneurial team success. This research suggests 
that entrepreneurship is a conversational accomplishment.  
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix One: Code Book 
Aggregate Primary Sub-forms Description Examples 
 
Info 
 
    
 Seek Check asking for a repeat 
(info just said or long 
ago) 
What’s the term again? 
  Data ask for market data, 
advisor feedback, or 
class info  
Didn’t they just change 
the law on that? 
  Personal ask about personal 
wellbeing or situation 
Are you okay? 
  Resource ask for info about re-
sources available; esp 
money 
What would be the bar-
riers the timeline in that 
scenario 
 Share Brainstorm product ideas not 
connected to market 
data 
You could give different 
endings to the stories so 
for instance sad, happy 
  Correct correcting someone 
based on data, vision, 
or intuition 
That's an assumption, 
though, that a vc’s expe-
rienced 
  Data provide info from cus-
tomers, advisors, or 
classes or teachers 
The thing that one of the 
judges gave in the feed-
back was that they don’t 
think that we’re going to 
sell that many. 
  Numbers/Slides Provide info from 
team’s spread sheet 
or slide deck (a “fact” 
they constructed) 
These are your paid 
subscribers 
  Personal sharing about self; 
hungry, ill, social sta-
tus 
… which is good for me 
if I need a job 
  Vision describe vision for 
product / venture; the-
ory behind product / 
venture 
So it's like fluency in 
understanding how to 
work with digital media  
 Reveal Lack of 
knowledge 
Disclosures of lack of 
knowledge 
Who are we splitting it 
with? 
 
 
 Feelings emotions, apologies, 
admit mistakes 
That would be awe-
some! 
 
Meaning 
 
    
 Claim Conditional asserting theories with 
wiggle room; often = 
could, might, think  
If-- assuming we can 
make it -- we’ll be able 
to patent it 
  Absolute asserting theories 
without wiggle room 
Is, must 
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 Clarify Check checking  interpreta-
tion or meaning 
‘a thing of water’ mean-
ing like a water bottle? 
  Volunteer adding an explanation 
(to ensure someone 
understands) 
[Are there anything any 
other things we should 
be shooting for…] like 
goals 
 Compare Experiences comparing current 
situation with previous 
one(s) experienced or 
known; with expecta-
tions 
Yeah it’s like not a trade 
show 
  Data/Input comparing conflicting 
data outright; compar-
ing conflicting sets of 
advice 
I have a hard time see-
ing that given like all the 
anecdotal and data we 
have to confirm the 
market 
  Products Comparing your prod-
uct with competitor’s  
What they showed is 
like incredibly simple, 
right? 
 Disregard / 
Know best 
 asserting belief of su-
perior knowledge 
And I’m just like in my 
head I’m like are you 
listening?  
 Reconsider  self-reflective recon-
siderations; change of 
mind 
Oh you know what? 
 Seek opinion  request someone’s 
point of view 
Does it seem a little too 
ktichy? 
 Test /  
Challenge 
 ask for additional evi-
dence 
You do [think it’s feasi-
ble]? 
 
Action 
 
    
 Affirmation  positive things about 
another's contribution 
I loved you for that! 
 Alignment Agreement / Con-
firmation 
agreement with  
aforementioned pro-
posal or assessment; 
confirmation of recent 
statement 
I think that’s totally the 
right thing 
We did. 
  Disagreement giving different per-
spective -- data- or 
vision-based; includes 
alternative proposal of 
action  
can be  direct no or 
more nuanced 
  Acknowledge-
ment 
indication of attention 
or  comprehension; 
belonging 
Ok, yeah, thanks, 
mmhm 
 Facilitate  keeping meeting on 
topic 
Okay; we were thinking 
through everything… 
 Levity  jokes and laughter This pen only works if 
you have money! 
 Influence Persuade / im-
press 
efforts to change 
someone's interpreta-
tion or to contain al-
ternatives 
Log in a play with it a 
little bit see where it’s at 
right now  
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  Resist / defend statements that justify 
behavior or status of 
project 
And I mean the thing is 
too is like it’s not it's not 
done and there's a tons 
of stuff to do 
 Plan Coordinate organizing future ac-
tions generally 
What are our goals for 
the demo?  
  Propose organizing future ac-
tions (even near term) 
specifically 
The day we come back 
when we do meet up; 
We could spend the 1st 
meeting largely on the 
customer. 
 Suspend  suggest a preference / 
need to postpone ac-
tion 
Not not today necessari-
ly! 
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Appendix Two: Jeffersonian Notation Chart 
Jeffersonian Transcription Notation (Jefferson, 1984, 2004) includes markings such 
as: 
Symbol  Name  Indication 
[ text ]  Brackets  The start and end points of overlapping 
speech 
=  Equal Sign  The break and then continuation of a single 
utterance 
(# of sec-
onds)  
Timed Pause  A number within parentheses indicates sec-
onds consumed by a pause in speech 
(.)  Micropause  A brief pause, usually less than 0.2 seconds 
. or  ↓ Period or Down Arrow  Falling pitch or intonation 
? or  ↑ Question Mark or Up Ar-
row  
Rising pitch or intonation 
,  Comma  A temporary rise or fall in intonation 
-  Hyphen  An abrupt halt or interruption in utterance 
>text<  Greater than / Less than 
symbols  
The speech within the marks was delivered 
more rapidly than usual for the speaker 
<text>  Less than / Greater than 
symbols  
The speech within the marks was delivered 
more slowly than usual for the speaker 
°  Degree symbol  Whisper, reduced volume, or quieter speech 
ALL CAPS  Capitalized text  Shouted or increased volume of speech 
underline  Underlined text  The speaker is emphasizing or stressing the 
speech 
:::  Colon(s)  The prolongation of a sound 
(hhh)    Audible exhalation  
˙ or (.hhh)   High Dot  Audible inhalation  
( text )  Parentheses  Speech which is garbled, unclear, or in 
doubt 
(( italic 
text ))  
Double Parenthe-
ses plus italics 
Annotation of non-verbal activity 
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Appendix Three: Recent MIT $100K Winners and their Trajectories 
This table presents the MIT $100K Competition’s winning teams and highlights of 
their latter fundraising success. Prior to 2006 the competition had smaller prize in-
centives and was called the $50K and, originally, the $10K. (MIT, 2014.) 
 
Year Winning Team Partial List of Critical Events Sources 
2013 3DIM $50K from Mass Challenge http://www.crunchbase.com/              
organization/3dim 
2012 Cloudtop $1.8 Million from Andreessen 
Horowitz and Highland Capital 
Partners, and SV Angels 
http://www.crunchbase.com/             
organization/cloudtop 
2011 Sanergy Funding has included $100K from 
MassChallenge, and $1.5 Million 
from USAID.  
http:// http://saner.gy/archives/2544 
https://twitter.com/Sanergy/                 
status/128637229584236544 
2010 C-Crete $225K NSF Grant among others 
for undisclosed amounts 
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/  
showAward?AWD_ID=1346506 
2009 Ksplice Bought by Oracle for undisclosed 
sum 
http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/ 
acquisitions/ksplice/index.html 
2008 Diagnostics for 
All 
Awarded $1.2 Million and $2.6 
Million grants from Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation  
http://www.dfa.org/dfa-in-the-
news/press-releases.php 
2007 Robopsy Awarded $40K from MTTC, 
$100K from CIMIT, at least $80K 
in additional grants from other 
sources 
https://www.cimit.org/news/robopsy.
html 
2006 Semprus     
BioSciences    
(formerly          
SteriCoat) 
Raised $28.5 million in venture 
capital financing and $2.4 million 
in federal funding 
http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2013/sem
prus-biosciences-1010 
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Appendix Four: Ethical Approval Form 
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